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City, county may share
landfill costs until'92
By MARY LAYTON
MURRAY. KY

DNESDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
LONDON — In the most serious challenge to Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher's leadership,
former Defense Secretary
Michael Hese!tine said today he
will challenge her as leader of
the Conservative Party, and thus
prime minister. Hese!tine, who
resigned as Mrs. Thatcher's
defense minister in 1986, will
run in a ballot among Conservative legislators next week.

STATE
CYNTHIANA, Ky. — Three
juveniles—have been charged
with first-degree criminal mischief stemming from a rampage
through Cynthiana's Battlefield
Cemetery two weeks ago. State
Police Detective John Conley
said authorities apprehended
three boys between the ages of
14 and 15. One is from Cynthiana; one is from the Cynthiana
area and the other is from Lexington, Conley said.

SPORTS
FRANKFURT, Germany —
Since losing the U.S. Open final
to Pete Sampras, Andre Agassi
has been working on his serve.
It paid off as fourth-seeded
Agassi fired 10 aces and beat
fifth-seeded Sampras 6-4, 6-2 on
the opening day of the ATP
World Championships, the
season-ending tournament pitting the top eight players in the
world.

BUSINESS
CHICAGO — The U.S.
Energy Department has found
no evidence of fuel price gouging by American oil companies
in the wake of Iraq's invasion of
Kuwait, the agency's No. 2 man
told oil executives.

FORECAST
Tonight: Mostly clear. Low
40 to 45. South wind 5 to 10
mph.

Three Sections — 32 Pages
Classifieds
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Crosswords
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Horoscope
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5A-10A
7B
Obituaries
Perspective
4A
2B, 3B
Sports
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
11 noon Saturday.

•

Murray L.dg. & Times Staff Writer

Calloway County will most likely provide additional financial support to the city of Murray to maintain the city's landfill until June
30, 1992, although no formal vote
confirmed this action at Tuesday's
Fiscal Court meeting.
"1 don't think there's any question that we'll have to join with the
city until '92," said George Weaks,
county judge-executive. "But after
that, we'll have to wait and see."
Murray City Planner Don Elias
explained to the Fiscal Court that
the city was required to notify the
state by Nov. 8 of its intent to
close the landfill, keep it open until
June 30, 1992, or to keep it open
after June 30, 1992.
The city notified the state of its
intent to keep the landfill open
until 1995 with the understanding
that the county would participate
with the city on a 50/50 cost share
basis.
"The City needs more assistance

from the county to try to get over
additional costs that start accumulating in this next fiscal year,"
Elias said. "The monies we generate now are sufficient to cover
the current fiscal year, but they are
not sufficient to cover that in
1991/92."
Weaks said that Fiscal Court will
cooperate with the city within the
next couple of months to work out
a financial agreement regarding
continued upkeep of the landfill
until June 30, 1992.
New state landfill regulations
that went into effect May 8 of this
year require additional monies to
be spent for continued operation of
the landfill. The cost of operating
the landfill will increase from
$299,000 from this fiscal year
(1990/91) to about $570,5000 in
the next fiscal year. To operate
from now until mid-1992, the landfill must expand its size by 31/2
acres, obtain additional scales, a
steel toe compactor and an addi(Cont'd on page 2)
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50-CENTS

'Because We Care'

Murray State University President Dr. Ronald Kurth, right, was on hand Tuesday to apply the final seal
to the last of the 240 "Because We Care" packages that will be sent to U.S. troops in Saudia Arabia. Total
costs of the kits, which include everything from candy to cleaning kits to writing paper, is approximately
$3,760. Pictured from left are Student Alumni Association President Phillip Bryan, Student Government
Association Treasurer Stacy Hastie and Kurth. The packages are sponsored by SAA, SGA, the Murray
Ledger & Times and the American Red Cross.

orporal punishment banned in state's classrooms
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Corporal
punishment will be banned in Kentucky classrooms next year and
State School Board members said
Tuesday those still using force to
discipline schoolchildren should
find an alternative now.

The board's adoption of new
Acquisto.
regulations ended a long-running
Trigg County Superintendent Jay
and occasionally acrimonious Minnchan was chairman of the task
debate about paddling and other force that studied corporal punishforms of physical discipline in the Anent and said there is no longer
schools.
any reastonable justification for it.
"We send a message from one
"Corporal punishment is a quick
end of this state to the other ... find fix to a critical problem," Minneanother way — do not hit the han said.
children," said board member Patti
The new regulations, which must

Kentucky's Ford chosen
assistant majority leader
By STEVEN KOMAROW
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON — Democrats
on Tuesday re-elected George
Mitchell of Maine as Senate Majority Leader and chose Wendell Ford
of Kentucky as his new deputy.
Bob Dole of Kansas won another
two years as head of the minority
Republicans but restive GOP conservatives dumped John Chafee,
R-R.1., from the No. 3 leadership
post in favor of Thad Cochran, RMiss.
The Democrats, who will hold a
56-44 majority in the 102nd Congress, emerged from their closeddoor caucus with a show of unity.
All of the top jobs were filled without contention, Mitchell said.
Mitchell, who first won the
majority leader's job two years ago
in a spirited three-way race, won
his second term by acclamation.
Health care and campaign finance
reform are tops on his list of legislative objectives for the new Congress. he said.
Ford succeeds Sen. Alan Cranston, D-Calif., who had served
since 1977 as the assistant majority

leader, or whip. Cranston
announced last week he was stepping down from the post, and
would leave the Senate at the end
of the next Congress, because of
cancer.
Ford is a new face in the Democratic leadership but a familiar one
in the corridors of Congress. He
has served in the Senate since 1975
and is chairman of the Senate
Rules Committee.
Two years ago, Ford tried but
failed to unseat Cranston. Had
Cranston not resigned for health
reasons, senators said Ford would
have succeeded this time, largely
because Cranston is one of five
senators under investigation by the
Senate Ethics Committee in connection with the savings and loan
scandal.
Ford, more conservative than
Cranston, is a quiet, 66-year-old
insider politician who protects
home-state interests including the
tobacco and liquor industries. He
made clear he had no intention of
upstaging Mitchell.
"It is my view.., that the majori(Cont'd on page 2)

be reviewed by a legislative committee, are scheduled to go into
effect July 1, 1991. The rule
defines corporal punishment as the
"deliberate infliction of physical
pain by any means upon the whole
or any part of a student's body as a
penalty or punishment for student
misbehavior."
The regulation includes a provi-

sion that physical force or restraint
may be used to protect school personnel, students or others from
injury, to obtain possession of a
weapon or to protect property.
"It's hard to defend it anymore," said state Superintendent of
Public Instruction John Brock. "I
(Cont'd on page 2)

Rodeo preparations

•

Murray State University will host a rodeo this Thursday, Friday and Saturday at the West Kentucky
Livestock And Exposition Center, beginning at 7:30 each night. Pictured above, Scott Brooks, a member
of the NISU rodeo team, bridles his horse late Tuesday afternoon before practicing team roping. The rodeo
is sponsored by the National Intercollegiate Rodeo Association. Events include bronc riding, bull riding,
calf roping, team roping, steer wrestling, and more. Area high school students will participate in a rodeo
that will be held this Sunday beginning at 2 p.m. Tickets are available at the door.

Officials: area's rattling, shaking not an earthquake
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Seismologists say the shaking felt
by people near the Kentucky line in
northwest Tennessee was not an
earthquake, and a geology professor blames a movie for making
people hysterical.
A dispatcher in Montgomery
County said she answered about 50
calls from people reporting they

felt the ground move twice about a
minute apart at 6:30 p.m. CST
Tuesday.
Steve Jones, a spokesman for the
Montgomery County Emergency
Management Agency, said no
county officials reported an
earthquake.
"I wonder a little candidly if
there might be a little hysteria due

to the movie that was being broadcast," Dr. Phillip Kernmerly said
afterward. He is a geology professor at Austin Peay State University.
NBC aired a miniseries titled
"The Big One" Sunday and Monday depicting an earthquake in Los
Angeles.
New Mexico climatologist 'ben
Browning has projected that an

earthquake has a 50-50 chance of
hitting the New Madrid fault which
stretches from Marked Tree, Ark.,
to Cairo. III. The fault lies 35 miles
west of Memphis.
Seismologists have said his projection has no scientific basis.
"Something shook but it wasn't
seismic," Jones said.
He said seismologists at the U.S.

Geological Survey National Earthquake Center in Golden, Colo..
Frankfort, Ky., and Oak Ridge
showed no seismic activity in the
area at that time.
A duty officer at nearby Fort
Campbell, Ky.. said no artillery
units were practicing at that time.
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Ford...
(Cont'd from page 1)
ty leader is the spokeman for the
party," he said •1 will be a member of the team."
The only other change in the
Democratic leadership was the
selection of Sen. Charles Robb,
D-Va., as chairman of the Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee. Robb takes over from Sen.
John Breaux, D-La., in the post
which regularly rotates among the
senators.
Sen. David Pryor, D-Ark., who
considered but backed off from
challenging Ford for the whip's
job, was re-elected as secretary of
the Democratic conference. Sen.
Alan Dixon, D-III., will remain
chief deputy whip and Thomas

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 1990

Daschle, D-S.D., will be chairman
of the Democratic Policy
Committee.
On the Republican side, Minority Leader Dole was unopposed, as
was his deputy, Sen. Alan Simpson, R-Wyo. But while the Democrats were unified, the Republicans
were showing strains after losing a
Senate seat in last week's election.
Cochran, a mild-mannered conservative, unseated Chafee, perhaps
the Senate's most liberal Republican, by a vote of 22-21 from the
job of chairman of the Senate
Republican Conference.
And the more conservative of the
two candidates also prevailed as
Republicans filled some vacant
slots.
Sen. Don Nickles, R-Okla.,
defeated Sen. Pete V. Domenici,
R-N.M., for Republican Policy
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Punishment...
(Cont'd from page 1)
say that as someone who has used
corporal punishment."
.Board member Barney Tucker
said most research indicates that
the overwhelming majority, perhaps 90 percent, of the corporal
punishment is administered by a
very small group of teachers and
administrators, perhaps 5 percent.
"From that I must conclude it's
a small percentage of the teachers
that have the problem," Tucker
said.
Part of the regulation requires
the Department of Education to
provide information to local
schools about alternatives to corporal punishment. Those include
more use of guidance and counseling, "time-out rooms," detention
halls, in-school suspensions, Saturday school, loss of privileges and
restitution for damage to property.
Board member Jane Joplin Evans
said schools should be urged to
avoid suspension as an alternative.
"That's frequently the last resort
— if you're not going to beat them,
throw them out. And that's not the
answer either," she said.
Tucker said he did not buy the
argument that decisions about punishment should be left to local districts, especially in light of school
reform that returns governing decisions to the grassroots.

OFF
Nov. 17

Seabrook and Porter
Wall Coverings

30%

Committee chairman. Sen. Phil
Gramm, R-Texas, beat out Sen.
Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., for the
job of campaign chairman.
Sen. Robert Kasten, R-Wis., was
elected secretary of the Republican
conference over Sen. Christopher
Bond, R-Mo.
Mitchell also announced the
appointment of the Senate's first
woman sergeant-at-arms, Martha
Pope, who was Mitchell's chief of
staff. The sergeant at arms oversees
a vast pool of patronage jobs, the
Senate's doorkeepers, police, and
support services for senators.
In rare instances, the sergeant-atarms also is required to arrest senators who fail to respond to roll
calls in the Senate chamber, and
bring them to the floor to vote.
She suceeds Henry Giugni, a former member of the staff of Sen.
Daniel Inouye, D-Hawaii, who has
been sergeant-at-arms since 1987.
Giugni is leaving to form his own
consulting business.

759-4979

Rattling...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Callers said the tremors rattled
doors and shook windows, and Linda Pingley said she is waiting for
another one.
"It sounded like thunder coming
from underground. I felt it move
closer to us and, when it hit, it
shook the whole trailer. You could
feel it coming. We stood and felt it.
It scared my kids," Mrs. Pingley
said.
Jones was teaching an earthquake education class to women at
Fort Campbell at the time of the
reported shaking.
"Here we are teaching this class
and then somebody reports an
earthquake," Jones said. "I missed
it."
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Host of items sought for
special session agenda

The Kentucky Supreme Court
ruled the state's vote-buying law
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Suppor- unconstitutional last week, saying
ters of vote-fraud legislation, tax the statute was too broad and
rollbacks and protection for Ken- vague.
tucky's largest company are all claCowan says without the law,
moring for Gov. Wallace Wilkin- there would be no way to prohibit
son to place their issues before a votes from being bought and sold.
special legislative session.
He also plans to ask the Supreme
Wilkinson already has said he Court to reconsider its ruling.
will call the session in January. IniHouse Majority Leader Greg
tially, he said the agenda would Stumbo, D-Prestonsburg, said the
include legislation on controlling issue should be added to the agensolid waste and tougher drunken da so a substitute law can be
driving penalties.
enacted in time for the May 1991
The solid waste item came after primary.
an agreement with Democratic
"We don't need to go through
legislative leaders in late another election leaving that
September.
open," Stumbo said. "I think
At the time, Wilkinson ruled out everybody would be in favor of
any other items for the agenda. But including it."
that soon changed when the state
Stumbo said he doesn't think it
offered tax incentives to Delta Air would be difficult to correct the
Lines to expand its operations at law and that it shouldn't require
Greater Cincinnati International adding any days to the special
Airport in Boone County. The session.
incentives will require legislative
approval.
And the list may not end there.
Attorney General Fred Cowan is
asking that vote-fraud legislation
be added tipb the agenda.
Ray Corns, a candidate for the
Democratic nomination for lieutenant governor, said some sort of tax
rollback should be included
Murray State University stubecause taxes were increased too
dents, faculty and staff will have an
much by the 1990 General
opportunity to participate in a
Assembly.
campus-wide recycling program
Rep. Ron Cyrus, D-Flatwoods, beginning Monday, Nov. 19.
has proposed a bill to restrict
Coordinated by the Murray State
recoveries in nuisance lawsuits, a
Recycling Committee, the program
bill aimed at protecting Ashland
is aimed at reducing the waste flow
Oil Inc. from the hundreds of
going to the landfill from the uniclaims pending against it in West
versity community. "We have set a
Virginia courts.
goal of reducing the waste flow by
Thus far, only the request
25 perent in the first year," accordregarding vote-fraud laws seems to
ing to Wayne Harper, a member of
have attracted any positive reaction
the committee.
from Wilkinson's office.
The committee, in conjunction
with the Student Government Association and Students Aiding a Vanishing Earth, has designed receptacles for recycable materials.
"Each desk in academic areas,
copy machines and vending areas
will have one of the blue containers
with the recycling emblem and
A Paducah man was arrested
information printed on it bought by
Tuesday and charged with three
the university," Harper said. "It
counts of-first-degree sexual abuse,
will be up to the individuals at the
according to a published report.
desks to separate the materials so
Darrell Lynn Buford, 33, of 2227
that the correct items go to the
Madison Street, Paducah, was
right place.
arrested on a bench warrant at 3:50
"Instead of requiring professors
p.m. at the Paducah Police Departseparate the materials in the
to
ment and later released on a
classrooms, we want each person to
$15,000 bond following an indictbe responsible instead of just one
ment by the McCracken County
person
or group," Harper said.
Circuit Court grand jury, according
to the report.
In order to acquaint students,
The alleged incidents involved
faculty and staff with the proper
two boys less than 12 years of age
items for the receptacles, a training
in October and a third incident
video will be show in the Curris
involving another small boy occurCenter Theater at 30-minute interring between December and Februvals from 8:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. on
ary, according to the report.
Wednesday, Nov. 14. The presentation will also includes a question
and answer session about
recycling.
The video will be shown after
Karen and Terry Isaacs, owners of J.H.
1:30
p.m. in the television viewing
Churchill Funeral Home, offer you, at no
area on the first floor of the Curris
obligation, two consultation services.
Center for those who are unable to
attend the earlier sessions.
I. Pre-planning: All arrangementsmade in advance,
through the three plans they offer.
II. Pre-counciling: Talking with you about what to
expect or prepare for, with a free booklet provided
to you. ‘...—
.
_
Construction officials are
• iso dr
expected to finish tearing down the
100-year-old Wilson Rexall Drugs
•:
building located at 6th and Broadway in Mayfield today after the
building's west wall collapsed
Tuesday, according to reports.
° I
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS

MSU recycling program
to help cut university
waste going to landfill
by 25 percent: Harper

Paducah man
faces 3 counts
of sexual abuse
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(Cont'd from pagad)
tional on-sight inspector, to name a
few requirements.
Landfills that operate after June
30, 1992 are subject to even stricter
requirements. Landfills open after
this date must be monitored for 30
years after they are closed, which
would mean that Murray's landfill
would cost about $1,976,800 to be
open from 1992-1995.
Weaks told Elias that Fiscal
Court could not make a decision
regarding its participation with the
city to maintain the landfill after
1992 until after the legislature
meets in special session January to
discuss solid waste.
Weaks said that it would be
more cost effective for the city and
county to close the existing landfill
June 30, 1992 and participate in a
regional landfill.
The city also wants to participate
in a regional landfill beginning
mid-1992, Elias said, but little
headway has been made to identify
a site for one. And in the last 10
years, many area counties have
tried to establish a regional landfill
and failed, he said. The city has
stated that the landfill will remain
open until 1995 simply to insure
people in Calloway County and
industries that they will have a
place to dump their trash, he added.
"When you're talking about this
kind of money, and the kind of tax
base we've got," Weaks said,
"we'd better exhaust every remedy
we've got. The people are about an
inch and a half away from a tax
-revolution now."
Weaks said that he will recommend at next Monday's meeting of
the Purchase Area Development
District (PADD) that an engineering firm be hired to examine possible sites for a regional landfill and
determine approximately how
much money counties would have
to contribute to use the landfill.
Since the Department of Natural
Resources requires that counties
notify the state by Nov. 30 of their
decisions regarding solid w.aste disposal, Fiscal Court passed a resolution affirming notification of intent
to apply for solid waste
management
By passing this resolution, the
county can decide what to do with
its solid waste after the legislature
meets in January, Weaks said.
In other business, the Fiscal
Court:
— Approved $60,946 to purchase a new _Champion grader by
Rudd Equipment of Evansville,
Ind. This price includes a trade-in
of a 1980 Galion grader. The grader will be delivered to the county
within three weeks. Even though
the Galion caught fire last week
and the county has yet to settle
with its insurance carrier, this will
not affect the price of the new
grader, Weaks said.
— Approved $325 to help buy
two globes that are missing on the
statue of a Confederate soldier on
the courthouse lawn. Cost of the
project is $650, according to Sandy
Forrest, a local resident who has
organized the project. Weaks said
that the city may want to provide
half of the cost of the project.
— Announced that the governor
will dedicate the George Weaks
Community Center on Dec. 14 and
that an open house will be at the
center Dec. 14 and 15. The building will not be completed at this
time, but it will be nearly finished,
Weaks said. Donations to the cen-

ter now total more than $15,000. service.
— Changed the next meeting of
"The ones that are paying those
Fiscal Court to Wednesday, Dec. rates are the ones that can least
12.
afford it," Weaks said.
— Went on record as opposing
The Transit Authority has stated
the Murray-Calloway County
that
there has been no increase in
Transit Authority's increase in
fares. Effective Dec. 1, fares to fares in the past 10 years since it
ride the bus for passengers of Mur- began in 1980, and that it is now
ray and Calloway County will be facing increases in costs for gasoas follows: Zone 1 - $2, Zone 2 - line, insurance and minimum wage,
$4, Zone 3 - $6, and Zone 4 - $8. and a reduction of 30 percent in
federal funds, effective July 1,
These fares arc based on one-way
1991.

Mayfield's Rexall
Drugs to be razed
following collapse

Merchandise

Good on any Catalog order of $100 or
more placed between November 15th
and November 25th,1990. Valid at your
nearby JCPenney.

Landfill costs...

Your satisfaction
is our goal!

L,CipenneyCa-alog
Fashion comes to life
To order toll-free any time! 1-800-222-6161
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At your time of sorrow you do not need the
• burden of facing funeral arrangements for the
first time.
At your time of sorrow you do not need to
•create a financial burden on yourself and
family. But, you do want the most up-to-date,
efficient and caring facility.
At your time of sorrow you need those who can
• ease your burden because they know how to
care for you, at this most trying time.

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
210 S. 3rd Street

Murray

753-2411

The historic two-story building
was damaged slightly by a fire
which destroyed the adjacent
Lochridgc and Ridgway building
Friday. according to reports. Firefighters have not determined the
Cause.

The Murray fire department sent
a ladder truck, which helped in the
control of the fire. Officials of
Mayfield extended thanks for the
cooperation of the city of Murray
for their assistance.

Read the
want ads daily
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30% OFF

25%

Winter Outerwear
For Women

All Men's Denim Jeans

WOMENS
30% OFF
Selected Garland Coordinates

30%

OFF

Francine Browner Coordinates

SALE

21-.99
20%-30% OFF
250/0.35% OFF

WOMENS
ACCESSORIES

30%

MENS
OFF

All Headwear

CHURNS
30%-40% OFF
Children's Outerwear

25°k-40%

OFF

OFF

All Children's Sweaters

30%

OFF

Selected Handbags

30%

25%

OFF

OFF

Selected Belts

All Hunt Club Separates

SPECIAL BUY

25% OFF

30%

OFF

All Okie Dokie Coordinates
For Toddlers

Reg. 34.00

Worthington Crushne4 Jacquard Blouses

Ladies Sweaters

All Knit Tops For Ladies

% OFF

30
OFF
40%
SALE
.19.99
SALE 2
4.99

All Junior Knit Tops & Bottoms

Selected Filippo Totti Coordinates

Reg 3000-3200

French Navy Rayon/Cotton Separates

Reg. 34.00

Entire Line of Missy Stirrup Pants

19.99

Leather Wallets
For Ladies By Rolfs

All Underwear
& Socks

All Sleepwear For Children

0/0

FINE
JEWELRY

50%

25
25%

25%

OFF

OFF

25

OFF

All Denim Jeans For Children

All Pajamas & Robes

SALE
OFF

OFF
Men's Wallets

9.99E14.99

Reg. 12.00-20.00
On All Simpson,
T-Shirts & Fleece

14K Gold Chains

30%

% OFF

OFF

25

All Bugle Boy° Separates
For Young Men

SALE

14.99E29.99

Reg. 18.00-38.00
Selected Girls Dresses

All Stone Rings

20%-30% OFF 50

%

All Watches

OFF

All Duty Shoes
& Work Boots

SALE

9.99 To 24.99

Reg. 14.00-36.00
Selected Girls Coordinates
From Swat
Regular prices appearing in this ad are offering pnces only
Sales may or may not have been made at regular prices
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PERSPECTIVE
Report
to Kentucky
SENATOR WENDELL FORD
U.S. Senate. N mahatma, D.C. MIS

CONGRESS PASSES CRIME BILL
BOOSTING KENTUCKY WAR ON DRUGS
Hardpressed law-enforcement agencies in Kentucky and elsewhere
stand to receive additional federal support as a -result of one of the last
major bills passed by the 101st Congress.
Although it has been widely overlooked in news reports of the
hectic closing days of this recent Congress, the Omnibus Crithe Bill
of 1990 could lead to a significant advance in our war on drugs and
„crime in Kentucky.
This long-awaited bill authorizes a doubling of federal aid to the
war on drugs at the state and local levels, and the Congress has already
given final approval to some new funding.
Through such actions, we are continuing to push for increased
support of many vital programs, including regional task forces now
fighting illegal drugs and related crime on the streets of large and small
communities across Kentucky.
We are using federal assistance for undercover task forces in the
Louisville, Lexington, Covington and Ashland areas as well as in the
Gateway-Buffalo Trace area of northeastern Kentucky and the Purchase
and Pennyrile areas of Western Kentticky.
Our crime bill gives us a new chance•to strengthen these anti-drug
programs and beef up the support they receive from the Kentucky State
Police. \e also could have an opportunity to make new investments
in drug-education and treatment and other vital programs in Kentucky.
Our bill authorizes about $900 million to assist state and local lawenforcement agencies on a national basis. But we have not stobjaed there
in this new crackdown on a wave of violent and white-collar crime now
threatening our future as a nation.
The Omnibus Crime Bill of 1990 also:
* Authorizes 1,000 new agents for the Drug Enforcement
Administration and doubles the number of FBI agents assigned to drugrelated crimes.
* Initiates a "rural drug initiative" to help local police and
prosecutors combat drugs.
* Authorizes hundreds of new savings-and-loan investigators and
prosecutors, permits sentences of up to life in prison for S&L
"kingpins" and allows the government to seize illegally obtained S&L
assets.
* Toughens penalties for crimes against children, makes possession of child pornography a federal offense and contains other protections for victimized children.
* Sets out a "Crime Victim Bill of Rights," stops criminals from
using bankruptcy to avoid restitution and increases compensation and
assistance for victims.
* Authorize $220 million for "boot camps" and other innovative
correctional programs.
* Cracks down on money launderers, deadbeats owing money tothe U.S. Treasury and other individuals now putting an intolerable
burden on honest, hardworking citizens.
While this bill doesn't contain every provision we fought for in
the Senate, it is another step toward using scarce but much needed
resources to overcome the violent crime and unbridled greed of recent
years. I hope that we can work together to continue this progress in
the 102nd Congress.

Letter to the Editor

Writer calls for help
researching grandfather
Dear Editor,
For quite some time I have been
searching for the genealogy records
of Luke Langston who, along with
Absalom Copeland and several
other families, moved into Kentucky and settled on land that President Andrew Jackson negotiated
from the Chicksaw Indians.
There are strong indications that
Luke Langston was my great, great
grandfather; I thought, perhaps,
your readers could be of help in my
search.
My great grandfather was William Langston, born about 1833
and later married Ann Hannah.
Indications are that they moved to
Junction City, Union County, Arkansas. My records reveal that Luke
Langston had a son, named William, born about the same time as
our William.
Andrew Jackson Langston, the
son of our William, was born in
Washington County, Mississippi
and was married to Dora Elizabeth
Ewing. He was my grandfather.
Luke Langston was born April
20, 1794 and died Dec. 26, 1873.
His wife, Jerusha, was born Oct.
27, 1797 and died February '2,
1877. Besides William, they had
the following children, Enich,
Hansel M., Eliza Jane and John.
Our records indicate that Luke
donated land and along with his

family and a few others organized
Mount Carmel Methodist Church
near Oak Grove, located in the
northern part of what is now Calloway County. The church, possibly,
is still active. It is my understanding that the church has a cemetery
where the Langstons are buried.
I'm told a marker was erected
along the road which tells of Luke
Langston and the first church
building.
It is my understanding that
Luke's wife, along with Absalom
Copeland and ten others, established a Primitive Baptist Church
near Brewers in what is now Marshall County. It is known as Soldier Creek Church. Possibly, there
are some old church records still
available or information on the
genealogy of Luke's son, William.
In summary, I'm endeavoring to
ascertain if my great grandfather,
William Langston, of Junction
City, Arkansas is the same as
Luke's son, William, of Kentucky.
If any of your readers can be of
help, I would appreciate a collect
call to me — (302) 678-2216. My
address is 126 Ross Street, Dover,
DE 19901.
Thank you.
Sincerely yours,
Ruth Langston Parsons
126 Ross Street
Dover, DE 19901

Today In History
Today is Wednesday, Nov. 14, the 318th day of 1990. There are 47
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 14, 1889, New York World reporter "Nellie Bly" (Elizabeth
Cochrane) began her attempt to surpass the fictitious journey of Jules
Verne's Phileas Fogg by traveling around the world in less than 80 days.
Bly succeeded —finishing the trip the following January in 72 days, 6
hours and II minutes.
Today's Birthdays: Composer Aaron Copland is 90. Actor Brian Keith
is 69. Actor McLean Stevenson is 61. Actor Don Stewart is 55. Jordan's
King Hussein is 55. Britain's Prince Charles is 42.
Thought for Today: "The happiest women, like the happiest nations,
have no history." — George Eliot, English author (1819-1880).
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A dollar bill talks, so Congress listens
Just about everybody gripes
about congressmen. But griping
isn't enough for Henry Herman, a
mean-tempered geezer? He wants to
raise their blood pressure, give
them ulcers and otherwise make
them fret So he sends them letters.
Yes, I know that many people
write to congressmen. But few do
so with Henry Herman's stylish
venom. And to catch their eyes, he
sticks a dollar bill in the envelope.
"The dollar's the only way to get
their attention," snorts Herman, 77,
a retid New York engineer who
now lives in Texas. "You put some
money _ill, the envelope and they
can smell it and they open it.
Otherwise, it would just go in the
„shedder."
He recently fired off letters and
dollars to about a dozen congressmen. For the pleasure of other
hate-mail writers, here's what he
told them:
"The enclosed dollar is to get
your slavering attention and state
that there is far more honor, principle and integrity in the Mafia than
in the executive, legislative and
judicial branches of our quasidemocratic governmeni
"Thus, in lieu of a compassionate Mafia, we are burdened with a
Janus-faced compulsive liar for a
president and a Congress of obsequious jackals for an oligarchy of
wealthy parasites.

"This Congress, where penruious
schoolteachers, like L.B.J., John
Tower, Phil Claghorn Gramm, etc.,
go to become multimillionaires solely on what they saved from their
'meager congressional salary,' now
want the poor, the infirm, the
elderly, a beleaguered middle class,
etc., to sacrifice on food, clothing,
shelter, child care, health care, etc.,
so as to pay for that obscene deficit
which, through the voodoo economics of a corrupt Reagan-Bush
administration, was created especially for the wealthy parasites,
S&L swindlers, crooked defense
contractors, etc., all of whom pay
little or no taxes ever.
"Is that how the government of
the people, by the people, for the
people, is supposed to work?
"Why don't you use this dollar
to buy hyacinths for your putrid
soulS, you merciless bastards."
There's no question that he got

the attention of Rep. Robert
Michel, the House Republican
leader from Peoria, Ill.
Herman received a reply from
Michel, along with the dollar. It
was a brief reply, but it indicated
that Michel had received Herman's
message and didn't care much for
it.
Handwritten on a 3-by-5 card,
the Michel note said: 'Henry: Up
yours!"
We asked one of Michel's aides
if Michel had written the note.
The aide said: "That did come
from our office. The minority leader read the letter and was disgusted
by it. The letter was replied to by
our floor assistant, Billy Pitts, who
thought he was responding in kind.
And he returned Mr. Herman's
generous campaign contribution."
The "up yours" card delighted
the cantankerous Herman. He fired
back another letter, saying:
"After your touching resonse of
'up yours,' I feel we are friends... I
won't tell anyone except a few
hundred members of church. By
the way, did it ever occur to you to
get into more useful and constructive work like bagging groceries?"
He's waiting for a reply, which
he's sure he'll receive, since- he
enclosed another dollar for Michel.
Hermans says he seldom wrote
to public officials until recently.
"But with this posturing on the
deficit, I really exploded.

"Sen. Lloyd Bentsen keeps sending the dollar back. So I sent him
back two more dollars and a nasty
letter. He sent those back, so I just
sent him three. And I wrote him
another note saying: 'How many
more dollars will it take before I
become eligible for the same consideration as the wealthy parasites
are now enjoying?"
"I now address Newt Gingrich
(the GOP house whip) as the
minority wimp. He sent me back
the dollar but every time they do
that, I sent two dollars and a nasty
letter."
Isn't that an expensive hobby?
"No, because most of them keep
returning the money. So I'm going
to go to the bank and get a stack of
dollar bills and just keep having
fun."
I'm not sure what Herman's
letter-writing campaign will
accomplish, other than to provide
him with an outlet for his ire and
amusement.
But I suppose that if enough
angry voters, hundreds or thousands of them, began sending off
nasty letters with a symbolic dollar,
they'd get the attention of the
congressmen.
And if a huge pile of such mail
arrived at Michel's office, what
would he say then?
Knowing congressmen, it would
probably bring a form letter saying,
"Up everybody's!!!"

Anti-tax platform growing shaky
The heads of incumbent Kentucky legislators didn't roll in great
number in last week's elections. In
fact, the hopes of state Republican
Party leaders and the fears of state
Democratic Party leaders of an
electoral bloodbath as a result of
this year's historic tax increase to
finance education reforms and gov_ernment Trograms just didn't
materialize.
Yes, Senate Education Committee Chairman Nelson Allen fell, but
so, too, did veteran state Rep. Dotty Priddy, chairman of the House
Tourism and Economic Development Committee, who voted
against the tax increase and education reform legislation.
Essentially, incumbents who voted to raise taxes by more than $1.3
billion in April were about twice as
likely to lose their seats as incumbents who voted no, but that is a
misleading statistic. Only seven
pro-tax increase legislators lost
Tuesday, while four anti-tax
increase incumbents lost, and that's
out of a total of 119 state legislative scats ratio applies with both
the May primary and November
general election losses combined.
If there was an anti-tax increase
vote, clearly it wasn't all that
widespread.
In fact, in many of the losses by
incumbents, other factors beside
the tax increase can be used to
explain their defeats.
What, then, explains the voters'
unwillingness to throw out in large
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AGREE
OR NOT
By S.C. Van Curon
and Todd Duvall
numbers We rascals who raised
everyone's taxes this year? Certainly, the multitude of Republican
opponents of Democratic incumbents raised the tax issue and
pounded away at the party line that
only about half the $1.3 billion in
tax increases actually was needed
to pay for education reform.
Were'nt people listening?
People have been listening for
months — even, indeed, years —
to the refrain that the only way
Kentucky schools can be improved
substantially is with an enfusion of
large amounts of new money. The
media reported it often enough.
Legislators — including more than
a few Republicans — have said as
much for years. It has been an ongoing theme of statewide organizations as different as the Kentucky
Education Association and the
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce.
So far, the voters have experienced first-hand the increase in the
state sales tax by one cent. They
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have had their homes and business
properties reassessed — in some
cases for the first time in a generation — and they have seen their
local school boards raise substantially the tax reates on those higher
assessments. In many areas, they
are paying a utility tax on their
cable television bills for the first
time. And, sinceApril, their state
income tax withholding has been
higher.
If there ever were a time for a
taxpayer revolt across Kentucky,
this was the election year for it It
just wasn't there.
The next question is whether it
will be there instead in 1991, when
candidates square off for governor,
lieuntenant governor and all the
other consitutional offices. The

LOOKING BACK
By JO BURREEN
Ten years ago
tary Students by Military Science
Dr. Bill Whittaker, pastor of
Department at Murray State
First Baptist Church, Murray, was
University.
elected president of Kentucky BapThe home of Dwain and Anna
tist Convention during the group's 'Elkins was destroyed by fire on
meeting at First Baptist Church, Nov. 9.
Bowling Green.
Births reported include twin girls
The Delta Deparunent of Murray
to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Ragsdale,
Woman's Club has made a $500 Nov. 6.
donation to Hospice Education
Mr. and Mrs. Grover Puckett
Program at Murray-Calloway
were married for 60 years on Nov.
County Hospital.
16.
Kenneth Paschall, son of Mr. and
Thirty years ago
Mrs. Carvei Paschall, will attend
Calloway County Medical Societhe 30th National FFA Convention
ty will sponsor the 1960 Diabetes
in Japan this month.
Detection Drive during National
Miss Joyce Ann Wooden and
Diabetes Week, Nov. 13-19,
Donald Stephen Repsher were mar- according to Dr. John Quertermried Oct. 4 at First Baptist Church. ous, president, and Dr. Hugh L.
Twenty years ago
Houston, secretary.
James D. Gantt, Danny Wayne
Murray Woman's Club has voted
Geurin, Michael B. Jeffress, Ron- to send 35 Christmas gifts to Veternie L. Hutson, Larry D. Wilson and
ans Hospital at Fort Campbell,
Barry Allen Murphy, all of Murray, according to Mrs. James Rudy Allwere named as Distinguished Milibritten, club president.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Byers will
be married for 50 years on Nov.
16.
Gary Turner, Rita Chaney, Sandra Lovett, Mary Wells, Marilyn
Cunningham and Debbie Brittain
are officers of Faxon Junior 4-H
Club.
Letters to the Editor are welForty years ago
The 113th annual session of
comed and encouraged from
residents of the community. All
General Association of Baptists in
letters must be signed by the
Kentucky opened today at First
writer and the writer's teleBaptist Church, Murray, with more
than 500 in attendance.
phone number must be included
for verification. The telephone
Jean Futrell of Murray was chonumber will not be published.
sen as "Most Beautiful Coed" on
Letters to the Editor should
Murray State College campus in a
be typed and double-spaced
contest sponsored by The College
when at all possible. Letters
News.
should be on topics of interest
In high school basketball games,
to the general public.
Almo beat New Concord and KirkLetters must not exceed 500
sey beat Fulgham. High team scorwords in laigth. Longer letters
ers were Lovett for Almo, Steele
cannot be published.
for New Concord, Suiter for KirkThe editor reserves the right
sey and Clark for Fulgham.
to condense or reject any letter,
Ruby Grogan, Newman Grogan,
as well as limit the publication
Alba Williams, W.O. Williams,
of frequent writers' letters.
Modean Grogan, John Grogan,
Ritsidents should address all
Beurdean Wrather, Dorothy Miller,
correspondence to: Utter to the
Virginia Galloway, Ann Morris and
Editor, the Murray Ledger &
Martha Herndon are new officers
Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray,
of Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Kentucky 42071.
Order of the Eastern Star.

Residents are
encouraged to
write Letters
to the Editor

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here are Tuesday's winning
numbers selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Kentucky Cash:
8-6-3

$
I/14
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1991 May primary will come only
a few weeks after the voters feel
the full weight of higher state
income tax bills. Right now, only
one Democratic candidate — Floyd
Poore — is using the anti-tax
theme. The Republicans, sensing
an unusual opportunity to grab the
Governor's Mansion for the first
time in two decades, are expected
to use the anti-tax theme to gather
in Democratic voters for their
candidate.
In the aftermath of last week's
legislative elections, whichever
candidates opt for that theme in
1991 would seem to be grabbing at
straws. Or, at least, they risk putting the voters to sleep on issues
they've been hearing for over a
year.
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MURRAY TODAY
The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Lana Kay
Ward and Thomas Graves Parker
Jr. have been announced.
Miss Ward is the daughter of
Mrs. Lenora Ward of 1102 N. Westend, Springdale, Ark.
She is the granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Buren Johnson of Mannaduke, Ark.
Mr. Parker Jr. is the son of Dr.
and Mrs. Thomas Graves Parker of
7621 Horan Dr., Fort Smith, Ark.
He is the grandson of Mrs. Opal
Parker of 1701 South Fresna #16,
Fort Smith, Ark., and the late Clifton T. Parker and the late Mr. and
Mrs. Commodore Jones of Murray.
The bride-elect is a 1989 graduate of the University of Arkansas at
Fayetteville where she received a
B.S. in business administration.
She is currently employed by
Harp's Food Stores, Inc.'s general
office.
The groom-elect is a 1988 graduate of the University of Arkansas at
Fayetteville where he received a
B.S. in business administration. He
is currently attending Michigan
State University, Turfgrass Management Program at East Lansing.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, Dec. 15, at 2
p.m. at Roebuck Chapel, First
United Methodist Church, Fort
Smith, Ark.

Delta Burke again
accusing producers
of 'picking on her'
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Delta
Burke is again accusing the producers of "Designing Women" of
picking on her.
In an interview with Barbara
Walters to be broadcast on ABC
tonight, a tearful Miss Burke
reopened the feud with Linda
Bloodworth -Thomason and husband Harry Thomason that flared
over the summer.
Miss Burke said the producers of
the CBS series were upset with her
weight gain and threatened to
replace her as the shallow, sharptongued Suzanne Sugarbaker.
"I do not want to be squashed
down on the floor like I don't matter, or have no brains and nothing I
say means anything," she said.
The Thomasons did not respond
to repeated calls Tuesday but
denied Miss Burke's allegations of
mistreatment earlier this year.
Despite the furor, Miss Burke
said she wants to stay on the show.

•14,
Brooklyn McKinney, six-months-old daughter of I im and Lyn
McKinney of Murray, was crowned Queen of the Mr. and Miss
Christmas Angel Pageant held Nov. 3 at Paris, Tenn. She received a
trophy for queen and trophies for best dressed and most photogenic
in her age group. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dale
Campbell, Betty McKinney and Fred McKinney, all of Murray. She
will also be attending the national pageant at Paducah in October
1991. Lakeway Convenience Store, Shoemaker See, and Tim McKinney Motor Sales were sponsors for Brooklyn.

Talking to babies discussed

of pressurized air into the nose to
keep air breathing passages open.
The other, uvulopalatopharyngoplasty, involves the surgical removal of excess tissue from the back of
the throat. Also excised is the uvula, the flap of tissue that hangs
down in the back of the throat.
Typically, people with sleep
apnea are unaware of the condition,
and their bed partners notice the
characteristic loud snoring of sleep
apnea. The noise often robs partners of sleep, Rapoport observed.
An important symptom of sleep
apnea is sleepiness during the day,
causing the person to doze off periodically. This not only affects job
and personal life, but may be
dangerous if the person drives.
Sleep apnea is thought to promote high blood pressure and may be
particularly hazardous to those at
high risk for heart attack or stroke.
Obstructive sleep apnea can be
suspected by a tape recording made
while a person sleeps. Snoring
associated with sleep apnea has a
distinctive sound.
When attempting to treat
obstructive sleep apnea, a physician first looks for an obvious
cause, such as a receding chin or
big tongue, Rapoport said. Swollen
tonsils or adenoids are often the
cause of sleep apnea in children,
and can be surgically removed.

million homes.
5. (7) "Murphy Brown," CBS, 18.9, 17.6
million homes.
6. (9) "Empty Nest," NBC, 18.6, 17.3 million homes.
7. (8) "America's Furuuest Home Videos,"
ABC, 18.5, 17.2 million homes.
7. (5) "Roseanne," ABC, 18.5, 17.2 million
homes.
9. (14) "Murder, She Wrote," CBS, 18.4,
17.1 million homes.
10. (12) "Unsolved Mysteries," NBC, 18.2,
16.9 million homes.
11. (10) "The Golden Guis," NBC, 18.1,
16.8 million homes.
12.(10)"Arnencs's Funniest People," ABC,
18.0, 16.7 million home..
13. (3) "The Cosby Show," NBC, 17.9, 16.6
million halms.
14. (12) "LA. Law," NBC, 17.4, 16.2 million homes.
15. (27) "The Big (Me," Part 1 - "NBC
Sunday Movie," 17.1, 15.9 million homes.

When hay fever or some other
allergy is a factor, treating it may
improve sleep apnea.
For snoring or mild sleep apnea,
preventive measures include not
sleeping on one's back, which can
make apnea worse. "Some patients
have sewn a tennis ball into the
back of the pajama shirt to deter
them from rolling onto their
backs," he said.
In addition to treatment, he
recommended that people with
apnea not use sedatives, such as
alcohol or sleeping pills, which
may aggravate mild cases and be
life-threatening in severe ones.
Smoking should be shunned
because it may cause swelling of
the throat and nasal passages.

DeCasper described research
involving a group of women who
were in their 32nd week of pregnancy. Researchers asked the
women to recite a particular paragraph of a children's story three
times in a row each day until the
birth.
Three different passages were
used, but each mother recited only
one.
About 52 hours after birth, the
babies were given a special nipple
and earphones. By altering their
rate of sucking, they could choose
to hear a woman reciting either the
story their mothers had recited, or
one of the other stories.
They chose the familiar story,
DeCasper said.

Thomas namcil

New Session Begins
Monday, Nov. 19th

759-YMCA

Mr. Destiny
(PG13)

705
9:15

Jacob's Ladder
(R)

7 15
9:20

Death Warrant
(R)

7.10

Graveyard Shift
(R)

7:10

900

Bargain Night
Thursday
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50
Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50

UBed & c_Breakfasc--

Rent )our movies eat the movies!
100$ Chestnut • 753-3314

,
603 Main Street

Murray

753-5470

r

Open 11:am

1MM
MANUFACTURER COUPON

Felicia Lynn Thomas has been
named as Youth of the Month for
October at St. John Missionary
Baptist Church. A junior at Murray High School, she writes for
The Black and Gold newspaper.
She is president of the Youth of
Section 3 of First District Churches. She is the daughter of Donnie and Norma Jean Thomas.
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Reserve Now For Holiday Guests

Did You Know?...
From Thanksgiving to New Year's
Day the average American will gain
nun pounds.. FIGHT BACK!

"We're talking about recognition of linguistically relevant
speech sounds," he said. "The
implication is that fetuses heard,
perceived, listened and learned
about something about the acoustic
structure of American English."
In another study, 24 newborns
were exposed to the sound of a
heartbeat or a woman speaking,
DeCasper said. They were able to
choose which ear would hear the
sound by varying the frequency at
which they sucked a pacifier.
Babies chose to hear speech in
the right ear and the heartbeat in
the left ear, said DeCasper. So they
were already processing speech differently from other sound, he said.
'What it shows is, at birth, there
is some 'knowledge' of the language of the culture," said DeCasper, who spoke in a presentation
and an interview at the annual
meeting of the American Psychological Association.
Mriganka Sur, of the departmeht
of brain and cognitive science it
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, said the idea that the
result shows specialized processing
of speech sounds "makes a lot of
Sense 10

BOSTON (AP) - Yuppie
mothers-to-be who try to put their
children on the fast track by talking
to them in the womb may be on the
right track.
Studies have found that starting
in the womb, babies recognize
speech as a special sound and distinguish between spoken passages,
Anthony DeCasper,, a psychology
professor at the University North
Carolina at Greensboro, said. •

IT1"x'I'.

Lana Kay Ward,fiancee
of Thomas Graves Parker Jr.

'Cheers Special' is first
NEW YORK (AP)- Here are
the prime-time TV ratings compiled by the A.C. Nielsen Co. for
Nov. 5-11. Top 15 listings include
the week's ranking, with full
season-to-date ranking in parentheses, rating for the week, and total
homes.
An "X" in parentheses denotes
one-time-only presentation. A rating measures the percentage of the
nation's 93.1 million TV homes.
1. (1) "Cheers Special," NBC, 29.5, 273
million homes.
2. (2)"60 Minutes," CBS, 21.1, 19.6 million
homes.
3.(4)"A Different World," NBC,20.0, 18.6
million homes.
4. (6) "Designing Women," CBS, 18.9, 17.6

McKin ne I/ is crowned

••

Therapies for sleep apnea studied
By NYU MEDICAL CENTER
For AP Newsfeatures
Two new therapies show success
in treating obstructive sleep apnea,
in which a temporary blockage of
breathing occurs while a person
sleeps.
"During sleep, the muscles in
the back of the throat may relax
and block intake of air," explained
Dr. David M. Rapoport, medical
director of the Bellevue-NYU Medical Center Sleep Laboratory. A
person cannot breathe for 10 to 60
seconds, begins to choke and
wakes up briefly.
A person with sleep apnea may
have as many as 1,000 such episodes each night. People who do
not have breathing problems while
awake may experience interrupted
breathing during sleep.
The condition is fairly common,
more so among men than women
and increasingly with age. The
main risk factor is marked obesity.
Unexplained sleepiness, severe
snoring or disturbed sleep may be
symptoms of sleep apnea and may
require evaluation, Rapoport said.
Under ordinary circumstances, it is
not normal for a person to be
sleepy during the day.
One treatment technique for
obstructive sleep apnea, continuous
positive airway pressure, involves
wearing a mask that blows a stream
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Ward-Prtrker wedding will be Dec. 15
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North Fork News

Visitors reported in North Fork area homes; also residents visit other places
By MRS. R.D. KEY
Murray Ledger & Tense Correspondent

Ricky On of Dyersburg. Tenn.,
and Belinda Flenty of Troy, Tenn.,
spent the weekend of Oct. 21 with
the Rev. and Mrs. Glynn 07 of
Murray. Mr. and Mrs. Glynn On of
Puryear, Tenn., and Tara Jo Wilson
visited Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Pauline Boyd is now in
Foundry Hill Retirement Home.
Jerry Boyd of Texas and Mr. and
Mrs. David Boyd visited her
recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Clerris Wilson and
Lavetia recently spent a week vacationing in the mountains.
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins and Mr. and
Mrs. Morris Jenkins visited Hardin
Jenkins, a patient in MurrayCalloway County Hospital on Nov.
4. They also visited Enloe Tarkington, a knee surgery patient at the
hospital. Mrs. Tarkington stayed at
the hospital with him.
Cooper Jones is a patient at Bap-

Zeta Department
members visit
'The Pepper Place

/

ust Memorial Hospital, Memphis,
Tenn. Mrs. Jones stayed at the hospital with her husband. Tho Rev.
Malcolm Norton visited them Nov.
3.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr of
Puryear, Tenn, visited in Nashville, Tenn., on Oct. 25. They along
with Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt visited Mr. and Mrs. Guy Wyatt and
children, Ashley and Lesley Ann,

in Dalton, Ga., on Oct. 25 and 26.
The Orrs spent Friday night, Oct.
26, with the Wyatts in Nashville.
Mr. and Mrs. Ludie Malray apd
Mrs. Reva Paschall recently visita0
Connie Stalls, a patient at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. David Peeler and
son, Clifford, were supper guests
on Nov. 3 of Mr. and Mrs. Mitch
Sykes. Mitch and Matthew Sykes

visited me a short time on Saturday
afternoon, Nov. 3.
The Rev. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
were dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry McCree on Sunday, Nov. 4,
and visited Mrs. Inez Herington in
Jackson, Tenn., Hospital Sunday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Fletcher and
sons, Chris, Jeffery and Danny,
visited Mr. and Mrs. Ruben Retch-

er Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Lee, Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Dalton, Mr. and Mrs.
Glenn Lee, Brian and Clint Lee,
Carla Paschall, Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Sandefer and Glenda Lee
attended church at New Harmony
Baptist church on Sunday, Nov. 4.
They had lunch with the Rev. and
Mrs. Jerry Lee and daughter, Tabuha, at The Old Oak Tree.

Carlie B. Paschall is visited her
sister, Lexie Cunningham, in St.
Louis, Mo., for several days.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Holley
recently visted Mr. and Mrs. Jackie
Smith of Louisville.
Max Paschall visted Mrs. Reva
Paschall on Sunday, Nov,- 4.
Matthew Sykes spent Tuesday,
Nov. 6, with his grandparents, the
Rev. and Mrs. Warren Sykes.
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Members of the Zeta Department
of the Murray Woman's Club had
"Another Day Out" for its October
meeting.
The group spent the day at "The
Pepper Place" at Allensville where
they had lunch and a tour of the
house.
The lovely old home was built in
1864 and purchased in 1895 by a
Mr. and Mrs. Hirschfield who presented it to their daughter, Ida, on
the occasion of her wedding to
Thomas Pepper, hence the name.
It now belongs to Dr. Mack
Wayne Craig of Nashville, Tenn.,
who did extensive restoration on it
in the 1980s. It is available for bed
and breakfast and for lunch and
dinner for groups by resuvations
only.
The Pepper Place, noted for its
warmth and hospitality during the
early 1900s has continued this tradition today under the direction of
Miss Margaret Carter, retired chairman of Home Economics Department of David Lipscomb Colle$e,
Nashville, Tenn.
Lunch was served to the Murray
group in the dining room after
which Miss Carter gave a brief history of the home. She then invited
the group to tour the entire house
filled with many rare and unusual
antiques.
Hostesses were Barbara Erwin,
Neva Grey Allbritten, Thelma Bailey, Charlotte Brker, Christine Batts
and Rebecca West.
Because of the Thanksgiving
holiday, the department will meet
Thursday, Nov. 15, at 7 p.m. at the
club house. This will be an open
meeting with music by Kyle
Wadley.
Hostesses will be Vivian Hale,
Katie Outland, Hazel Beale, Marjorie Dunn, Mary Frances Bell and
Lula Bingham.
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GOLDEN ROD
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DIET PEPSI, CAFFEINE FREE,
7-UP, MT. DEW, DR. PEPPER,
BARQS OR CRUSH

PINEAPPLE

12 PR.
12 OZ. CANS

,OOK'S SH,
DUNCAN HINES LAYER
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EGGS
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PlAIN OR SELF-RISING

18 OZ.
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SMOOTH OR CRUNCHY

49rtz

FLOUR
5 LB. BAG

Dr. Weatherly
presents paper
Dr. Bobbie Weatherly, assistant
professor of education at Murray
State University, recently presented
a paper at the annual Kentucky
State Conference of Learning Disabilities in Louisville.
Ms. Weatherly's topic was
"Interactive Reading, Writing and
Speaking Activities for Learning
Disabled Children."
During the presentation, she
shared examples of types of successful language activities which
strengthen the output capabilities
of learning disabled children and
presented examples of activities
which had been prepared by some
of her students.
A faculty member since 1988,
she earned a Bachelor's degree
from Cumberland College, a master's degree from University of
Louisville and a doctorate from
Southern Illinois University.
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Paula Owen
bride-elect of,
David Lane
has made
her selections
from
Pier is
Bridal Registry.
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Students at Murray High
School named to honor roll
Bill Wells, principal, and Wanda
Laird, guidance counselor, Murray
High School, have released the
honor roll for the first nine weeks'
grading period which ended Oct.
15 as follows:
SENIORS
All As
Heather Boyd, Leigh Ann Carter,
Daniel Cohen, April Crawford,
John David Dailey, Erin Friend,
Shell) Hasty, Rachel Greer,

Abb.
PETS OF THE WEEK — These four animals are available for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off
South Fourth Street,
operated by The Humane Society of Calloway County. They are, from left, "Hooch," a neutered male Boxer mix; "Vern," a
male guinea pig;
"Chase," a male neutered adult cat; and "Lady," a spayed female Birddog mix. Animals who do not find homes must be destroyed.
Hours of
the shelter, open to the public, are 12:30 to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, and 1 to 4 p.m., Saturday. The Humane Society is a
member of
United Way of Murray and Calloway County. For information call 759-4141.
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YOUR LOCALLY
OWNED AND
OPERATED
SUPERMARKET

L BE OPEN THANKSGIVING DAY
7 A.M. TO 6 P.M.
CES GOOD WED., NOV. 14TH
THRU THURS., NOV. 22TH
OPEN 7 A.M. TO 11 P.M. DAILY

LIMIT RIGHTS
RESERVED

FARM FRESH
GRADE 'A' LARGE
EGGS

ANGEL SOFT
BATH TISSUE
4 ROLL
PKG.
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

..49'
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

WE ACCEPT
U.S. GOVT
FOOD STAMPS

Best Choice
SELF-BASTING

LADY PEPPERELL
"SUFFOLK" TOWELS
SEE OUR DISPLAY!
—AT SPECIAL PRICES—
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

WITH ADDITIONAL
$20.00 PURCHASE
Limit One

SWIFT'S BUTTERBALL

TILRLIF
,
ElyS

'TOOK'S SHANK PORTION
IAM
LB $139
.001('S Burr PORTION
tAM
IHSE
SACON

OHSE SMOKED
SAUSAGE

s 99 HAPPY HOME
LB. 1
CORN DOGS

LB. $159

$1 69 WHOLE BOSTON Burr
i
3 PK

PORK ROAST

LB. $49
1

$099 ON-COR
4,)
PIZZA PATTIES

LB. $269

$ 39 ON-COR

24 OZ. $229

LB.

2

CHICKEN FRIED PATTIES LB. $129

FRESH PRODUCE
BAKERY
10 LB. BAG RUSSET

POTATOE
LAZED
ONUTS

169

DOZ. $199

H BAKED
$e499
MPKIN PIFS..46 OZ. t.P
FRESH CRISP ,
4111E/
?7

BAKED HAM

EY BREAST

CELERY

LB $429

LB $479

15 OZ. DEL MONTE
RAISINS

Karen Mikulcik, Lesia Nesbitt,
Katherine Oakley, Doug Payne,
Erik Underwood, Andy Vaughn
and Alison Ward.
All As and Bs
Scott Andrus, Chad Bazzell,
Joey Bazull, Susanne Beckwith,
Holly Blalock, Alison Burton, Chanon Chaney, James Chu, Bart
Crum, Emily Sue Deboer, Chrittopher Dill, Jennifer Fairbanks, Lori
Helmich,
Aneue Hoffman, Tina Johnson,
Cowentia Kendley, Heather Key,
Greg Milton, Andrea Rose, Michelle Scott, Kim Sexton, Molly Sims,
Tina Thurmond, Chris Tucker,
Chris Weatherly and Beth Wilson.
JUNIORS
All As
Suelene Chu, Laura Davis and
Matthew Lawson.
All As and Bs
Christy Bell, Kelsey Christopher,
Marianne Gilbert, Boyd Haimworth, April Haneline, Kaylin
Haverstock, Kristen Hornbeck,
Catherine Hurt,
Nicole Jedan, Kelly Krouse,
Matthew Krug, Janie Martin, Brad
Nunnally, Jeff Rager, Alexis Royalty, Michelle Stinnett, Brent
Thompson and Jamie Walker.
SOPHOMORES
All As
Phil Brown, Chris Burgess,
Michael Carr, David Chu, Aimee
Clark, Mary Friend, Carolyn Jackson, Peter Johnson, Shawn Kellie,
Belinda Lockhart, Melissa Muscio
and Christy Walters.
All As and Bs
Russell Adkins, Paige .Alcott,
Portia Alexander, Shannon Beale,
Stacy Boyd, Kevin Compton, Scott
Conklin, Ginger Crouch, Karla
Denton, Darren Gantt, Jennifer
Goodell, Janise Greer, Kacey Guin,
Deidra Holcomb, Karina Holden,
Chris Hopkins, Jay Howell, Nicholas Jones, Angela Lyons, Brad
McClain, Johnny Rains, Michael
Robinson, Vanessa Sammons, Justin Thomas, Dennis Whittaker and
Dustin Wilson.
FRESHMEN
All As
Damon Cohoon, Samuel Green
and Maggie Snyder.
All As and Bs
Jennie Bell, Kathlyn Bomba,
Jeanne Clark, Misty Clark, Sara
Fius, Brian Flickinger, Christopher
Fuhrmann, David Gressler, Victoria Ann Holton, Laura Hubbard,
Noelle Jedan, Sara Klaus,
Scott Krieb, Megan Malinauskas,
Nicole McCarthy, Brett Miller,
Allison Pritchett, Jon Reid, Beth
Rose, Heather Scott, Todd Russell
Vinson and Patricia Renee Wright.

EA*$149

12 OZ. SUNSWEET
PITTED PRUNES

EA_ $159

IN-SHELL WALNUTS OR
MIXED NUTS

Ls $159

Cranberry-Cheese
Bread recipe listed
by Wisconsin Milk
Marketing Board
NEW YORK (AP) — Add festive Cranberry-Cheese Bread to
your holiday table. The recipe is
provided by The Wisconsin Milk
Marketing Board:
Cranberry-Cheese Bread
2 cups all-purpose flour
1 cup sugar
2 teaspoons baking powder
/
1
4 teaspoon salt
2 teaspoons grated orange peel
2 tablespoons shortening
Juice of 1 orange plus enough
water to make /
3 4 cup
I egg, beaten
1/
1 2 cups shredded cheddar
cheese (6 ounces)
1 cup fresh or frozen, thawed
cranberries
'A cup chopped walnuts
Preheat oven to 350 degrees F.
Grease a 9- by 5- by 3-inch loaf
pan. In large bowl combine flour,
sugar, baking powder, salt and
orange peel. Cut in shortening. Add
juice-water mixture, egg and
cheese. Mix in cranberries and walnuts just to blend thoroughly. Turn
into prepared pan; level top. Bake
in a 350-degree F oven 60 to 70
minutes or until toothpick inserted
into center comes out clean. Cool
in pan 10 minutes. Turn out onto
rack to cool completely. Wrap securely. For best texture and flavor,
let stand at least 8 hours before
slicing. Makes one loaf.
(Recipe from: The Wisconsin
Milk Marketing Board)
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SPECIALIZED
FRAMING
PRINTS - ART SUPPLIES
*Special orders and
layaways welcome
753-0017
1409 Main • Next to Owen's
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Humane Society of Calloway County will have a holiday bAaar on
Saturday, Nov. 17, from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. in Annex of Calloway County Public Library. Donations will be accepted Friday, Nov. 16, from 6
to 8 p.m. at the Annex. Susan Hutchens holds one of the bird feeders
that will be available at the bazaar. Also available will be home baked
goods, jams, jellies, crafts, gift items, etc. For information call the
Animal Shelter, 759-4141, afternoons.

Richard wants Jackson
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. (AP) —
Little Richard says he'd like
Michael Jackson to play him in the
movies. Eddie Murphy, he says,
isn't good looking enough.
The 57-year-old piano-pounding
rock 'n' roller will be in Atlantic
City on Saturday for a one-time
appearance at Trump Taj Mahal.
He said he is looking for a
record deal and negotiating to create a syndicated variety show. He
also is planning an autobiographical movie.
"I want to see Michael Jackson
as me," he said. "There was talk
that Eddie Murphy would do it, but
I think he would talk too nasty, say
things that don't need to be said.
And he's not good looking enough
to be Little Richard."
Little Richard, whose hits
include "Long Tall Sally," "Tutti
Fruit'," and "Lucille," doesn't
jump around the stage as he once
did, nor does he indulge in the
drugs, liquor and frequent sex with
both men and women that twice led

MURRAY
TODAY

•
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him to leave rock 'n' roll for gospel, in 1959 and in the mid-1970s.
"I think everything is under con.
trol at this age," he said in a telephone interview. "We don't have
to pay tolls, we just sing with a lot
of soul, but we are still bold. "

Bush, Reagan,
Carter, Ford,
Nixon named
NEW YORK (AP) — President
Bush, Ronald Reagan, Jimmy Carter, Gerald Ford and Richard Nixon
will be among recipients of the
Ellis Island Medal of Honor.
The medals honoring -iresentafives from various ethnic backgrounds will be presented Dec. 9 at
Ellis Island in New York Harbor.
The winners are selected by the
National Ethnic Coalition of Organizations. The medals were last
awarded in 1986.
Other recipients announceu
Tuesday included Frank Sinatra,
songwriter Paul Simon, former
congresswoman Barbara Jordan,
Cincinnati Reds manager Lou
Pinella and sportscaster Phil
Rizzuto.
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Creative Arts Department of Murray Woman's Club will host its
annual bazaar on Saturday. Nov. 17, from 9 a.m. so 12 noon in the
Community Room of Calloway County Public Library. Shown are
just a few of the many items to be on sale with members, from left,
Sherry Edwards, Mayreile Clark, Geri Andersen, Toni Hopson, Sina
Richardson, Hazel Hill and Nancy Haverstock. The public is invited
to attend this annual event.
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Pig rotisserie needed for event
The rotisserie to roast the pig for Murray Dickens' Christmas Celebration on Nov. 30 and Dec. 1 at West Kentdcky Livestock and Exposition
Center is missing. Ruth Pickens, chairman of the event, said the rotisserie
was borrowed by some person or organization for the Fourth of July Barbecue and has not been returned. The pig for the Dickens' event has been
donated by Harold Hurt, but the rotisserie is needed for the roasting of the
pig, one of the special features of the two-day event. Also volunteers are
needed to help roast the pig. If any one knows the whereabouts of the
rotisserie, please call Pickens at 753-8310.
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Newcomers' meeting Thursday
Murray-Calloway County Camera Club will have a Newcomers' meeting on Thursday, Nov. 15, at 7 p.m. at Murray Art Guild, 103 North Sixth
St., Murray. The club history, purpose, future plans, darkroom, camera
operation, photographic techniques, club membership, etc., will be discussed. All interested persons are invited to puend. For information call
753-5278,753-3841, 753-2288 or 753-4059.

Hazel Club to hear Billington
Hazel Woman's Club will meet Thursday, Nov. 15, at 7 p.m. at Hazel
Community Center. Peggy Billington, Calloway County Disaster
Emergency Services chairman, will discuss "Earthquake Preparedness."
Linda Thomas will give the devotion. Hostesses will be Marla Thompson
and Betty Hudson.

Pageant scheduled Saturday
America Dream Girl and Dream Boy Beauty Pageant will be Saturday,
Nov. _17, at Mt.'s Executive Inn, Paducah. Categories-will--be-for-girls, 0
to 18 months, 19 to 35 months, 3 to 4 years, 5 to 6 years, 7 to 9 years, 10
to 12 years, 13 to 15 years, and 16 and up; and for boys, 0 to 2 years and
3 to 6 years. Winner will receive trophy, crown, banner and beauty entry
fee paid to the National Pageant_ Each contestant will receive a trophy.
For more information call 753-9866.

Overeaters meeting planned
Murray Overeaters Anonymous will meet today (Wednesday) at Ellis
Community Center, 630 Ellis Dr., Murray. Beginners meeting will start ,at
5:15 p.m. and regular meeting at 5:30 p.m. Persons are asked to note the
change in times for the meetings. OA is a fellowship of men and women
from all walks of life who meet in order to help solve a common problem
— compulsive overeating, the only requirement for membership is a
desire to stop eating compulsively. OA is patterned after Alcoholics
Anonymous program. There are no dues, no fees, no weigh-ins and no
diets. All interested -persons are invited.
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PAWS Pet Theraphy tip today
PAWS (pets are wonderful society) will meet at 3:15 p.m. today (Wednesday) at Calloway County Public Library. They will leave for their Pet
Theraphy trip to Fern Terrace Lodge, West View Nursing Home, and
Long Term Care Unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. All interested persons are welcome to accompany the group. PAWS is the youth
organization of the Humane Society of Calloway County. For more information or to volunteer as a driver, call Kathy Cohen at 436-2603.

CHAMP and PA Board to meet
The monthly board meeting of CHAMP and Parents Anonymous will
be Friday, Nov. 16, at 12 noon at Pagliai's. All board members and interested persons are urged to attend.

Iron Kettle plans annual event

If you're looking for a new Twist
on a actkend getaway, you need to
bc in Louisville Novanber 23ni for
the "Dickens On Main Slate
Festival.
In addition to a Twist, you're
likely to see a Scrooge, a
Copperficid, a Fagan and a host of
othcr classic Charles Dickens
tharacters. Sec individuals dressed in
Dickens/era attire perform as they
move through the crowds on
historic Main Street. You'll enjoy a
magical night of 19th century
Christmas nostalgia, sampling
roasted chestnuts, mulled wine,

plum pudding and other traditional
delicades. You'll also delight in the
variety of live entertainment, including a Tiny Tim
block for children,
street playas, dart
throwing contests,
English pubs and
MOM.

And "Dickens
On Main Street" is
only the beginning
of a weekend full
offestivities to ring
in the holidays.
Like "Light Up

Louisville"—a dazzling display
as the Mayor flips the switch on
tens of thousands lights that
brighten the downtowii streets. The
Nutcracker Festival
includes a boutique, ballet, a
ball, and a cruise
aboard the Star of
Louisville Parades,
bands, choruses,
and carolers keep
the atmosphere
festive, not only
this weekend, but
everyday throu0-

out the holidays.
Of course, all the festivities are
complimented by a number ofaquiste restaurants and hotels whose
special packages make your vacation
economical as well as enjoyable.
The key to this exciting
weekend getaway is in
your hands. Pick up the
phone,call 1-800-6334384 and
request rur "Dickens On Main
Street"hotel package and
attraction guide today.
Then come have a Dickens of
a good time!

The Iron Kettle Restaurant at Grand Rivers will again sponsor a
Thanksgiving dinner on Sunday, Nov. 18, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Sandy
and Lance Winslow, owners, said "one way of showing thanks is to share
our bounty with others. In this light we are going to open the restaurant
and serve meals without charge to anyone who wishes to eat Thanksgiving dinner., We hope that those who cannot afford a celebration, those
who would be along, and those who want to share the fellowship will join
us on Sunday, Nov. 18." The restaurant is located in downtown Grand
Rivers at the northern entrance of Land Between the Lakes. For information call 1-362-8903.
(Cont'd on page 10A1
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McPherson and Dunn vows are said Magazine Club
hears Mrs. Hodges speak
ci

Ms. Cindy McPherson and Danny Dunn were married Saturday,
Nov. 10, at 4 p.m. at the home of
Tammy and Steve Brandon.
County Judge/Executive George
W. Weaks officiated at the
ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Joe McPherson of Omaha, Neb. She is the niece of Bill
and Imogene McClure of Murray.
The groom is the son of Mrs.
Lucille Dunn of Murray and the
late Willie Dunn.
Melissa Green was the bride's
only attendant.
James (Bub) Gamble was attendant for the groom.
Following the ceremony a reception was held at Murray Moose
Lodge. Hostesses were Peggy Butterworth, Susie Butterworth and
Geneva Eldridge.
The new Mr. and Mrs. Dunn are
residing at their new home at
Kirlcsey.
MIS. Dunn is employed at Fisher
Price Toys and Mr. Dunn is a driver for Ellis Popcorn Co.

Helen Hodges presented the
program at the October meeting of
Murray Magazine Club held at
Boston Tea Party, Holiday Inn.
The speaker reviewed the book,
My Golden Tapestry by Lee Margaret Trobaugh, close personal
friend of Mrs. Hodges.
She gave interesting information
about the authroess who started
writing when she reached her midnineties. Her adult children had
encouraged her to record the family
stories that she had told them
throughout their childhood.
'S
This book is a tribute to the
authoress' parents, Frederic and
Frederica Rabe. Mr. Rabe was a
first generation American emigrant
from Germany, and Mrs. Rabe emiHelen Hodges
grated from France when she was
quite young, both is the 19th "angel of mercy." She dramatized a
Century.
tutting from the book that portrayRabe was an establised young ed the compassion for and minislawyer, aged 30, when he took Fre- tering to a poor, unfortunate
derica to be his bride in 1889. She
woman, a recent immigrant, native
was only 18 and her education had
Hungarian, that the Rabes assumed
been cut short. Tutors in their during the woman's terminal illnative language and in oil painting
ness and death.
were employed for her in order that
Betty Lowry introduced Mrs.
she might attain a higher level of Hodges. Frances Brown presided.
intellectual and artistic achieveDorothy McKenzie gave a triment. Her accomplishments bore
bute to Lochie Hart, club member
fruit in her rearing of her own
who died Oct. 8, 1990. She also
children, who in turn, are quite
gave the devotion using a garden
accomplished, Mrs. Hodges said.
theme and said "nature is a forlorn
The speaker said that Mrs. Rabe subject to study, unless we
find a
was known in their village as the reflection of God in it."

Cholesterol study of children discussed
DALLAS
— Grade-school
childreri'who watch two hours of
television a day are at increased
risk of having high cholesterol
levels, and the risk climbs the more
they watch, researchers said
Tuesday.
Children watching television
four hours a day are four times as
likely to have high cholesterols as
are childrefrwb watch less than
two hours, the racarc.hers reported.
Previous research glowed that
children who watched too much
television exercised less, were
overweight and had bad diets.
"We made the next step — to
look at TV and cholesterol," said
Thomas K. Hei, who reported the
findings at the annual meeting of
the American Heart Association.
"The message is if you can't get
your children to stop watching TV,

maybe get them to exercise more
and keep them from unhealthy
food," said Hei, a student at the
University of California, Irvine.
The study of 1,077 suburban
Southern California children
demonstrated that television habits
are the best clue to identifying
children with high cholesterol, said
Dr. Kurt V. Gold of the University
of California, Irvine, who directed
the study.
In families with a history of
heart disease or high 'cholesterol
levels, television habits "facilitated
the identification of nine out of 10
of the children with cholesterol
levels above 200," Gold said.
"It provides another tool to help
us identify the many children with
elevated blood cholesterol levels
who might otherwise go
undetected."
Peggy Charren, the president of
Action for Children's Television,
blamed television commercials

Adams speaks for Thetas

Anne Adams, right in top photo, talked about "Being Number One"
in the Rand-McNally listings of retirement centers at the October
meeting of Theta Department of Murray Woman's Club. Susan Vied,
left in top photo, introduced Adams, director of Murray Tourism
Commission. She talked in general about Murray and Calloway
County in regard to tourism and retirement. She closed by saying
"the greatest asset is people." Mary Ann Russell, chairman, presided.
Hostesses were, bottom photo, from left, Evelyn Jones, June Crider
and Juanita Sparks. The department will meet Monday, Nov. 19, at 7
p.m. with Judy Stahler as guest speaker on "Holiday Cookery." Hostesses will be Jan Hough and Bess Kerlick.

shown during children's shows.
"The food messages you get for
children couldn't be worse," she
said.
"We have never sold kids the
foods that anyone wants them to
eat. We sell candy, we sell high-fat
snacks and we push fast-food
restaurants."
The, average American child
watches 23 hours of television per
week, Charren said.
The children in the study who
watched two to four hours of television a day were average viewers.
Hei and Gold found that the children's risk of having elevated
cholesterol levels was 50 percent
higher than children who watched
less than two hours of television
per day.
The two researchers sent questionnaires to parents whose children had had their cholesterol tested.
The questionnaires inquired about
the children's television viewing
habits and the family's history of
heart disease.
Nearly all of the chldren in the
study were between ages 2 and 12,
with an average age of 7, Hei said.
They were mostly white and uppermiddle class, he said.
The American Academy of
Pediatrics, which supported the
study, says any child with a cholesterol level over 175 should be
treated.
"Since cholesterol levels tend to
rise somewhat when a child reaches adulthood, many of these children could have dangerously high
levels in later life," Gold said. A
level above 240 is considered high
for adults, and levels between 200
and 240 are "borderline high,"
according to the American Heart
Association.
"It would be wonderful if you
could buy a TV set that only operates when the people watching it
are exercising,' Gold said.

Three babies and
dismissals are listed
Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray -Calloway
County Hospital for Monday, Nov.
12, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Bell baby boy, parents, Canna
and Steve, Rt. 5, Box 200, Murray;
Henson baby girl, parents, Debra
and Mark, 1018 Main St., Benton;
Stewart baby boy, parents, Vickie and James, P.O. Box 36, Bumphis Mills, Tenn.
Dismissals
Fred William Nelson, RL 1, Box
294A, Puryear, Tenn.; Cletus Blanton, 208 North Cherry St., Murray;
Mrs. Eva Hale, 1605 Keenland,
Murray; Mrs. Verble Lewis, P.O.
Box 2. Almo; Mrs. Gale Cornelison
and baby boy, Rt. 7, Box 748.
Murray.

At Field.,WeVe Never Rtgotten
AGratHam Shedd Be,

Mr. and Mrs. Danny Dunn

By PAUL RAEBURN
AP Science Writer

Olga Freeman was hostess and
served refreshments to 18 members. The tables were decorated
with bud vases of red roses with
the speaker's table centered with a
large basket filled with red roses.
Because of the Thanksgiving
holiday, the club will meet earlier
on Friday, Nov. 16, at 1:30 p.m. at
the home of Edith Garrison on
Oakdale Drive. Millie Graves will
be in charge of the program.
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Holidays bring families together,and there's no better time to have an original Field Ham at the center of the holiday table.That's because the folks at
Field know that it's full,old-fashioned flavor that makes a
a ham great.To help put a tender,juicy Field Ham on your
Field
table this year, we'll give you a dollar off your next purchase. Happy Holidays from Owensboro, Kentucky.
Owensboro.Kerala
MANUFAC11J1REWS COUPON. EXPIRES 2i2e/e1

100OFF
Any Field Boneless Ham.
GROCER This coupon is valid only toward the purchase ofany vanety of Field Kentuckian
Ham. Field Finest Raked Ham or held Boneless Pre-Sliced Elam We will redeem this coupon
plus 8 cents for handling when the terms of this offer have been complied with by you and the
consumer For reimbursement. mail to Field Packing Company, CMS. I)ept 35600, I Fawcett
Drive, Del Rio. TX 78840 We will not honor redemption through distributors of out merchandise
Invoices proving sufficient stock to cover coupons presented lot redemption must be shown upon request
Any sales tax must be paid by consumer Limu one coupon redemption per purchase Void where-prohibited.
licensed, taxed or restrict-nib-p law or when presented contrary to the terms ot this otter OFFER EXPIRES 2/28r 91
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Coming community events are announced
Wednesday, Nov. 14
Murray Overeaters Anonymous
will have beginners' meeting at
5:15 p.m. and regular meeting at
5:30 p.m. at Ellis Community
Centir.
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
For information call 762-3383.
Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
University Church of Christ.
Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Covenant
Prayer Group at 10 a.m.; Handbell
Choir at 4 p.m.; Youth Club at 5
p.m.; Chancel Choir at 7:30 p.m.
Circles of First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at 7:30
p.m. as follows. W'sleyan with D.
and I.. Rowland; Ruth Wilson with

Wednesday, Nov. 14
Russell;
Hannah with J. Stahler.
C.
Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will include' Mid-Week
Bible Study, business meeting,
Acteens, RAs, GAs and Mission
Friends at 7 p.m.
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include supper at 6
p.m., Business meeting at 7 p.m.,
and Sanctuary Choir at 8 p.m.
Events at First Christian Church
will include Wonderful Wacky
Wednesdays at 6 p.m. and Choir
Rehearsal at 7:15 p.m.
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.: Fellowship Supper and Youth
Handbells at 5:30 p.m.; Library
open at 6:15 p.m.; Campbellsqle
College Chorale, Klaymata Fellowship and Children's Choirs at 6:30
p.m.; Sanctuary Choir at 7:45 p.m.

Thursday, Nov. 15
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
For information call 762-3383.
Prepared Childbirth Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in education unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Health Express ofilevIurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Mayfield Senior Citizens Center
from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to
1:30 p.m.
Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m. to .2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers and from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis center.
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn., will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Farm Bureau Building, Paris. For
information call Kennith Broach,
753-3580.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at

Ways to help elderly discussed
By PAUL RECER
AP Scione• Writ.,

WASHINGTON — Growing
older doesn't have to mean becoming sick and frail, and health care
workers should work more aggressively to restore function and
reduce disability among the elderly. 3 new study says.
A committee of the Institute of
Medicine said in a report released
Monday that there is a grim myth
among the public and health care
workers that growing older means
an increase in sickness and frailty,
and that there is little that can
change this fate.
In fact, said the committee, with
research, health promotion and
education, much of the illness and
disability of the aged can be overcome, treated ,or avoided.
The committee noted that health
professionals who believe that little
can be done to help older people
achieve a high quality life will not
help the elderly reach this goal.
And, it said, "the same can be said
of society in general."
"Our misplaced pessimism gives
rise to the particularly troubling
consequence that many more individuals who could experience a fulfilling maturity are denied the
chance by these stereotypes," the
committee report said.
The report said : there will be
more chronic illnesses and disabilities among the elderly, but this

should not temper aggressive treatment, care and research.
"We should not let pessimism
become an obstacle to the introduction of new research on interventions to restore and maintain function among physically or mentally
frnpaired older people," the study
said.
Since American society is gradually aging, the report said, the medical community should promote
healthy lifestyles not only for the
young, but for all ages. Health
workers, it said, should also "prevent the ill from becoming disabled
and help the disabled to prevent
further disability."
To help the elderly achieve and
maintain a more vigorous life in
the final years, the eorrunittee made
recommendations in 13 areas:
—High Blood Pressure: Since
high blood pressure often precedes
stroke and heart attack, the committee said there should be programs of education, detection and
treatment among those'over age 50.
It said Medicare and private insurance should reimburse the expense
of doctor visits to evaluate blood
pressure, and that more research is
needed on treating hypertension in
the elderly.
—Medications: Age should be
taken into account in testing drugs.
Health care workers and elderly
patients should be more aware of
the combined effects possible from
combinations of medications.
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For All Your Decorating Needs
Lynn Houston
Interior Designer
•Furniture •Carpet & Vinyl
•Custom Draperies •Wallpaper
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—Infectious Diseases: All people over 50 should be immunized
against pneumonia and influenza.
Better infection controls should be
used in hospitals and nursing
homes.
—Osteoporosis: Older people
should be instructed about measures to prevent thinning of the
bones, such as adequate calcium
and vitamin D intake, and the need
to maintain physical activity. More
research is needed about how to
best treat fractures caused by
osteoporosis.
—Sensory Loss: Better services
should be provided to those losing
sight and hearing, and public and
private insurers should cover more
of these costs.
—Oral Health: More research is
needed to achieve and maintain
dental health among the elderly.
Dental loss now is largely preventable in the elderly.
—Cancer Screening: More
aggressive cancer checkups should
be instituted among the elderly.
—Nutrition: Further research is
needed on the minimum nutrition
requirements of the elderly.
—Smoking: Even the elderly
should be encouraged to stop.
Advertising of tobacco products
should be banned.
—Depression: Doctors should be
trained to recognize and treat
depression among the elderly, and
some limitations on Medicare and
insurance reimbursements for psychiatric care should be removed.
—Physical Inactivity: Sedentary
lifestyles can damage health.
Health care workers'should promote programs to encourage elderly
to get regular exercise.
—Social Isolation: Isolated individuals should be identified and
means found to give them more
social contact. Loneliness, the
report said, can play an important
role in development of disease and
disability.
—Falls: "Falls among the elderly are a major cause of mortality,
morbidity and disability," the
report said. It recommends more
research on methods of preventing
falls, and studies on how best to
treat injuries that result from falls.
The Institute of Medicine is
'associated with the :National
Academy of Sciences, which is a
private organization chartered by
Congress to be an advisor to the
federal government.

Thursday, Nov. 15
Thursday, Nov. 15
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. al..,
Adult Computer Class will begin
Homeplace-1850; Candle Dipping
at 5:30 p.th. in Business and Office
for Children from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Department IBM Computer Lab in
at Empire Farm.
Room 406 at Calloway County
High School.
Hazel Woman's Club will meet
att 7 p.m. at Hazel Community
Intercollegiate Rodeo, sponsored
Center.
by Murray State University Rodeo
Club, will begin at '7:30 p.m. in
Wadesboro Homemakers Club
West Kentucky Livestock Show
will meet at 11 a.m. at Sirloin
and Exposition Center. Admission
Stockade.
will be $4 for adults, S2 for students and free to 5 and under.
Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. in
Advanced scheduling for 1991
Parish Center, St. Leo Catholic spring semester at Murray State
Church.
University will be for freshmen, A
to L, from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. in CurAA and Al-Anon will have ris Center.
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For inforEvents at St. Leo Catholic
mation call 759-4059 or 753-7663.
Murray Kiwanis Club will meet
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.

DATEBOOK
(Cont'd from page 8A)

Home Department plans events
The annual brunch and auction of Home Department of Murray
Woman's Club will be Thursday, Nov. 15, at 11 a.m. at the club house.
This is a special event for the members and their guests and is the moneymaking project of the department. Dorothy Jennings, chairman, urges all
members and their guests to attend.

Art Guild reception Friday
Murray Art Guild at 103 North Sixth St., Murray, will host a reception
on Friday, Nov. 16, at 7 p.m. This will be an opening reception for the
exhibition by Advanced Drawing Students of Art Department of Murray
State University. The public is invited to attend the reception and to see
this special exhibit of works.

MURRAY CIVITAN
CLUB
President:
Rowena Emerson

By NYU SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
For AP New sfeatures
The nearly 1 million Americans
who experience the sudden and
intense feelings of fear known as
panic attacks may be at increased
risk for suicide attempts.
"Fortunately, panic disorder
usually responds to treatment,"

said Dr. Lenard A. Adler, a psychiatrist at New York University
Medical Center.
One recent study suggested that
as many as 20 percent of people
with panic disorder may attempt
suicide. This is about three times
the figure for people with other
psychiatric disorders, and 18 times
that for people without any psychiatric disorder.
Suicide is the ninth leading
cause of death in the United States,
accounting for some 1.5 percent of
all mortalities.
Panic disorder generally appears
first in the late teens or early 20s,
and is somewhat more prevalent in
women than in men.
In addition to feelings of intense
anxiety and a feeling of impending
doom, symptoms of panic disorder
may include shortness of breath,
dizziness or faintness, rapid pulse
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Place Your Orders
For Thanksgiving

•I

Local Info:
Wayne Williams
753-4720

Civitan International . 1-800-CIVITAN

Mothers' Day Out will be at 7
p.m. at First Baptist Church.
Carol Poe Group of First Baptist
Church Women will meet at 7 p.m.
with Carole Inman.

A number of criteria allow physicians to distinguish simple febrile
convulsions from those due to an
underlying seizure disorder.
"Simple febrile convulsions
generally first occur when the child
is between 3 months and 3 years
old, last less than 15 minutes, and
are generalized, not localized to
one side of the body," Fish said.
The fever that triggers the seizure typically results from tonsillitis, an ear infection, or some other
infection.
An infant with a simple febrile
seizure has a normal neurological
examination, including a normal
electroencephalogram (EEG).
"Febrile convulsions are common in children with a family history of it. They grow out of it without any brain damage," Fish said.
Simple febrile convulsions can
be dangerous if the child is in a
potentially perilous situation at the
time of the seizure. Precautions can
be lifesaving.
"Under no circumstances leave a
child alone in the bathtub," Fish
advised. "What if the phone rings?
Take it off the hook, buy an
answering machine, or just let it
ring when a child is in the bathtub.
Unattended, a child could drown
during a seizure."
To avoid a child's inhaling food
into the windpipe during a seizure,
turn his or her head to the side. A
child on a chair or a bed should be
moved to the floor to prevent
falling.
In contrast with simple febrile
convulsion, complicated febrile
convulsion —in which fevers provoke convulsions that result from
an underlying neurological defect
— may need treatment with anticonvulsant drugs, including
phenobarbital.
"All anticonvulsant medications
have possible side effects, and any
child taking one should be carefully monitored," Fish said.
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"I destroy my enemy when I
make him my friend," said Abraham Lincoln.

Panic attacks may be risk of suicide attempts

r _•

for the bright
blue Civitan
candy boxes. With
Civitan, your change really does change things.

Senior Saints of Grace Baptist
Church will leave for trip at 10
a.m.

Baby convulsions studied

By NYU SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
For AP New sfeatures
Murray Civitan Club will meet at
Simple convulsions that occur in
7 p.m. at Homeplace Restaurant. some babies only during fevers
generally do not cause brain damHome Department of Murray age and do not require treatment.
Woman's Club will have brunch
"Any infant who has convuland fun auction at 11 a.m. at club sions with fever should be evahouse.
luated to rule out an underlying
disorder, such as meningitis," said
Murray Business and Profession- Dr. Irving Fish, a pediatric neural Women will meet at 6:30 p.m. at ologist at New York University
Louie's Steak House.
Medical Center.
Simple febrile convulsions,
Zeta Department of Murray which occur in 2 to 5 percent of all
Woman's Club will meet at 7 p.m. children under age 5, are caused by
at club house.
a disturbance in the brain's normal
electrical activity. They involve
H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291 twitching and jerking of the limbs
Veterans of Foreign Wars will and loss of consciousness.
meet at 7 p.m. at Willis Center,
"Though alarming to parents
North L.P. Miller Street.
and potentially dangerous because
it can lead to an accident, a convulTwin Lakes Antique Car Club sion during a high fever is not usuwill meet at 7 p.m. at Country ally a sign of an underlying neuroKitchen at Draffenville.
logical disorder," Fish said.
Until recently, phenobarbital was
Newcomers meeting of Murray- often used to prevent simple febrile
Calloway County Camera Club will - convulsions. Research has now
be at 7 p.m.- at Murray Art Guild, indicated that phenobarbital is not
103 North Sixth St.
needed either to treat or prevent
this kind of seizure.
Murray High School Class of
Some research has linked pheno1971 will meet to plan a 20-year barbital with lowered scores on
reunion at 7 p.m. at home ofr Ruth intelligence tests while the child is
Pickens, 1101 Berkshire Ct.
taking the drug.
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Look

Young in Hearts Group of Glendale Road Church of Christ will
meet at 10:30 a.m.

mat

Murray Rotary Club will meet 21
12 noon at Seven Seas Restaurant.

Open On Sundays
1-5 p.m. until Christmas
e:
nesTes!

Church will include Legion of
Mary at 9:45 a.m.; WORD Program at 10 a.m.; Liturgy Planning at
6 p.m.; Choir Practice at 7 p.m.;
Prayer service at 7:30 p.m. at Newman House.

and heartbeat, nausea and sweating.
Symptoms may be linked with a
particular activity or situation, or
may occur without an obvious
cause.
"A panic attack is usually
defined by any four of these symptoms occuring in the absence of a
real threat," Adler said. A person
who experiences three panic
attacks within a three-week period
is considered to have panic disorder. Other risk factors for suicide
attempts in people with panic disorder include drug and alcohol
abuse.
Adler suggested that anyone
experiencing the symptoms of panic disorder have a medical work-up
to rule out physical causes, such as
arrhythmia, hypoglycemia, neurological disorders, and thyroid
disease.
If the workup is negative and
panic disorder is confirmed, several
treatment options are available.
"Psychotherapy can help people
recognize their panic attacks are
limited and not in themselves
dangerous, which often alleviates
some apprehension," Adler said.
Behavioral therapy, in which a
person is helped to overcome a
feared situation through desensitization, may also be useful, as may
group therapy with people who
share similar fears.
Drug therapy is usually included
in an overall treatment plan. Antidepressants usually block panic
attacks or reduce their frequency
and intensity. Antianxiety medications. particularly certain benzodiazepines, have also proven
effective.
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The Alzheimer's support group at Murray-Calloway County Hospital presented educational materials to
local school, libraries and the ministerial association Tuesday. From left, front row, are librarians Kay
Greer, Southwest Calloway Elementary; Debbie Ernstberger, East Elementary; Carolyn Adams, Calloway
County Public Library, Daytha Howell, Murray Middle School; Patricia Allbritten, Calloway County High
School; second row, from left, C.O. Bondurant, whose $400 donation in memory of his wife purchased the
materials, Michael Hicks, Southwest Elementary principal; Vicki Ragsdale, Calloway County Middle
School librarian; Gail Stubblefield, MCCH librarian; Jerry Ainley, principal, Calloway County High
School.

Hospital group donates materials
A 5400 memorial contribution
made to Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's Alzheimer's Educational
Group has put educational materials about the disease in each
school and library in the area.
Each elementary, middle and
high school in the Murray and Calloway County school systems as
well as the Calloway County Public Library, MCCH medical library
and the local ministerial association received the materials during a
presentation Tuesday in the hospital board room.
Another $205 memorial contribution presented will go toward
local Alzheimer's research and the
purchase of equipment necessary in
the diagnosis of Alzheimer's.
The presentations were part of
the support group's recognition of
its fifth anniversary and National
Alzheimer's Awareness Month in
November.
The $400 contribution was made
by C.O. Bondurant in memory of
his wife, Lucille, an Alzheimer's
victim.
Those funds purchased the educational materials donated to local
schools, libraries and the minister-

Service
Notes

Pvt. 1st Class Lou D. Fulkerson
has completed basic training at Fort
Jackson, S.C.
During the training, students
received instruction in drill and
ceremonies, weapons, map reading,
tactics, military courtesy, military
justice, first aid, and Army history
and traditions.
Fulkerson in the grandson of
Robert and Catherine Starks of
Rural Route 1, Hazel.
The private is a 1990 graduate of
Calloway County High School.

Airman Chad A. letton has graduated from Air Force basic training at Lackland Air Force Base,
Tex.
During the six weeks of training,
the airman studied the Air Force
mission, organization and customs
and received special training in
human relations.
In addition, airmen who complete basic training earn credits
toward an associate degree through
the Community College of the Air
Force.
letton is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Allen letton of Rural Route 1,
Mayfield.
He is a 1990 graduate of Graves
County High School, Mayfield.

ial association.
The materials include the books,
The 36 Hour Day and Grandpa
Doesn't Know Me, both of which
deal with increasing education and
awareness of the disease.
The $205 contribution was made
from Murrayan Peter O'Rourke in
memory of his father, Peter
O'Rourke Sr., also an Alzheimer's
victim. The money will help purchase a "bone dust collector,' a piece
of equipment for local autopsies.
Already in Calloway County,
one local resident's family
requested an autopsy, which is the
most accurate diagnosis of Alzheimer's disease. It was performed
by Dr. David Barrett, MCCH
pathologist.
Brain research through autopsy
findings is vital to finding the
cause, treatment and cure of the
brain disease.
Alzheimer's occurs most often in
people more than 65 years of age,
but it can strike those in their 40s
and 50s. The disease involves an
irreversible, progressive memory
loss. jt is estimated between-4 to 8
million Americans have Alihdm=
er's disease. Its cause and cure are
unknown.
The local support group started
in 1985 through efforts made by
co-coordinator Joretta Randolph of
Murray, whose father was an Alzheimer's victim. During the presentation Tuesday, Cindy Ragsdale,
group coordinator, presented a
plaque to Randolph in recognition
of her efforts in organizing, supporting and helping' maintain the
local support gr4up.
MCCH helps sponsor the group,
said Ragsdale, director of the
MCCH Social Work Services.
"We emphasize communication
skills for Alzheimer families and
techniques for stress reduction as
well as ways to restructure the
home environment in order to
handle the responsibilities of living
with an Alzheimer's patient," she
said.
This year marks the National
Alzheimer's Association's 10th
anniversary with the theme,
"Decade of Progress: Future of
Hope." Ragsdale said experts are

optimistic the cause of Alzheimer's
will be found soon.
The Alzheimer's Disease
Research Center in the SandersBrown Center on Aging at the University of Kentucky is one of 15
such research centers in the United
States. In a recent study there, preliminary findings from brain autopsies indicate increased cpncentrations of mercury in the brains of
Alzheimer's patients. Other studies
have indicated certain chromosome
defects could cause either early or
late onset of the disease.
The local support group is affiliated with the Louisville chapter of
the Alzheimer's Association. The
group meets at 4:30 p.m. in the
MCCH board room on the second
and fourth Tuesday of each month.
Group discussions and educational
programs give families an opportunity to share and learn.
For more information on the disease or the support group, contact
Ragsdale at 762-1100, extension
108.

United-Way nets
over $1,700 in
Tun Day' event '
The Murray-Calloway County United Way held it's first "Fun Day"
Nov.4th. This door to door campaign
raised over $1,750, according to Ron
Gibson, United Way president. During the campaign member agencies of
the local United Way canvased the
town asking for contributions.
'We would like to thank the participating agencies: Main Street Youth
Center, Humane Society, Senior Citizens, Spouse Abuse, Girl Scouts,
Parents Anonymous, 4-H Council,
C.H.A.M.P., Y.M.C.A., American
Red Cross, and especially Peggy
Billington who coordinated the
event," stated Gibson.
Anyone who was missed during the
canvas and wishes to give should send
their tax deductible donation to the
Murray Calloway County United
Way at P.O. Box 1011, Murray, Ky.
42071
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Diane Cothran's fifth grade class from East Calloway Elementary School toured the Murray Ledger &
Times last Friday. Pictured above, Alice Rouse, business office manager, explains to the students how,a
newspaper is designed.

Members win awards for magazine
Four members of the Air Force
Institute of Technology and its
quarterly magazine, "The Educator," won awards at the 1990 Air
University Media Contest held
recently at Maxwell AFB, Ala.
Sgt. Dave Honchul, AFIT Public
Affairs chief of internal information and editor of "The Educator,"
placed first in the Published Sports
Articles category and second in the
Published News Articles.
Capt. Denise Moultrie, AFIT
director of public affairs, placed
first in the Published News Articles
category, and Senior Airman Rik
Bays placed second in Published
Feature Articles. Bays is now
assigned to Howard Air Base in
Panama. AFIT public affairs per-

Ninth annual
Book Fair set
More than 100 authors will
gather for The ninth annuil—K
tucky Book Fair Saturday, Nov. 17,
at the Department for Libraries and
Archives in Frankfort.
This year's line-up includes
Olympic gold medalist Carl Lewis.
humorist Roy Blount, Jr., and
country musician Tom T. Hall. The
fair will again offer a wide variety
of works ranging from history to
mystery, from food to fiction, and a
world of other literary forms.
Authors will be signing and selling their books from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. Admission is free and all
books are sold to the public at a 20
percent discouni
Join the fun at the ninth annual
Kentucky Book Fair, Saturday,
Nov. 17, in Frankfort.

sonnel have won the newswriting
category in Air University four
years in a row, and won the sportswriting category for the second
year running.
Placing first in the Information
Graphics category for the sixth
time was Gene Lehman of AF1T's

graphic arts branch. "The Educator" placed first in the magazine
format newspaper category for the
sixth straight year.
All first place winners will represent Air University at the 1990
Air Force Media Contest held this
week.

Carlton Cards - Russell Stover Candy
Pangburn's Candy - Lee Middleton Dolls.
Effanbee Dolls Designer Colognes

4

"A name to remembcr...prices and service to please"

Charlie's Safe-T Discount Pharmacy
Mon.-Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30
Glendale at Whitnell

24 Hr. Service Available
753-4175

•

SALES TAX PAID
Carpet World will deduct an amount _equal _ta
Sales Tax (7.75%) on any purchase of $100 or
more dim Nov. 27th, 1990.
Take an extra $1.00 sq. yd. discount on carpet purchases of 50 yag: or more
(pad not included) Yes that is off our every day
Discount Prices.

PAD FROM:60¢ sq. yd. During This Event
"WE PUT THE WORLD AT YOUR FEET
901-498-8161
Compare Equals And
We Will Save You
Money
Puryear, Tn

rcir
te-iiet

isalMastercard
Mon.-Sat. till 5 p.m.

lb

1st Quality and a Price to
Fit Any Budge!.
Largest Stock Of I he Finest
Carpet In the South.

Hwy 641 Only 8 miles from Murray, Ky.

SNV

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346

KENTUCKY CABINET FOR HUNAN RESOURCES

Bird Feeder
With 10 Lb.
Bird Food
799

YOUR BIRD HEADQUARTERS: Southern States is
your headquarters for wild bird food and accessories.. We carry a complete line of food, feeders
and houses - everything you need for your feathered friends.

SEE DISPLAY AT PARTICIPATING STORES

•••-•••••••••
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Register to Win RCA Color TV, Turkeys, &
Pit Baked Hams to be given away Nov. 19th
Sale Dates — November 14-20

New Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
8-7 p.m.

1407 Main
753-4682

4

Deli Hot
Line
753-7811

We Accept Food Stamps
We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

Field's Kentuckian

Hyde Park Grade A
Self-Basting W/Pop-Up Timer

U.S. Choice

Boneless Ham

Ground Beef

99!

Round Steak
1 79
Chicken

Bufferball Thin

Sliced
Meats

Fry Steak

3-4 Lb. Pkg.

$239

Murra
claime
ships
in the
David
and J

Boneless 1.99 lb.

11111
in

59
oi

The I
team
Indian
1990
Champi
With
sible m
and 61
other
1st Pia(
The
one-poi
third a
Price, Li
and Mt
sweep
give thc
over th
Lost
Orchard
Natht

Owen's Best Sliced Slab

Bacon
Ocean Spray

Cranberry
Sauce

Bruces Cut

Yams

Owens Best Turkey Dinner

a- 2/99°
14‘;)
Owens Best Pies

Feeds 8-12 People

12-14 lb. Turkey-Baked
4 Lb. Dressing
2 Lb. Green Beans

Sweet Potato Pie
Pumpkin Pie
Apple Pie

1 Pt Giblet Gravy
1 Pumpkin Pie
1 Doz. B&S Rolls

Dutch Apple Pie
Chess Pie
Pecan Pie

Egg Custard Pie
Cherry Pie
Lemon Ice Box Pie

Minute Maid Frozen

Charmin

Duncan Hines

Orange Juice
12.99'

Bathroom Tissue
0
4 Roll Pkg.99

Cake Mix

Flav-O-Rich

Double Q Pink

Dixie Crystal

2% Milk
Gal $ 'I 99

Salmon

Powdered Sugar

14.7 oz.

$ 1 79

lb.

Vlasic Sweet
Sweet Sue

Gherkins

Chicken Broth
Smucker's Seedless
Blackberry Jam

16 oz.

Chinet 15 Ct. Comp.

Plates
Owens Best
Cornbread

Broth

Dressing

59

Owens Best
Pit Baked

Ham
1/2 or Whole

39 $289

Pt.

Turkey &
Dressing

17 oz

Prairie Farms

1% Milk
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello, M. Maid 12

pk. cans $289

Del Monte F.S. or Cut

Green Beans
Dole Juice Pk.

Great For
Thanksgiving
Smoked Turkeys,
Baked Turkeys,
Pit Baked Hams,
BB61 Shoulders

Pineapple

Large Eggs
Margarine
Van Camp

Pork & Beans
111111

Dole
Golden Ripe

Bananas

Yellow

Onions
3 Lb Bag

Emperor
Red

Grapes

59'69

2/89'
69'
69' Potatoes Celery
79'
2/89'
Fresh
Crisp

Wrap

5 Lb Bog

Libby Solid Pk.

16 oz.

Del Monte

Sweet Peas

Hyde Park Grade A

Lb

20 oz

Reynolds Standard 25' 12*

Pumpkin

$1 59

89'
$159
2/89'
gal.$1 89

Paper Towels

Fresh
Chicken

100

Blue Bonnet

Bounty Single Roll

Urn

/$

Pillsbury
Self-Rising or Plain

17 oz.

1 Lb Bog

Carrots

69
c
99' 3199'

AMIE
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93,000 families approved for heating aid
Approximately 93,000 Kentucky
families were approved for $7.2
million in winter home heating aid
during the initial phase of Kentucky's 1990-91 Home Energy Assistance Program (HEAP).
The first of two segments of the
program, administered by the
Department for Social Insurance
and operated locally by 23 community action agencies, ran from
Oct. 15-31 and was open to all
low-income Kentucky households.
Social Insurance Commissioner
Mike Robinson said the major
change in the opening HEAP phase
— accepting applications on an

alphabetical schedule as opposed LO
a first-come, first-served basis —
went smoothly.
"The new application process
worked out very well for the most
part," Robinson said. "The usual
long lines were eliminated throughout most of the state.
"In areas where long lines did
occur, clients who couldn't be
served were given appointment
times to come back and apply.
Some people were worried that the
funds wouldn't be available if they
had to wait and come back to apply, but their worries didn't pan
out," he said.

Proposal of need to be reviewed
Murray Middle School chess players pose with the trophies they
claimed in winning the 1990 Midwest Scholastic Chess Championships in Terre Haute, Ind., last Saturday. The group took first place
in the elementary team competition. From left are Josh Mitchell,
David Crouch, Mark Stockton, Jeff Page, Nathan Hughes, Josh Price
and Joey Woods.

MMS wins first place
in chess tournament
The Murray Middle School chess
team traveled to Terre Haute,
Indiana, last weekend to play in the
1990 Midwest Scholastic Chess
Championships.
With a score of 18 out of 20 possible match points, the Murray 5th
and 6th graders outdistanced 20
other team entries to capture the
1st Place Elementary Team trophy.
The Murrayans held on to a slim,
one-point lead at the end of the
third and fourth rounds, but Josh
Price, David Crouch, Josh Mitchell
and Mark Stockton made a clean
sweep of the crucial final round to
give their team a two-point margin
over the second place teams from
Lost Creek Elementary and
Orchard Country Day School.
Nathan Hughes won three games

The Commission for Health Economics Control in Kentucky on
Nov. 21 will act upon six certificate of need proposals currently
under review. The projects represent approximately S1 million in
capital expenditures.
Among the applications being
considered arc requests for the
establishment of an ambulatory
surgical center in West Paducah
and outpatient rehabilitation agencies in Murray and Sheperdsville.
Applicants also seek permission
to establish a home health agency
to serve Jefferson County and to

expand existing home health services into 13 Kentucky counties.
Three projects involving the
renovation or establishment of psychiatric facilities in Covington and
Columbia have been deferred to
February 1991 at the applicants'
request. A project concerning the
establishment of an adult psychiatric facility in Crestview Hills was
withdrawn by the applicant.
In Calloway County, a project
under review is The Employment
Institute — to establish an outpatient rehabilitation agency:
$240,568.

In fact, Robinson said, since $I I
million in HEAP aid had been set
aside for the opening phase this
year — in order to assure that no
eligible households would have to
be turned away for lack of funding
— the remaining $3.8 million of
the original amount will be carried
over to the final phase.
The second, or crisis, phase,
which runs from Dec. 3-March 29,
is for families facing a home heating emergency. There will now be
approximately S8.2 million avail-

101 Stateline
So Fulton
479-2741

Off-Price Mall
Paducah
442-8473

Do you want to visit a foreign
ountry and obtain historical and
educational knowledge? If so, a
trip to Scotland is the idealway, to
spend May 26-June 9, 1991.
Murray State University's Center
for Continuing Education and
Academic Outreach, Center for
International Programs and the
Office of Alumni Affairs have
coordinated a study tour of Scotland for MSU alumni and friends.
Some sites that will be visited on.k.
the trip include Edinburgh. St.
Andrew's, Perth, Scone Palace,
Fife, Stirling, Loch Lomond, Glasgow and Blair Atholl Castle. The
tour includes round trip transponaLion from Nashville to Glasgow

with escort, 13 nights hotel accommodations at three-star hotels,
breakfast, sightseeing throughout
Scotland, experienced tour escort,
touring my motorcoach, airport/
hotel transfers, most admissions
and all hotel service charges and
local taxes.
The cost is $2,150 per person for
double occupancy. At the .time
reservations are made, a 5100
deposit is needed. On March 1,
1991, S1,000 is due and on April 1,
the remaining $1,050 is due. To
make reservations or to obtain
more information, call (502)
762-4152, (502) 762-4159 or outside Calloway County, (1-800)
669-7654. -

CAR SERVICE
Lube, Oil & Filter

Mayfield Plaza
Mayfield
247-7106

• Chassis lubncation
• Drain old Oil
• Add up to 5 qts new oil
• New Firestone oil filter

rMW,
[111111.1

YOUR INDEPENDENT FIRESTONE DEALER

In individual tournament competition, 5th graders David Crouch
and Josh Price both completed the
day undefeated, with perfect 5-0
records. They were declared cochampions and shared the 1st Place
award.

HEAP is a state and federallyfunded program which helps lowincome families pay the cost of
electricity, wood, coal, gas or other
heating fuels during the winter
months.

MSU coordinating Scotland tour

Space Tire

and Jeff Page and Joey Woods contributed two games each to the
Murray team effort.
Over 400 students competed in
the tournament, with 108 individuals and 21 teams in the elementary
division.

able for assistance for that phase.
The HEAP crisis phases targets
households without heat, facing a
heating loss within five days, facing disconnection of a utility or
needing emergency heating system
repairs.

Coupon required
Expires 1 15-91

A STEEL BELTED RADIAL AT A GREAT LOW PRICE

SEIBERLING II
State-of-the-art all-season tread
Two steel cord belts hold tread flat
for long mileage Durable polyester
cord radial body provides good
handling and a smooth comfortable ride

Josh Mitchell and Mark Stockton
each won four games against only
one loss. Through a tie-break system, Mitchell took 9th place in the
tournament and Stockton was
awarded the 15th place trophy.

DAYS
SAME
AS
CASH

White Stripe
165/80R13
175/130R13
185/80R13

2
for
$79 00

185/75-R14
195/75R14
205/75R1 4

2
for
$89 00

215/75R15
225/75R15
235/75815

2
tor
$99 00

aih

the

N.A. credit
card for
Firestone
COMCKI1CM
Minimum
monthly
required
pay en
All finance
charges
refunded
hcnp d

D 'O.f'2
is agreed.

CAR SERVICE
Four-Wheel
Computerized Alignment
$49
95
parts extra
it needed

2 Wheel
Alignment
$2495

• Ideal for front wheel dn./es
• Set thrust angle
• All adiustable angles
Set to manufacturer s
specifications
Coupon required
Expires 1-15-91

tTINFOAORDESHOUSE

Da
759-1144

We Reserve The
Right To Limit
Qua ntities

623 South 4th

We Accept Food Stamps and WIC. - Open Monday Thru Saturday 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Stokley C.S. or W.K.

Stokley Cut or French

Corn

Green Beans

Wonder Pantry Pride

15 OZ.
Can

D&T Customer Appreciation Sale For Thanksgiving Prices Good Thru Wed., Nov. 21
Crisco Vegetable

Duncan Hines

Lucky Leaf Pumpkin

Cake Mi
-

Pie FlIliflli

18 Oz.
Box

Sprite

12 pk. 12 oz. cans

2 Liter Bottle

Del Monte

Cottonelle

Red

Raisins

Bathroom Tissue

Potatoes

4 Roll

Pkg.
Limit 3

16 Oz.
Can

49
10 Lb.
Bag
Red or Yellow

Apples

09

Yellow

Onions
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Jones lifts MSU over 36ers
By DAVID RAMEY
Ledger & Times Asst. Sports Editor

David
RAMEY -

The jitters had the Murray State
Racers as bouncy as a kangaroo,
but behind the strong hands of
Popeye Jones, the Racers outlasted
the Adelaide (Austrailia) West End
36ers 78-72 in exhibition action
Tuesday night at Racer Arena.
"We Were tense and tentative
tonight. We had a case of nerves
and jitters," Racer coach Steve
Newton said after the Racers used
a 12-4 run late to outlast the touring 36ers from Australia. "I had to
be pleased with the effort, not so
much with the execution, but I
liked the way we found a way to
win."
Jones, who had plenty of company inside as the 36ers collapsed
on him, rallied the Racers late.
With Murray trailing 66-64, Jones
tied the game with 4:40 left on a
Lip-in, and after Greg Coble forced
a 36er turnover, a Jones jumper
gave the Racers the lead.
The 36ers tied the game with a
jumper from Tom Schafer, who
scored nine of his 14 points in the
second half. But Jones knocked in
two free throws, and Frank Allen
buried a jumper to put the Racers
up by four. Ron Nunnelly ored
for West End, but Allen and Jones
each tossed in two more free
thrOws, and after a basket by Butch
Hayes of the 36ers, Scott Adams
capped the contest with a slam
dunk off a pass from Greg Coble.
Murray came away with the win
despite shooting just 39 percent
from the floor, and watching the
Aussies shot 52 percent, including
a sizzing 57 percent in the first
half.
After being outrebounded in the
first half, Murray used a 27-13
advantage on the glass in the second half to shoot 14 more shots,
and also drilled their final seven
free throws while the 36ers missed
their final three .attempts.

Assistant Sports Editor

Next:
The Racers will host the USA
Verich Reps, an AAU team, at
7:30 p.m. Saturday at Racer
Arena.

show that."
While Allen and Coble had some
success dropping it in from the outside, the other member of Murray's
Trifecta Trio didn't. Senior Paul
King struggled on the night, hitting
just 1-of-11 shots, but did pull in
seven boards and hand out four
assists.
Murray fell behind quickly, but a
Coble dunk off a turnover got the
ball rolling for the Racers. After a
Coble jumper gave the Racers their
first lead of the night, at 13-12,
West End moved out to a fourpoint edge. The teams exchanged
leads through most of the first half,
with Racer newcomer John Jackson
picking up Murray late in the half
with two buckets as the two clubs
went to the locker room tied at 37.
Buckets from Jones and Coble
gave the Racers a four-point lead
early in the second half, but West
End's Mark Davis, who led all
scorers with 20, put the 36ers-back
in front before a 3-pointer from
Scott Adams tied it for Murray.
A 3-pointer from Coble gave the
Racers a 64-59 lead, but Davis
scored on a stick back and knocked
home two free throws, and a
3-point play from Hayes put the
36ers in front before Jones' tip-in
tied the score and his jumper pulled
the Racers ahead.
"This team tonight caused us
some matchup problems," Racer
coach Steve Newton said. "All five
of them can put the ball on the
floor, and they hurt us with their
penetration."
"They put the ball on the floor a
lot better than I thought they
could," Coble said.
Murray returns to action Saturday, at 7:30 p.m, when they host
the USA Verich Reps, an AAU
team.
"We've got a lot of work to do,"
Newton said. "Especially on the
defensive end. It's going to take us
time to find the right
combinations."

"We've got a lot of improvement
do," said Jones, who led the
to
Adelaide
End
West
As the
Racers
with 19 points and pulled
36ers were packing up and getdown
a
game-high 14 rebounds,
ting ready to leave an empty
including 10 in.the second half. "I
Murray
night,
last
Racer Arena
think we're going to work a lot on
State facilities coordinator Issac
the defensive end the rest of the
Wright asked 36er coach Dan
week."
Shipway if there was anything
Greg Coble kept the Racers close
else the Aussies needed.
in the first half with 12 points, as
"Yeah, I'll take the big boy,"
he was 7-of-10 from the floor for
Shipway said, with an Austrathe game and 3-of-5 from 3-point
lian accent that conjures up
country. Coble and Allen each
thoughts of koala bears.
tossed in 17 points from the outShipway was referring to
side to help Jones' effort in the
Popeye Jones, the Racer junior
paint.
who tossed in 19 points and
"It was good to see (play) somepulled in 14 rebounds to lead .
one else," Coble said. "And it was
the Racers to a 78-72 win on
important to come out and get a
what was probably a bad night
win. We did a pretty good job."
for him.
With the 36ers sagging in on
Needless to say, Shipway was _
Jones, the Racers put up 213-point
impressed with Jones, and the
shot alone to try and loosen up the
rest of his Racer teammates.
defense. Murray knows that Jones'
"This is probably the best
growing reputation is going to
game we've played since we've
make teams collapse on the junior
been over here," Shipway said.
inside. Hitting that outside shot is a
"And I think this was the best
key to the Racer season.
team we've played. Auburn is
"We want to go into Pop first,
pretty good, and I would like
and if he doesn't have it, then go
to see the two teams play, but
back outside and try it from there,"
I think Murray is better."
Allen said.
The 36er slate included ClemNewton feels the Racers will
son, where they lost by 14, and
shoot better than they did outside
Auburn, where they fell by six.
against the 36ers.
They lost to OVC member Ten"We'll be able to shoot a little
nessee Tech 75-74 after Bobby
better
than we did tongiht," NewMcWilliams hit a 3-pointer with
ton said. "We're going to shoot the
23 seconds left, and the 36ers
'three' a lot better."
missed a final shot on what a
Newton felt that Jones and the
member of the Murray State
Racers
were pressing early, and
staff told me was probably a
that
some
game experience will get
foul.
the
Racer
offense in gear.
Getting the respect of a fore"They
sagged
itu on us, and we
ign observer like Shipway is a
took
the
quick
shot,"
Newton said.
little easier than getting the
Murray State's Popeye Jones glides through West End defenders for
"It
takes
a
little
maturity
to pass up
respect of American observers
a first-half basket during the Racers' exhibition win Tuesday night.
the quick shot, and we need to
who have questions like "What
does the Murray in Murray
State mean?", as one pundit
asked Jones before the Racers'
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Bob Welch had a breakthrough games. But the A's right-hander was anything but a runaway
NCAA game in Knoxville last
"This is special. It's something I cherish," Welch said of
season, a Cy Young award-winning season, by giving almost winner in the AL Cy Young voting announced Tuesday. One his
season.
postseason honor.
every pitch a lot of thought.
The preseason AP Top 25
of the 28 voters didn't even rate Welch among the league's
But, referring to the National League champion Cincinnati
"No doubt about it, with me it's between the ears," the top three pitching performers.
basketball poll bears that out.
Reds' sweep of the favored A's in October, he added, "You'd
Oakland Athletics' 27-game winner said Tuesday, describing
Although the Racers didn't look
Boston's Roger Clemens, his bid for a third Cy Young hurt like to have the other thing, the World Series championship."
the key to his 1990 pitching success.
like world beaters last night,
by a late season arm problem, finished as runner-up. OakFifteen of the voting members of the Baseball Writers
He learned to think "every pitch I throw may be my last," land's Dave Stewart was a 20-game winner for a fourth
Murray deserves a little more
Association named Welch first on their Cy Young ballots. He
Welch added.
respect than they got from AP
straight season and a Cy Young also ran a fouth straight got 10 second-place votes and two third-place votes for a total
Over 12 previous major league seasons, Welch compiled a time, this time in third place. Reliever Bobby Thigpen of the of 123
voters. MSU, despite three
points. Clemens (8-10-7) had 77 points, Stewart
149-103 record but never won more than 17 games in a sea- Chicago White Sox posted a major league record 57 saves and
straight league titles and almost
(3-7-7) 43 and Thigpen (2-1-7) 20.
son. He was 27-6 this season, his third with Oakland.
knocking Michigan State out of
finished fourth in the voting.
Welch's bottom-line figure — the 27 wins — must have
His victory total was the highest for an American League
the NCAA Tournament last seaThe National League Cy Young winner will be announced made the difference. His ERA of 2.95 was considerably highpitcher since 1968, when Detroit's Denny McLain won 31 today.
son, got 10 points in the preer than the other top finishers in the voting.
season poll, more than they
have in the past but fewer than
James Madison (44), Southwest
Louisiana (11), Wyoming (13),
or South Alabama (12).
None of those teams were in
Staff Report
the NCAA Tournament last
Murray Ledger & Times Sports
year, and South Alabama (who
Murray will face in the first
Murray State's Lady Racers are
round of the BMA Holiday
expecting
to sign only one recruit
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) — A
Classic on Dec. 28 in Kansas
during
the
early signing period
new
basketball
league featuring
City) finished 11-17. But all are
which begins today — but that one
DePaul, Marquette and four other
coached by "insiders," people
is a good one.
teams probably will draw two
who are popular with the
Marshall County's Rechelle Cadnational media; Lefty Driesell
members from the already strugwell,
last year's Purchase Player of
gling Metro Conference.
(JMU), Marty Fletcher (Souththe
Year
for girls' basketball, will
The new league will be called
west Louisiana), Benny Dees
sign a national letter-of-intent with
(Wyoming) and Ronnie Arrow
the Big Midwest and also include
head coach Larry Wall's Lady Rac(South Alabama). Driesell, of
Memphis State, Cincinnati,
ers
this afternoon at Marshall
Alabama-Birmingham and St.
course, was at Maryland for
County High School.
Louis, says Thomas Carpenter,
years where Fletcher played for
Cadwell, a 5-10 senior forward
president of Memphis State.
him. Arrow was a successful
who
led all First Region girls with
Affiliation
coach
JUCO
who has quickly
agreements are being
a 21.9 points-per-game average in
prepared and should be sent soon
built a national reputation.
1989-90, is a four-year starter on
to the schools expected to join the
There were also some teams
the Lady Marshals and has been
new conference, Carpenter said
ahead of the Racers with reputhe leading scorer and rebounder
Tuesday.
tations but little else. For examfor head coach Howard Beth's
"Anytime (schools) allow those
ple, Kentucky won one game on
team over the past two seasons.
drafts to be drawn up, it means
the road last season and has
She was named the Fourth Disthey're willing to come on board,
won 20 games only twice since
trict's
Player of the Year last year
at least that's my assumption," he
1984. I suspect Rick Pitino's
prior to winning the Purchase
These Murray High Lady Tiger soccer players became the first group to be awarded girls' soccer 'letters'
said.
club will be better this year,
by the high school during the awards banquet Monday night at MHS. Letter- and award-winners included
area's top honor.
Metro Commissioner Ralph
but I still would like to see the
(not
Cadwell is reportedly the only
in
order)
(coaches'
seniors
Allison
Burton
award)
and
Chanon
Chaney
(defensive
McFillen said Tuesday he has
award), juniors
Racers take on the Cats on a
Mary
recruit
the Lady Racers expect to
Wooldridge
Catherine
(Most
Valuable
Player),
Michelle
award),
Stinnett
(110%
and
Tammy
heard
talk
about
a
new
basketball
neutral floor.
sign during the early-signing perHansen, sophomores Vanessa Sammons (offensive award), Amelia Davis, and Kacey Guin, and freshmen
league but has been told nothing of
Murray is hurt in the AP I
iod, which lasts until next
April Barksdale (most hiiproved), Sara Fitts, Jill Miller and Maggie Snyder. Girls' soccer is a club sport
the impending loss of more Metro
balloting by a ,lack of a major
at
Wednesday.
the
school.
members.
media center anywhere close.
The Metro already is dealing
The only AP voter in the state
with the announced departures of
is in Lexington.
Florida
State to the Atlantic Coast
Murray has earned We respect
Conference and South Carolina to
they're given inside the league,
the Southeastern Conference.
TEMPE, Ariz. (AP) — The Fiesta Bowl, trying to make the best of a
but it will be up to this team
Meanwhile, the Tucson-based Copper Bowl, which will stage its second
The loss of Memphis State and
bad situation, finally has at least one team picked for its New Year's Day
to earn some respect outside the
game on New Year's Eve, had no trouble lining up California and WyomCincinnati would leave the Metro game.
league. They will have some
ing but has experienced a retroactive backlash.
with Louisville, Southern Missisopportunities, playing in four
Bowl officials announced Tuesday that they will extend bids to No. 20
Also, the King vote, could have an effect on as possible bid for a major
sippi, Tulane and Virginia Tech. Louisville and the Southeastern Conference runner-up. They also plan
regular season tourneys, starting
league baseball franchise. East Coast businessman Martin Stone, trying to
Virginia Tech has been linked with
pregame and halftime ceremonies memorializing Dr. Martin Luther King
in San Juan, Puerto Rico at the
buy a piece of the Montreal Expos, has been looking at Phoenix as an
a possible move to the Atlantic 10 Jr.
San Juan Shootout. Illinois is
alternative investment.
to replace Penn State. which joined
The bowl had to scramble for leftover teams when No. 8 Vicginia
the No. 1 seed in the Shootout,
"If things don't come out with the Montreal thing, then I would take a
the Big Ten.
dropped out of the running Sunday. The Fiesta Bowl ran into controversy
with the Racers seeded second
fresh look at Phoenix," Stone said Tuesday. "But, you know, things still
Officials at schools said to be
after Arizona voters refused in last Tuesday's general election to enact a
iu the eight-team affair.
look fairly grim" for Arizona.
lined
up for the Big Midwest paid King holiday and Virginia decided on a Sugar Bowl bid against the
It's going to take winning off
The NAACP criticized California on Tuesday, saying that for the team
declined comment, but Gene Bar- SEC champion.
the continent for the Racers to
to play a game in Arizona would undermine the school's humanitarian
tow, athletic director and basketball
Four SEC teams still are alive in the title race — No. 14 Tennessee
earn some AP respect. But right
principles. Athletic director Dave Maggard responded that Tucson
coach
at Alabama-Birmingham, (5-2-2), No. 15 Mississippi (8-1), No. 24 Auburn (6-2-1) and unranked
now, they might as well be on
observes a city holiday honoring King and said the Golden Bears were
indicated he might go for such an
Alabama (5-4) — and it might not be settled until Alabama plays Auburn
a deserted island as far as AP
aware of the allegations of racism against Arizona but nevertheless voted
idea.
on Dec. I.
voters are concerned.
to go.

Thoughtful Bob Welch wins AL's Cy Young award

New league
takes teams
from Metro

MSU lands top
women's player

Fiesta Bowl will extend bid to Louisville
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Magic snaps lengthy home losing streak
By BILL BARNARD
Associated Press Basketball Writer

Now even the Magic has as
many points as Magic.
The Orlando Magic snapped its
NBA-record 16-game home losing
streak Tuesday night, beating the
Dallas Mavericks 109-103 behind
Terry Catledie's 30 points.
Meanwhile, the Los Angeles
Lakers lost 1 12-1 11 to Phoenix,
dropping their record to 1-4, their
worst start since 1978-79, the year

before Magic Johnson's arrival in
the NBA.
Orlando, which lost its first six
games, including two at home, got
16 points from Sam Vincent, four
in the final minute, to beat the
Mavericks, who lost Roy Tarpley
for the season and Fat Lever for up
to six weeks with knee injuries.
"The victory feels good. It's
tough going winless," Vincent
said.
Elsewhere, it was Cleveland 121,
Atlanta 104; Charlotte 120,

Washington 105; Detroit 118,
Miami 93; Philadelphia 108, Indiana 100; Golden State 128, San
Antonio 124; Houston 90, Minnesota 88; Milwaukee 119, Boston
91; Chicago 84, Utah 82; New
York 116, Seaule 110 in overtime;
and Portland 155, Denver 129.
Johnson had 20 points against
the Suns, and his 15 assists made
him the second player to surpass
9,000. He is 880 behind Oscar
Robertson's record, but career
milestones are far from Johnson's

Actions& Reactions

mind.
"All I'm concerned about is
winning," he said. "Everybody's
just down. It's difficult to take
sometimes. We have to continue to
work hard. I knew we were going
to take a while to get it together,
but I'm an impatient man."
The defeat snapped a 17-game
losing streak at the Forum for the
Suns, but it was the Lakers' fourth
straight loss to Phoenix, including
the last three of last season's playoff series.

Lite Insurance

Karate
CARRUTHERSVILLE, Mo. —
13-year-old 2nd-degree black
bell Clint Darden won lour
awards at the B-rated Bonsai
Karate Classic held recently.
Darden placed 2nd in weapons, in forms and in fighting
and was third in musical forms.
Brian Ruth of Mayfield, Darden's greatest competition and
inspiration as well as his best
friend, won the three categories in which Darden placed
second. 'The greater the competition, the greater the motivation for improvement,' Darden said.
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Donruss
Tommy's
753-0473
Baseball Cards
901
Coldwater
Rd.
Score

Pro basketball
EASTERN CONFERENCE
/ISMS DIVkliOR
W L P.
Non York
5 2 714
Boston
4 2 667
Fhalaidelphia
3
3 500
Marn
2 3 400
Washington
2 4 333
New Jersey
5 167
Central Division
IAltraukes
5
1 $31
Atlanta
4
2 667
Dence
2 667
4
Chic.No
4 3 571
Clesetand
4 3 .571
Indiana
3 3 500
Charlone
3 4 429
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Niituiset Division
W 1. Pct.
Dallas
4 2 .667
San Antonio
3 2 .100
Houston
4 3 .571
lAnnesota
3 4 429
Utah
2 3 .400
Ortsndo
1
6 143
Denver
0 7 000
Pisces Division
Portland
6 0 1 003
Phortro
4
1 803
Goirkin State
5 2 714
Seattle
3 2 600
LA Clippers
2 4 333
LA takers
1
4 203
Sacramento
0 5 .000
Tussiley's Comm
Ckrreland 121 Atlanta 104
Charlotte 120. Washington las
Detron 118. lAarni 93
Ptaiedechia 106. Indiana 100
Orlando 109, Dales 103
Goiden State 1211 SansAnio(o 124
Houston 90, Mitnesota 88
IAN/auks* 119, Boston 91

College basketball poll
A
I%
2
2%
315
_
1
1
14
VA
2
2%
06
_
A
'A
IV.
its
31'.
46
—
IV.
11',
216
I
4%
5%

Record Pti Ines
1 UNLV (50)
35- 5 1,601 7
2 Arkansas (5)
30. 5 1,506 7
3. Anzona (5)
,
25- 7 1466 14
4 tAchasan Si it)
28- 6 1.302 4
5 North catrana
.
. 21-13 1.262 —
6 Duke'(2)
... 29- 9 1.162 15
7 Alabama
26- 9 1,110 23
11 Indiana
.
16-11 1,069 -9 Georgetown (2)
24 7 1.054 8
10 Ohio SI
17-13
U7 —
11 UCLA
22-11
174 —
12 Pittsburgh
12-17
112 —
13 Syracuse
26- 7
791 6
14 L SU
23- 9
735 19
15 Oklahoma
670 I
27- 5
16 Georgia Tech
26- 7
640 9
17 CO•nocicut
31- 6
630 3
18 Virginia
20-12
54u —
ig Temple
20-11
300 —
20 Miseoun
.„ . . 26-6
282 —
21 Georgia
20- 9
280 11
22 Toms
24- 9
254 —
23 Louisville
22-8
252 16
24 Southern Wes
20-12
238 —
25 St John's
24-10
213 —
Other roc:ening role* Kansas 137, New Memo
129 North Camino St 66, Houston 63, East TonnesNee St 62. lastrohe St 55 D•Paul 45 James HUson 44. Kentucky 42, Purdue 39 Minnesota 37. CISbons St 36. Now lasso° St 31. Brigham Yourp30.
Notre Dame 25, Xznfte Ohio 23, Illinois 22. anonnab 20, Stanlord 20 Clemson 18. Rutgers 18, Michigan 16, Wyman; 13 Souti Alabama 12 Caitorna
11, SW Louisiana 11. MURRAY STATE 10, Marquette 10, Seton Hal 10. LC Santa Barbara 6 Utah 6
Creighton 7 Nevi Orleans 7, Pnnestori 7 Tennessee
7. AS -Birmingham 6, Wake Forest 6, Long Beset St
5 South Flixtda 5. La Salle 4. MassachiAerts 4 CSorado St 3. Iowa St 3, Ronda SI 2. Vilanora 2 lAs
*swop St 1 SI Lours 1 Tetas-E1 Pas.: 1

901 Coldwater Road

753-0473

College soccer — local
DAN VILLE, Ky.— Former Calloway County standout Mike
Ruccio was a goalkeeper on the 1990 Centre College Colonel soccer team which
captured the College
Athletic Conference soccer title for the first time in the history
ed by Brian Chaim, the Colonels posted a season record ofof the school. Coach14-4 before winning
the conference championship played at Rhodes College
in Memphis, Tenn. Ruccio, a 1990 graduate of Calloway, was a star on the Laker
basketball and track
teams as well as their All-Region goalie before joining Centre, an
NCAA Division III
member

Boxing
NEW YORK — The World Boxing Association will sanction the
championship fight between Evander Holyfield and George Foreman, heavyweight
set for Atlantic City on April 19. WBA attorney James Binns said that his
organization would
announce its approval of the fight today, provided the winner
meets the WBA's
top-ranked contender as of June 11, 1991. Right now, former
Tyson is ranked No. 1 by the WBA, the World Boxing Council and champion Mike
the
Boxing Federation. Tyson fights Alex Stewart on Dec. 8 at Atlantic International
already has said it would strip Holyfield of the crown he won last City. The WBC
month against
James "Buster" Douglas on a third-round knockout. That organizat
ion
said Holyfield's first defense must be against Tyson. The IBF is expected to
follow the lead
of the WBA and sanction the Holyfield-Foreman bout. The 42year-o
ld
is
ranked fourth by the WBC. sixth by the WBA and seventh by theForeman
IBF.

Durala

Baseball
NEW YORK — Negotiators from the major leagues received a new proposal
the minor leagues and said they hoped to schedule a bargaining session from
Player Development Contract for Thursday. Bill Murray, the chief negotiator on the
for the
major leagues, said he was reviewing the two-page proposal with his
committee. At the same time, Commissioner Fay Vincent said he bargaining
might soon
become involved in the talks. Vincent had believed an agreement was close
before
he traveled to Japan two weeks ago for a postseason tour, but a deal
could not be
closed

EVERYDAY

Brake
Calipers
19 9

SUB ZERO BATTERY

Tennis
FRANKFURT, Germany — Since losing the U.S. Open trial to Pete Sampras,
Andre Agassi has been working on his serve. It paid oft as fourth-se
eded Agassi
fired 10 aces and beat fifth-seeded Sampras 6-4, 6-2 on the opening day
ATP World Championships, the season-ending tournament pitting the topof the
eight
players in the world. In other matches, top-seeded Stefan Edberg
beat
Sanchez 6-7, 6-3, 6-1 and third-seeded Ivan Lendl defeated Thomas MusterEmilio
6-3,
6-3. Edberg, Agassi, Sampras arid Sanchez are in the same group.
After roundrobin matches, the two top players from each group advance to the semifinals
of
the $2 million event
• • •
NEW YORK — Top-seeded Stefli Graf defeated 14-year-old Jennifer Capriati
6-3,
5-7, 6-3 to begin defense of her Virginia Slims Championships title at
Square Garden. In other first-round matches, Conchita Martinez upset Madison
seventhseeded Zina Garrison 6-3, 6-0 and sixth-seeded Katerina Maleeva defeated
Helena Sukova 6-3, 6-3. The night's final singles match also decided the first quarterfinal pairing. Graf next faces Maleeva, the younger of two sisters to
post first-round
victories in this season -ending, $3 million tournament.

Our Boat Pru.
.
-

ENGINEERED FOR EXTREME COLD

°"%1111
- 11
Our Best Price

Lifetime Warranty
Duralast Starters

EVERYDAY

American and Import
All GM's come with solenoid
Price with exchange.

Our Best Battery —
Duralast Sub Zero
6 Year Warranty
Up to 120 reserve
minutes

Our Best Price EVERYDAY
Valucratt Starters
One-Year Warranty
Price with exchange

4888
04

Our Best Price EVERYDAY
AutoZone
5 Year Battery
Up to 525 CCA and
100 reserve minutes

Our Best Price

EVERYDAY

Our Best Price

EVERYDAY

38

ri4

Lifetime Warranty
Duralast Brake
Shoes or Pads

Our Best Price

EVERYDAY

99

Semi-metallic pads- $19.99
Shoe price with exchange

Our Best Price EVERYDAY
Valucratt Brake Shoes or Pads

_

99

Semi-metallic pads $16.99
One-Year Warranty.
Shop price with exchaffge-

CLOSEOUT
Purolator Oil Filters

WARRANTY

r liners&

INTERCOLLEGIATE

RODEO

Sponsored by
MSU
Rodeo
Club

3 Piece Timing Sets

New SKF
Water Pumps

For 350 small
block Chevy
•TC499S

.
2999

For most verucles
Store stock Only
With exchange
One Year Warranty
VOlucrcrft

All others
From $1888 $2499

Purolator
Oil Filters

EACH

New bearIng and
seal Store stock only
With exchan e

_ -Mobil I Synthetic
Motor Oil

_At t
Thursday, Friday, Saturday
November 15, 16, 17
7:30 p.m.
High School Rodeo
Sunday, Nov. 18 at 2:30 p.m.
For Ticket Information Call (502)762-3125

Pose Wen-A-loot Provos
Icar COMptittte engine work

TO
$4999

0., B•st
Water Pumps EVERYDAY

Store stock only

Otter good whole
quantities last
No rainchecks

15W-50 10W-30
Limit 3 cases

Our {fit Pr,c•
EVERYDAY

88
si19
°99

TRW Re-Ring Kits
Includes rings

rod bearings
and gaskets
For most 350
small block
Chevy •K14223A

O., B•sf P•,c•
EVERYDAY

Zerex Antifreeze
Limit 6 go

3

Pr,oe per go
won,Reba..

OLLket

397
-ISO

You,Cod After Robot*

MURRAY—OPEN 8AM-9PM MON.-SAT., 1-6 SUN.
753-8971
S. 12th St. in Southside Center

MAYFIELD—OPEN 8AM-9PM MON.-SAT.,506-SUN.
In the Mayfield Shopping Plaza
247-4171

OPEN NIGHTS AND SUNDAYS

44
•s 9000 WW,1•0•Ornber It',Kt Vile 000erAl WO NOM 10 WWII 0.40010101 Of 1010 Dove loginor once meson*,
no price,, no,good Or, 1041c.0101,011WI P40 DoOk•rs ruff d0$0.1,1 of worww•w,o,00401500

The Best Parts in Auto Parts

es:

.,•4•74.(-1
NOW:T.
---iis•samLz;saie

-
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THRIFTY SAVER

THRIFTY SAVER

THRIFTY SAVER

Pepsi
Miracle Whip 32 oz.

A
Prod u cts

•„,.'

de

*IP

tii

IT-1\

Tide 39 oz. 40 Off

Ocean Spray 160z

Salad

Cranberry

cit.&

etergentMiracle
WhipDressing

Sauce

PEPSI

•2
9'
99
°
3.09
WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

12 &

*2 Pa k

1=1

24-Pack
\

5.99

NOW

24

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARC

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

Fliggly

OPEN

HOURS

4milable At lour
Supermarket

MON.
-FRI.

ices Good TI

(-k

tia

(11Ew
Arri

7-12

We Accept
WIC Vouchers
and Food Stamps

SAT.

STAMPS
CATALOG
&

Now Open 24 Hours
Mon.-Fri.
7-12 Sat. & Sun.

SUN.

Setting the Pacefor the 90's

OUR EMPLOYEES ARE ROUD TO SE

641 South-Murray
753-9616

From now on. your groceries will be
Wiggly Food Stores. Each qualifiec
company through participating in ot.
ship Plan). As owners, we'll give..
desire. Our attitude is positive a

Bakery

753-0265

andled by a stock!.
employee now ow,
E.4.0.P (Employe,
Le.the personal se
LI the future of 01

Value Priced Groceries
Pride of Illinois
Green Beans, Corn (Whole Kernel or
Cream Style), Sweet Peas
,t4u;''.

Vegetables

.;CO

3/1.00
69°

Kelly's 15 oz. Prepriced 8

Pillsbury 21.5 oz.

Chili With Beans

Brownie Mix

Kelly's 24 oz

Piggly Wiggly Lb.

Bounty 1 Roll

Crackers

Paper Towels

Apple

69°

79C

'I

1.59
Broth_.......2/1.00

Flour

Sweet Sue 14 oz.

Nunn Better 5 lb. (White/Yellow)

Chicken

Corn Meal

Rosedale 28 oz

Libby 16 oz.

79C

Tomatoes

1.59
89c
1.19
59°
2/1.00

Nunn Better 5 lb. (Pl./SR)

Beef Stew

_

Pumpkin
Carnation 12 oz.

Showboat 17 oz. Cut

59c

Yams

Dawn 22 oz. 40' Off

Evaporated Milk

99c
79'
1.89
3.59

Dish Liquid
Dole 20 oz.

Pineapple
Quaker 12 oz.

NA, Wi

.,

Instant Oatmeal
Maxwell House 8 oz. (Reg./Decaf.)

Instant Coffee
Ronco

Mardi Gras 120 ct

Napkins
Fiti 24-36 ct.

Diapers
Funday 25 ct

Foam Plate
Pet Ritz 2 ct. Froze

Pie Shells
Baker's 14 oz.

Mac. & Cheese Dinner

Angel flake Coconut

rs

Seafood

Produce
Garden Fresh, Jumbo Stalk

Celery

49C
Florida Juice 4 lb. Bag
Ocean Spray 12 oz. Bag

Cranberries
Great For Casserole

Sweet Potatoes

40-50 Ct. Per Lb.

Big Sea 15 oz.

Shrimp

Pink Salmon

5.99

1.49
99°
29°

Oranges

Value Priced Grocek lies

Catfish Fillets

lb.

Red Snapper

Fillets

lb.

ib

4.49
5.99

Duncan Hines 11 oz.

Sheet Cake Frosting
Duncan Hines 18 oz.

Cake Mix

Thanksgiving Special
Call Today
To Place Your Order

•

.1 lb. Giblet Gravy
.1 lb. Cranberry Relish
.1 Dozen Dinner Rolls

1119

Only

Sodas
Piggly Wiggly Brown Ii Sine

Rolls

Orange Juice

11.69
Philadelphia 8 oz. (Reg./Light)

89'
1.79
1.29
99°
1.49

Cream Cheese
Kraft 12 oz. American

24 9

•

Vess 2 Liter

Piggly Wiggly 1/2 Gal.

Serves Approximately 4/6 People

Includes:
.1-10 to 12 lb. (cooked weight)
Fully Cooked Grade 'A' Turkey
or 5 to 6 lb. Boneless Ham
.2 lb. Dressing

Mayonnaise

Dairy

Thanksgiving Dinner

753-0265

Heilman's 32 oz.

59°
99c
89'

Spaghetti

All Orders Picked Up By 5 p.m. Wed.

Cheese Singles i
Piggly Wiggly 6 pk.

Biscuits
Prairie Farm 16 oz. (Reg./Light)

Sour Cream
Prairie Farms 24 oz.

Cottage Cheese

N.

Kellogg's 24 oz.

Corn Flakes

99C

Good Only At Murray Piggly Wiggly Thru Nov. 20
With Coupon

e

Cue '
_ _ rPorebushisil

e

anut
1.14

'up

1.79

lb.

Ronco 16 oz. (Reg./Thin)
Pond Raised

Jif 18

Cool Whip

Whipp
Hyde Park

Cut CI
North Star

Ice CI
El Charlto

Burnt

Nestle Semi-Sweet 12 oz.

Sugar

Good Only At Murray Piggly Wiggly Thru Nov. 20
With Coupon And Additional $15 Purchase

TV Di

MI IN) OD Mb

White Gold 4 Lb.

596

Banquet 1
Chicken, "

Chocolate Mors
,

T011
MAIM

--"Efdikc
—

SIMWMIMIWNIM
C
•

,
.

— /,.-*

NERI

.• •
Good

Only At

Murray Piggly Wiggly Thru liov. 20

With Coupon
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Shortening

ri

Oil

Coffee

C., r I t

Hyde Park Grade A Basted
Pop-Up Timer 10 lbs & Up

1.99 3.99

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

CARD

CO

Maxwell House 39 oz.
Reg. or French Roast

Maxwel
House

Crisco 48 oz. Vegetable

Crisco 3 lb.

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD I/

Turkeys

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

AIIC
10 LBS. •
AND UP

Q

• •

QUALITY
STAMPS

Limit 1 With &20.00 or More Additional
Purchase, Excluding Tobacco & Alcohol
Prices Good Thru November 20

al,

(4,

If

P Ices Good Thru November 20th

S ARE ROUD TO SERVE YOU
'Cs will be andled by a stockholder of Piggly
quaiifiec employee now owns a part of the
ating in ot. E.S.O.P (Employee Stock Owner'e•Il
a-the personal service that you
ositive a
ut the future of our company

[

WESTERN]

We

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities And To
Correct All Printing

are a
Western Union Agent
and we sell consumer
personal money orders

Errors Made

C

UNION

THE FASTEST WAY TO SEND MONEY

Fresh Meats
U.S.D.A. Choice Beef

Piggly Wiggly, 64 oz.

Chuck Roast

Apple Juice
•

4.
-

79*
4.99
1.09
99*
1.39

5 ct.

Plates

2 ct Froze,

iells
Flake Coconut

- - -

Field

39

SLICED BACON

Chuck Steak

lb.

4.

lb.

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Swiss Steak

lb
Oscar Mayer 2.5 oz. pkg. Deli Thin

Chicken, Flpni,
Turkey

Lean & Tender

lb. 1.39

Turkey Breast

1.79
1.99

Pork Steak

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Shoulder Roast

Jb.1.89

Sirloin Steak

lb.
Quarter Pork Loin Cut Into Chops

Spare Ribs

u

anut Butterr,

Boneless Ham

1.79

Pork Chops ................. lb.11.1O

Pork Sausage...2 lb. roll

?r
11.••••••••••••••••••.....

Dinner Franks

Pimento Cheese Spread

1. 11111

•I •

Louis Rich Sliced 12 oz. pkg.

1.79
69'
59°

Turkey Bacon

......

poor

1.99
11).1.3
2,999

Bacon
Tennessee Pride Family Pack 19.2 oz.

Sliced

Country Ham

Sausage & Biscuits

Link Sausage

Whipped Topping
Hyde Park 10 oz.

Cut Corn
North Star 6 pk.

Ice Cream Sandwich
El Charlto 5 oz.

Burritos

Ground Chicken

pkg. 1.39

Johnsonville Brahvurst or Italian

Imitation Crab Meat 8 oz. pkg.

lb. 1.99
2.69

Louis Kemp
1*. Fritter All Varieties 12 oz. pka.

Breaded Patties

lb.

Deli
-IL-R-L-r----t-

1.19
99%
59*
1.29
2/89*

Field
-,f,d•

Pumpkin Pie

2/5.00

NW•00 lb.
Jumbo Bologna
Makes The Meal-Homemade

Turkey Dressing
Matchless Quality

Cranberry Apple Relish
Have Thanksgiving Lunch With Us
1 Meat, 2 Vegetables, Roll

Hot Plate Lunch

2.29
99*

8 in. Tender, Flakey Crust 26 oz.

Turkey Breast or
1 Hickory Pit Ham
0

Fields

lb.

Bakery

Fields

2/6.50

Cool Whip 12 oz.

1.19.
99*

Quality Foods 1 lb.

Lunch Meat
Clifty Farm Whole

Pizza
TV Dinners..

Fryer Breast

Field 8 oz. All Varieties

12 in. Original

Banquet 11 oz. Meatioaf, Salisbury,
Chicken, Turkey

Split Crystal Lake
Now That's Fresh Chicken

09'

Hickory Smoked Sliced Slab Ohse

Frozen
Tombstone

Fresh Meats

St. Clair Economy 12 oz.

DINNER
FRANKS

lb.

Tennessee Pride (1 lb. 1.79)

Imo&

Field 1 lb. pkg.

Field

lb

Fischer Festival Fully Cooked Whole

2.99

1.59
1.89
2.79
3.39

lb

Small & Lean

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

89°

2.99lb.

'
COMO MM

Fresh Meats

12 oz.

!ors
C

Boneless Ham

White Meat 5-7 lbs.

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Jif 18 oz.

17;7'

Field Kentuckian Half Ham

Regular or Thick

lb

cet ies

gly Brown I Wye

Field Finest Breakfast Bacon

Sliced Bacon

1 69

"
Allie
,

1.29

s 120 ct.
ns
ct
rs

Boneless

lb. 1.99
1111.49
lo. 1.99
2.79

10 in.-Best Slice After Slice 36 oz.

Pecan Pie
Traditional Favorite Two Layer

Coconut Cake
Heartwarming Flavor

Dinner Rolls
Look! Pkg. of 6

Cinnamon Rolls

••••

4.99
4.99
99'
1.49

do

•

I
I
I

Piggly Wiggly Gal

Bleach
-------,,..1•i Piggly
Wiggly 10.5 oz. Box
.4,,,,,mii.,.,
Microwave Popcorn
tsfegt.1:6
Camation 10 oz. Box
iggly Thru llov. 20
Hot Cocoa Mix.

rocii,56" ric2f6

u .1
rIcforirci65
m
89' • FREE I FREE FREE 1 1 FREE 1
•

99'
1.59 II

•

Quality Stamps ••• Quality Stamps
Quality Stamps
With
purchase
I
I
of
any
Wan purchSe of any
With purchase of
Any Pkg. of
1 I 3 lb. or more ni I Pkg. McCormick
Gravy Mixes
4 Light
i:ananas
s
itulbs
I kJ,

L

11111

Kg

11111

11111 MIIII

I• Quality Stamps

With purchase of I
2 Bags
• Brach's
Candy
I
MINANNOMIll
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Baptists elect slate of officers
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — The
Kentucky Baptist Convention election contained the first slate of conservative candidates, but the moderates' nominee was picked to be
the denomination's state president.
The Rev. J. Robert White
defeated the Rev. C. Wyman
Copass 1.274-796 Tuesday for the
convention's top state office.
The moderate faction's leaders
did not run an announced slate but
supported White. White tried not to
associate himself with either camp.
"I detest labels," he said before
the election. "I want to be my own
man."
Moderates had criticized conservative efforts on behalf of their
candidates this year, saying they
brought politics into the process to
a greater degree than the state had
ever seen.
"The significance of the Paducah meeting is that the same strategies, the same agenda, the same
techniques that we've seen on a
national level are now being
applied by fundamentalists in the
state," said the Rev. Richard
Bridges, pastor of First Baptist
Church of Bowling Green and a
leading moderate.
Copass, a conservative and pastor of Farmdale Baptist Church in
Louisville, said moderates have
long used politics to exclude conservatives from the state convention's leadership positions.
White does not agree that conservatives have been exccluded
from the leadership of the state
convention. He said he believes
most Kentucky Baptists are conservative theologically, if not
politically.
But he said he intends to find out
from conseivatives who they think

has been excluded. White also said
he would try to increase representation from those ranks.
White is pastor of First Baptist
Church in Paducah, the host church
for the meeting. The 783,000-member convention's 153rd annual
,meeting ends tonight. It has drawn
a record number of messengers —
2,186.
White said he thought the convention was saying by his election,
"We don't want political agendas,
if you please, with pre-convention
meetings and trying to promote
pre-convention candidates.
"Based on some of the votes on
hot issues on the floor, we have
some very active days ahead of
us," he said.
He called the pre-convention
conservative slate of candidates, "a
different twist, a new day for Kentucky Baptists.
"We may see this for a while,"

Burnette shouldn't use
taxpayers' money for poll
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Agriculture Commissioner Ward "Butch"
Burnette shouldn't use taxpayer's
money to avoid some of his legal
problems, a legislative committee
says.
The Personal Service Contract
Review Subcommittee decided
Tuesday that the Department of
Agriculture should not be allowed
to use $5,000 of public money to
pay for a public opinion poll to
buttress Burnette's motion to move

Calloway County Judge-Executive George Weaks, seated left, and
Murray Mayor Bill Cherry, seated right, declare November Hospice
Month in conjunction with National Hospice Month. Witness the proclamation are from left, Dr. Charles Clark, hospice medical director;
Nancy Rose, Murray-Calloway County hospice director; Margaret
Owens, hospice volunteer coordinator and Jim Taylor, assistant administrator of MCCH. The local program meets the emotional, physical
and spiritual needs of terminally ill patients and their families, and
has assisted more than 164 families since 1981.

Auto Insurance
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ROSS INSURANCE
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1/4
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he said.
A Georgia native, White, 44,
became pastor of First Baptist
Church in December 1981. He has
served on the convention executive
board and executive committee and
Georgetown College board of
trustees.
Some rank-and -file Baptists at
the meeting said they wished the
moderate vs. conservative controversy would go away.
"This needs to be put aside,"
said Donna Booker, a messenger
from Bethlehem Baptist Church in
Cunningham in nearby Carlisle
County. "This has gathered most
of the news coverage lately, and
it's not what we're about.'
The Rev. Dowling Runner, pastor of Berean Baptist Church in
Elizabethtown, agreed. "Our
church needs to quit the political
thing and get back to our calling,
which is to call people to Chrisi"

a trial brought by a fired department employee.
The employee, John Moore, has
kept his job under an order from
Franklin Circuit Court. Moore has
been instrumental in providing
information about Burnette that led
in part to the commissioner's two
theft convictions.
Moore is seeking permanent
'reinstatement to his position and
monetary damages under the state's
whistle-blower law. The law is
supposed to protect public employees who report corruption from
retribution by superiors.
Michael Noyes, the department's
counsel, said the poll is needed to
prove that the department cannot
get a fair trial in Franklin County.
A change of venue, he said, "is
desirable, if not essential, to protecting the commonwealth's interests in this case."
Rep. Lawson Walker, R-Villa
Hills, was not persuaded.
"I think it's an absolute travesty
to be using it for the purposes
here," Walker said.
Walker said the intent is to protect the department from the lawsuit, "which I believe means protect those who run the Department
of Agriculture right now."
Walker said approval of the contract would have a "chilling effect
on whistle-blowers if we go around
throwing money to make it more
difficult for whistle-blowers."
William Smith, of the department's administration section, said
the money would come from a federal contract for meat inspection.
"Does this lawsuit ... have anything to do with meat?" Walker
asked.
The proposed contract is with
Walter Abbott of Lexington and
would pay him $50 per hour and
$10 per interview.
The department may still be
allowed to award the contract if
Finance Secretary L. Rogers Wells
Jr. approves. A spokeswoman .for
Wells said he would not make a
decision unless asked by Burnette.
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Ted Aarant, left, and Staff Sgt. Ronnie England unload a truck of canned goods collected by volunteer
members of Murray's 614th National Guard Military Police Company during Need Line's "Knocking For
Food" drive Monday night. The drive, which collected around $400 worth of food, is the first of three such
drives scheduled before Christmas. The food will be distributed to needy families in the area in Christmas
food baskets. Families may sign up for the baskets beginning Nov. 19-20.

Creditors ask for Eastern Airlines shutdown
NEW YORK (AP) — Unsecured
creditors asked a bankruptcy court
Tuesday to shut Eastern Airlines
down and sell its assets because the
strike-plagued, moneylosing carrier
cannot become viable.
In the U.S. Bankruptcy Court filing, the creditors of Miami-based
Eastern said they oppose the airline's request to get $30 million
out of an escrow account to keep
operating through the middle of
next month.
Eastern rejected the contentions,
saying it would present full arguments during a hearing Wednesday
before U.S. Bankruptcy Judge Burton R. Lifland.
Eastern has been operating under
protection of Chapter 11 of the
bankruptcy code since March 1989
when the airline was crippled by a
strike. The company has been flying with non-strikers and replacements, and has repeatedly sought to
win understanding from creditors
for more time to become profitable.
But the creditors, who range
from aireraft giants. like Airbus
Industrie and Boeing to mom-andpop travel agencies, have grown
impatient about getting at least
some of their money.
Their fears have been heightened
amid an uncertain economic environment marked by rising fuel
prices and sluggish demand for air
travel.
The unsecured creditors committee — made up of 12 of Eastern's
largest creditors — said it will file
a plan of liquidation, and if necessary, will seek to force the airline
into Chapter 7 bankruptcy proceedings so assets can be sold.
"The committee regrettably but
firmly takes this position after thoroughly deliberating and weighing
all of the facts and alternatives, and

16-year-old student convicted of assault
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— A Warren East High School student has been convicted in the
attack and attempted rape of a
teacher at the school.
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The 12-member jury deliberated
nearly two hours Monday before
finding Travis Creek, 16, guilty of
second-degree assault under
extreme emotional distress and
first-degree attempted rape.
Jurors recommended sentences
of one year on the assault charge
and five years for attempted rape.
The sentences would run concurrently for a total of five years if
Warren Circuit Judge Joseph Huddleston follows the jury's
recommendation.
Final sentencing is scheduled for
Dec. 3 in Warren Circuit Court.

Shugrue had estimated in June, the
committee said. Creditors said that
if Eastern gets any more money out
of the escrow account to prop up
its operations, there might not be
enough cash- left to conduct an
orderly liquidation of the carrier's
assets.
Airlines have been hit hard the
past three months by fuel prices
that skyrocketed after Iraccs invasion of Kuwait. The Eastern creditors said that if oil prices sta.
around $35 per barrel, Eastern's
additional losses for November and
December will range from $88.2
million to $123.4 million.
The creditors said Shugrue's
Creditors disagreed.
claims that Eastern can be made
"Eastern is not, and is not likely viable by early next year are based
to become under any realistic sce- .on an unrealistic assumption that
nario, a viable stand-alone airline," oil prices will fall to about $30 per
the creditors committee said.
barrel. Even if that happens, the
Losses from May _1 to Oct. 31 creditors said, Eastern would only
were about $53 million higher than break even for the year.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — If
he becomes Kentucky's first education commissioner, Thomas Boysen
will reach a goal that he announced
two months ago.
At that time, Boysen said he was
stepping down as superintendent of
the San Diego, Calif., school system when his contract expires next
year. Why?
"I want a job where new ground
is being broken," he explained.
Should Boysen be selected over
two other finalists Friday, he will
be moving onto some of the most
fertile ground on the national landscape of school reform.
The commissioner's post was
created by the 1990 General
Assembly as part of Kentucky's
sweeping school-reform initiative.
The reform law calls for the
appointed commissioner to replace
the elected superintendent of public
instruction on Jan. 1.
"Our passions match," Boysen
said of the Kentucky reform package. "There's nothing in it I don't
agree with. I'm deeply impressed
with the thought that has been put
into this. It's a quantum leap ahead
of any other state plan that I've
seen."
Boysen, 49, who has headed four
school systems, makes no effort to
hide his enthusiasm for the Kentucky posi
"I've been involved in this work
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Boysen promises to be 'assertive'
if named education commissioner
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VISA/MasterCard/American Exp.

after supporting Eastern's effort to
reorganize for more than 20
months," said the filing signed by
attorney Joel B. Zweibel.
Eastern has been losing $I million a day. But court-appointed
trustee Martin R. Shugrue Jr. has
predicted the losses can be turned
around early next year. Eastern
nonetheless said it needs another
infusion of cash to stay in business.
"We feel that in all respects the
money is justified because Eastern
right now is showing the strongest
recovery trend since the strike
began," spokesman Jim Ashlock
said Tuesday.
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for 25 years, and I've never seen a
job that has as much potential as
this one," Boysen said.
Other finalists are John A. Murphy, superintendent of the Prince
George's County, Md., schools,
and William J. Leary, schools'
superintendent in Gloucester, Mass.
Boysen has a reputation for
expertise in testing and measuring
student achievement.
He headed California's Task
Force oa,A-ssessment and Accountability' from 1983-86, and more
recently he was instrumental in
starting a project that led to a new
system for measuring students'
learning. That system is now used
by about 100 school districts.
Boysen also started a highly
touted program to increase the
number of poor and minority students attending college. Of the
program's 265 graduating seniors
last spring, 262 won college acceptance and the other three decided
against college.
Those who know him best
describe him as a personable, articulate and innovative
administrator.
"He's an assertive person. He
acts very quickly on things. And
when you have a bright man who
moves quickly, that sometimes
makes other people nervous," said
Philip Grignon, superintendent of
the South Bay Union school district
in San Diego County.
Harry Weinberg, superintendent
of the county's Valley Center
Union district since 1977, called
Boysen "a tireless, focused worker
who sometimes affects your comfort zone."
Weinberg said Boysen works
well with colleagues and is a good
listener. "But he's not afraid to
take people on, and if he doesn't
feel they are measuring up, he will
ask them to improve," Weinberg
said.
As head of the San Diego system
since 1987, Boysen has no legal
authority over,daily activities in the
43 local school districts, each
headed by its own superintendent
and school board.
Instead, he heads the 724-employee county office of education,
which provides and coordinates
many services — ranging from
testing and curriculum development to data processing — for the
local districts, which enroll nearly
381,000 students.
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Robert Earl Waldrop
Funeral rites for Robert Earl
Waldrop will be at Mason's Chapel
United Methodist Church where he
was a member on Thursday at 11
a.m. The Rev. Dan Leslie will
officiate.
Active pallbearers will be James
R. Waldrop, Alfred Cobb, Eddie
Hanley, Ronnie Hanley, Ralph
Jones and James Jones.
Members of his Sunday School
Class will serve as honorary
pallbearers.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at Miller Funeral Home of Murray.
Mr. Waldrop, 76, of 410 North
Sixth St., Murray, died Monday at
9:34 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.

Mrs. Martha Ann Madson, 70, of
1903 Greenbrier, Murray, died
Tuesday at 12:40 p.m. at her home.
Her death followed an extended
illness.
She was a member of First Presbyterian Church. She had been
active in Girl Scouts and Presbyterian Church Youth activities.
Born April 14, 1920, in Beckley,
W.Va., she was the daughter of the
late Seth Thomas Farley Sr. and
Vella Williams Farley.
Survivors are her husband, Roy
Madson; two daughters, Elizabeth
Ann Madson, Columbus, Ohio, and
Janet Lynn Crowl, Phoenix, Ariz.;
two sons, Robert Steven Madson,
Pittsburgh, Pa., and Greg Thomas
Madson, Irvin, Texas; her twin
brother, -Seth Thomas Farley Jr.,
Johnson City, Tenn.; five grandchildren; one great-grandchild.
Private services will be conducted. Burial will be in East Lawn
Memorial Gardens, Harrisonburg,
Va.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray
was in charge of local
arrangements.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to Hospice Unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
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Mrs. Dorothy
Douglas

Dean FOOdS................... 36Y4 UDC.
DORSI' Gen. Store
lis/sB 83/aA

Exxon ...........-..................5014 +1/.)
(Ford ..........----...............281/2 +1/1 )
General Motors ..............3934 +3/. ,
Goodrich
3534 unc.
Goodyear
151/6 +3/4
I.B.M
1131/s +13/.
Ingersoll Rand..-. ...... 35 +3/.
K Mart...-..............-.......... 28 +3/4
Ky. Utilities—.........-..... 211/1 unc
Kroger
.121/1 unc.
Lou. G & E.....--........393/. unc.
McDonalds ---...............283/4 +1/2'
JCPenney........................-.43 +11/1
Quaker Oats........... .....493/1 +1/1
Sears
261/4 -1/4
Snap-On Tools........
291/2 +3/1
Texaco..
571/2 -3/.
80 +11/1
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Wal-Mart
.291/3 +1/4
Woolworth
30 +1/4 )
( C.E.F. Yield...........-......-....... 7.44
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The funeral liturgy for the Rev.
Robert L. Burchell will be celebrated at Christ Church Cathedral,
Louisville, Thursday at 11 a.m.
(EST). Bishop David Reed will
preside.
Visitation will be today (Wednesday) from 5 to 7 p.m. at St.
Thomas' Church, Westport Road,
Louisville.
Rev.Burchell, 64, rector of St.

Donald Stacy, 45, of Knox, Ind.,
formerly of Calloway County, died
Wednesdly, Nov.-7;1n an automobile accident in Starke County, Ind.
He was born Feb. 14, 1945 in
Decoy, Ky.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Joyce Stacy; three daughters, Teri
Back and Toni Stacy of Knox and
Tina Arnett of Winnmac, Ind.; one
son, Donnie Stacy, Knox; four
grandchildren.
His parents, Green and Leathey

AM

Industrial Average.... ..Previous Close.............—.2535.40
Air Products
513/9 +3/.
( A.T.C-Class A
301/2B 31A
AT&T
333/1 +1/2
Bank of Murray
.135B
Bell South ............................53 .1/.
Briggs & Stratton....-....... 25 +3/1
Chrysler--.....................111/4 +1/1
CSX Corp ..........
..... 29 line.

,

Services for Mrs. Dorothy Douglas will be Thursday at 1 p.m. at
Immanuel Lutheran Church, Murray. The Rev. Clarence Helmich
will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call after 4 p.m.
today (Wednesday) at Collier Funeral Home, Benton.
Mrs. 62, Rt. 5, Benton, died Sunday at 7:30 a.m. at Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
Survivors are her husband,
Richard Douglas; one daughter,
Marcia Tomasiello, Pompano
Beach, Fla.; one son, Richard C.
Douglas, Lexington; two sisters,
Mrs. Adele Nickel, Brownsville,
Texas and Mrs. Elsie Olsen, Sun
City, Ariz.; two brothers, Gustav
Doberstein and Arthur Doberstein,
New Richmond, Wis.; two
grandchildren.
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The funeral will be Thursday at
1 p.m. In charge of arrangements is
Desmond Funeral Home, Troy,
Mich.

Thomas Episcopal Church, Louisville, died Monday in an accident
near Indianapolis, Ind.
From 1965 to 1970 Fr. Burchell
served as vicar of St. John's Episcopal Church in Murray and St.
Martin-in-the-Fields, Mayfield.
Fr. Burchell is survived by one
brother, Jerry Burchell of New
Hampshire.

Howard Stacy of Murray, also survive, along with two sisters, Mrs.
Helen Hounshelo, Murray, and
Mrs. Ruby HilIers, San Pierre, Ind.;
and three brothers, Cahrles Stacy,
Vandiver, Ala., William Stacy,
Chicago, 111., and Norman Stacy,
Dexter.
Graveside services will be Friday at 2 p.m. at Murray City
Cemetery.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
of Murray is in charge of
arrangements.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
planned closure of more than half
of the state's landfills has not
alarmed Kentucky waste officials,
who say they expected a wave of
closings before tougher landfill
construction standards that take
effect in 1992.
Susan Bush, director of the Division of Waste Management, said
the agency hasn't yet finished its
estimates, but "I have a feeling
that we didn't lose a lot of
capacity."
Bush said some of the 38 landfills are nearly full and others may
be moving to sites that meet the
new rules. She said many of them
are small, municipal facilities.
The new standards require a double synthetic liner and clay liner to
prevent leakage and a system to
collect draining fluids. The standards also require ground-water
monitoring.

Families urged
to pick up tickets
for MFD party
The Murray Fire Department
would like to remind residents that
children tickets for the department's annual Christmas Party for
Underprivileged Children will only
be issued by the department's secretary at her first-floor office at
City Hall, 207 S. 5th Street.
Due to the overwhelming
response to the party, the department is being forced to begin
requiring tickets for the children to
attend.
The tickets will not be given out
until Dec. 3 and will only be given
out by the secretary cl tl:2. department whose office is located on the
east side of the building near the
fire chief's office.
No tickets will be issued after
Dec. 14. Tickets will be distributed
from Dec. 3-14 between 8 a.m. and
4 p.m. Monday through Friday.
Requirements for children
attending include:
• children must not be older than
12.
• one ticket per family.
• proof of eligibility of public
assistance (WIC will not be
accepted): address bearing piece
from food stamps or welfare
checks.
• proof that you are a citizen of
Murray-Calloway County: address
bearing piece of driver's license
will be sufficient.
The Christmas Party will be held
at 10 a.m. on Dec. 22 in the auditorium of the George Wealcs Community Center, located at 7th and
Poplar streets.

Benton couple
PRSSA charter
members schedule faces several counts
of buying mussel
formal induction
shells too small
Charter members of the Murray
State University chapter of the
Public Relations Student Society of
America will be officially inducted
Thursday, Nov. 29, at 7 p.m. in the
Cumberland Room of the Curris
Center at MSU.
Guest speakers will be Jeff Bradford, APR, of Holder-Kennedy in
Nashville, Sheila Clough Crifasi,
faculty advisor to Murray State's
chapter, and Dr. Robert McGaughey, chairman of the Department of
Journalism and Radio-Television.
PRSSA members will be presented with membership certificates during the ceremony. A
reception will follow.
The ceremony is open to students interested in PRSSA. For
information, call 762-6101.

Two Benton residents were
arrested Tuesday and charged with
purchasing undersized mussel
shells, according to a report from
the Marshall County Circuit Court.
Jimmy Russell, 42, and his wife,
Linda, 45, of Rt. 5, Benton, were
each arrested by Kentucky Fish &
Wildlife officials and charged with
several counts of buying undersized mussel shells, according to a
court official.
Jimmy Russell faces 26 counts
of the offense while Linda Russell
was charged with 118 counts,
according to reports.
Both were lodged in the Marshall County Jail and later released
on a $2,500 bond, according to
reports.

Twenty-seven of the Slates 75
residential landfills will. remain
open. Bush said the state is still
trying to get responses from the
other 10.
Two of the landfills that plan to
close serve Daviess County, while
a third serves the city of
Owensboro.
The cost of new, improved landfills will be higher than the
already-high projections circulating
around the state — generally from
$450,000 to $500,000 an acre,
Daviess County Judge-Executive
W.M. "Buzz" Norris said
Monday.
"We're looking at $650,000 to
$700,000 an acre to develop and
maintain" — impossible for any
local government, he said.
Bush is to report to the governor
by the end of January on the
expected capacity for 1992. The
legislature is expected to meet in
special session in January to consider legislation that would virtually require regional landfills.
In keeping with expected
changes in the law, Daviess County
and Owensboro are part of a task

4)

force in the Green River Area
Development District trying to
come up with a solution, which
will include recycling, Norris said.
But that won't be enough, he
said. "We're hoping that they
(legislators) mandate some money
to go along with the mandates.—
Pulaski Landfill Inc. of Pulaski
County is also among the landfills
that intend to close, but manager
John Melcher said its response
indicates only that Pulaski will
close the existing site — it could
ask to develop another one.

CORRECTIONS,
CLARIFICATIONS
In Tuesday's Holiday Sampler, a
special section of the Murray Ledger..84 Times, the newspaper incorrectly stated the baking temperature
for the "Smothered Venison" which
is listed under category or main
dishes on page 2. The correct
temperature for the venison should
be 275 degrees, not 475.

INNOVATIVE
PRINTING &
GRAPHICS
1611 Highway 121 Bypass
Murray- Kentucky 42071
502.753-8802

TI

Julie's Family
Restaurant Ull)
(Formerly Jerry's Restaurant

'
41MINIMPF

5cnigtsaizga_5pfsigii

Friday & Saturday after 3 p.m.
FREE Drink with Meal
S. 12th S

753-7i101

4-BUTTON.7-CYCLE
DURA 10'"
UNDERCOUNTER
DISHWASHER
•Super Scrub cycle for
pots and pans
•Dura 10T10 tub and
door liner
.3-level wash
.0n/0 indicator light
•Soft food disposer
.Reversible front panel

We Service What We Sell!

Underwood Appliance
Village Shopping Center
(Next to Cain s AMC Jeep)

Hwy 641 North
759-1505

HOG MARKET
Federal-Stale Markel News Service November 14, PM
Kentucky Purchase Ars lbe Market Report Includes
Buying Stations Receipts: Act443, Fat. 2,11 Barrows b Gilts
1.00 Saber, Sows Needy -SO higher.
US 1-2 2.30.$11 be
&S$.40SS
US 1-2 21111-731 be
1M.541-41100
541114-41311
US 2.3 2311.240 be
US 3-4 260-2111 lbe
.3(710-4110
Sows
US 1-2
.100-441.110
be
US 1-3 311111.414 be
Sin WOAD
SMSS.411S
LS 1-3 4110423 be
US 1-3 523 and op
$43.11446.00
US 2-3 3116.100 be
SW KY.SO
Boers 521.116-31•11

rislso

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET, GEO, INC.
1985 Nissan 300 ZX
•

$199mo
60 mo's. 13.99% APR
$199 Down Plus Tax & Tags

Burgundy, 5 speed,
65,xxx miles, loaded.
641 South

Troy, and John Clark and wife,
Gail, Warren, Mich.; 10
grandchildren.
Also surviving are his mother-inlaw, Mrs. Mary Morris, West View
Nursing Home, Murray; one sister,
Mrs. Owen H.(Louise) Hale, Rt. 6,
Murray; two brothers, Rudell Clark
and William Terrell Clark, Evansville, Ind.; one uncle, Denny P.
Smith, Sunset Boulevard, Murray.

Donald Stacy

Stock Market
--Report
of 10:00

Also surviving are four sisters,
Mrs. Pauline Cobb and husband,
Stephen, and Mrs. Gracie Nell
Parker and husband, Frank, Murray, Mrs. Emily Jones, Benton, and
Mrs. Rebecca Jo Burkeen, Taylor,
Mich.; one brother, Charles Waldrop, Strongville, Ohio; nine
grandchildren; four stepgrandchildren; four great-grandchildren; four
stepgreat-grandchildren; several
nieces and nephews.

Rev. Robert L. Burchell

According to Michael D. Ward,
Commonwealth's Attorney of the
42nd Judicial District, Timothy
Cathey (1989) is being considered
for parole.
Anyone with input concerning
his possible parole is advised to
contact the Commonwealth Attorney's office at P.O. Box 359, Benton, Ky., 42025.

Prices as

Evelyn Alton Waldrop; one daughter, Marilyn Martin, Rt. 7, Murray;
three sons, Glen A. Waldrop and
wife, Eunice, Eustis, Fla., Elton E.
Waldrop and wife, Lutrell, Woodstock, Ga., and Nelson H. Waldrop
and wife, Marlene, Rt. 8, Murray;
one stepson, Danny Duncan and
wife, Janet, Columbus, Ohio.

James Smith Clark
James Smith Clark, 63, of 30552
Barrington, Madison Heights,
Mich., died Monday at his home.
Born Feb. 14, 1927, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
Rufe Clark and Lona Smith Clark.
He also was preceded in death
by one grandson, Joey Clark, one
sister, Mrs. Collie (Lavola) Barnett,
and one brother, Alfred Clark.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Martha Morris Clark; two daughters, Mrs. Cullen (Karen) Webb,
Wheeler, Mich., and Mrs. Thomas
(Kathy) Sigmon, Troy, Mich.; two
sons, Jimmy Clark and wife, Lynn,
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Officials expected landfill closings

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Martha
Ann Madson
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Parts

753-2617

Views On
Dental Health®
Dr. Joe L. Mason, Jr. D.M.D.

DENTAL EROSION
Dental erosion is a peculiar
disease that affects the teeth of
some people. It begins on the
outer surface of the tooth and
causes the tooth substance to
disappear. Erosion can affect
any tooth and can be confined to
one tooth or to a senes of teeth.
The surface most frequently involved are the cheek and lip.
sides near the gum line.
The disease usually goes unnoticed until the enamel is penetrated and the eroding process
invades the underlying dentin.
The involved teeth may become
very sensitive to hot or cold food
and drink and the eroded surface may be painful, even to the
touch of a toothbrush.
The cause of dental erosion is
typically a human disease; it is

not found in animals. It is likely
that it is caused by improper
brushing techniques. Contact
with concentrated acid substances, such as undiluted lemon juice, may play some part
in the erosive process. It is
estimated that dental erosion
affects from one to ten percent of
our population. It can be diagnosed and treated. Another
good reason for regular dental
examinations.

Prepared as a public service
to promote better dental health
From the office of Joe Mason.
D.M.D., 204 S. 6th St.jphone.
753-2642.

S6nalitz higrm.gni
toe sr shale
,,nghtz t-tql
-harribon nd stv,e
Sake pnces effective throug
Sat., November 17.

No Appointment Necessary
or Call 759-9811
Salon Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-8;
Sat. 9-6 & Sun. 1-5
'HO JCINsrisse issenlInteln SR&
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14 lb. 8 Down
WA Self-Basting With Pop-Up Timer

Field Boneless, Fully Cooke

• •
Pepperidge
Farm
Stuffin
Mix
8 oz.
5119

DOLE
CELERY

Whole or Half

36 Size Stalk
Boston Butt
Lean 6 Tasty

PORK
ROAST
Field Pro Leaguer

Reelfoot Select Trim

Boneless Ham ________Lb$2.89
Jim Adams

$1.29
16 oz. pkg. $1.79

Bacon

12 oz. pkg.

Field Sliced

Bologna

Wieners
Turkey Franks
Louis Kemp

Crab Delights

Gold
FLOUR

Pure Vegetable

CRISCO OIL
48 Oz. Btl. Limit 2

Lb. Bag Limit 1

Sue
TOMATO JUICE

-CHIKEN

JELL-O GELATIN
3 Os. Box
-1411

Se
13'/: Oz. Can

46 Oz. Can

1,

$1.29
12 oz. pkg. 79c
s oz. $2.19

12 oz. pkg.

Jennie-O

Red Seedless

Grapes
Cranberries

39'
lb. 99
12 oz. pkg. $1.19
lb.

Del Monte Cut or French Style
Sunflower

PEPSI PRODUCTS
Lb. Bag

Frito Lay Ruffles

POTATO CHIPS
7 Oz. Bag

2/99 $109
/99'

With Coupon
Limit one coupon per family
Coupon void after Nov. 21, 1990
603
7GF30

U.S. #1

Sweet Potatoes

GREEN BEANS
GREEN PEAS

12 Pk. Cans Limit 2

303 Can

Prairie Farms
1/2 Pint

Birdseye

WHIPPING CREAM
or Pint
HALF S HALF

COOL WHIP
8 Oz. Cit.
II

Jim Adams IGA
PRESENTS

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
Participating schools collect Jim Adams IGA
register tapes to redeem for IBM Computers.
Available to all schools wanting to participate!
See Store Manager For Additional Details

We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct
printing errors.
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SECTIONC
Brock taken aback by students'
responses to sex, suicide questions
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Prows Writer

1

FRANKFORT, Ky. — State
school Superintendent John Brock
was taken aback by what 5,500
Kentucky high school students had
to say about sex and suicide.
The challenge now, Brock said
this week, is to get the public to
pay attention.
"It's very difficult to get parents
to accept ... that their youngsters
are not behaving according to some
model," Brock said in a news
conference.
High school freshmen and
seniors were surveyed in the spring
on behalf of the State Board for
Elementary and Secondary Education. A questionnaire developed by
the federal Centers for Disease
Control was used.
The survey indicated many students endanger themselves, from
driving drunk to having careless
sex.
More than a third of those
surveyed said they spend three or
more hours a day in front of a television. Three in 10 said they had
seriously thought about suicide in
the previous year.
The responses add up to "serious trouble, the kinds of trouble
our state can ill afford," Brock
said.
Results of the Youth Risk Behavior Survey were to be presented to
the state school board late today.
Here were some of the more not-

able findings:
— Fifty-five percent of those
surveyed said they had engaged in
sexual intercourse. A fifth of those
said no birth-control method was
used. Eight percent said they had
been pregnant at least once, or had
gotten someone pregnant.
—Thirty percent — 1,634 of
5,414 who answered — said they
had seriously thought about
attempting suicide in the prior 12
months. Of that total, 1,033 made a
specific suicide plan and 532 made
at least one suicide attempt that
required medical treatment.
—Fewer than 10 percent had
used cocaine and two-thirds had
never used marijuana. One percent
had used cocaine and 14 percent
had used marijuana in the 30 days
prior to the survey.
—Fifteen percent said they had
driven at least once in the previous
30 days while using alcohol or
drugs. Thirty-eight percent had ridden with someone who was using
alcohol or drugs while driving.
Brock said he was most surprised by how many students were
sexually active and had contemplated suicide. The numbers could
be exaggerated, particularly with
adolescent boasting about sex,
Brock said, "but with a sample of
over 5,000, we feel it is reliable."
The state sent questionnaires for
12,000 students. But school districts were not required to participate and more than half declined,
Brock said.

Mirrray Ledger & Times
Farm City Day

Byrne to run for mayor
of Chicago for third time

1

•

Alpha Zeta Treasurer Jeff Hyde, left, and co-advisor Dr. Tony Brannon witness the signing of a proclamation by Murray Mayor Bill
Cherry Monday of "Farm City Day" Nov. 15. The event is designed to
honor area farmers who "have always been a major part of the community and a major part of American life," according to the proclamation. Murray State University's Alpha Zeta chapter will sponsor a
breakfast for farmers on Nov. 15 at 6 a.m. at the Western Kentucky
Livestock Sl.ow and Exhibition Center.

-Four score and
seven years ago,
our fathers
brought forth on
this continent,a
new nation,
conceived in
liberty, and
dedicated to the
proposition that
all men are
created equal."

32-year-old letter finally arrives
CHULA VISTA, Calif. (AP) —
A letter sent by a sailor on the first
submarine to sail under the ice of
the North Pole arrived at his
brother's home last week, 32 years
after the historic voyage.
Denny Breese, now a 56-yearold treasure hunter living in North
Carolina, was a 25-year-old seaman
when he wrote the letter aboard the
world's first nuclear-powered submarine, the USS Nautilus.
It was addressed to his younger
brother Nick, who lived then at the
family's home in Chula Vista,
about 10 miles south of San Diego.
The letter said, in part:
"This will be short. ... I just
found out the mail is leaving the
boat in about 15 minutes. I just
want you to get this envelope that
was stamped from the North Pole."
Although the letter was sent with
a sense of urgency, either rain,
sleet, snow, an iceberg or some
other force delayed its delivery.
Neither Nick, now a 50-year-old
salesman who lives in Fort Worth,
Texas, nor his brother has lived at
the Chula Vista home in more than
20 years.
Kathy Atkinson, who lives at the
Breese's old address, was surprised
when she looked through the mail
Thursday and found an envelope
that was postmarked: "USS Nautilus. North Pole. 11:15 p.m. Aug. 3,
1958."
"I've heard about this kind of

Quality of life
after age 85
Average life expectancy of an
85-year-old man is 5.2 years;
for a woman, it is 6.3 years.
How they pass that time:
Women milim••••••••••••
Institutionalized

Unimpaired

26.7%

36.6%

9.0%
ark 16.9%
Highly
frail
Hip fracture,
moderate
impairment

Light to
moderate
impairment

itiell
Institutionalized
Highly
frail

L

Unimpaired

13.6%

hing happening," she said. "But
12 years later?"
Atkinson and a roommate contacted Breese's father, who still
leaves in Chula Vista, and the letter
eventually found its way to its
intended recipient.
"I'm glad (Nick) got the letter,"
Denny Breese said Sunday from his
houseboat in Beaufort, N.C. "He's
certainly going to be surprised."
The letter was sent with a sevencent stamp depicting President

Woodrow Wilson. It arrived open,
but otherwise intact.
"It's impossible to tell where
it's been," said Mike Cannone, a
Postal Service spokesman in San
Diego. "This happens
occasionally."
The 323-foot-long Nautilus was
launched in January 1955 and had
a crew of more than 100. It made
the first transpolar voyage beneath
the North Pole on Aug. 3, 1958.

58.5%

•
Hip fracture,
moderate
impairment

Light to
moderate
impairment
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If you're willing to retain part
of the risk yourself and cut your
premium almost in half,
call me. .

753-8355
6°. 4

The Insurance Center
Of Murray
901 Sycamore

VIM
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TABLE WINES

FLEISCHMANN'S
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3 LITER

EVERY DAY

CHABLIS BL."t

BAILEYS
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VODKA
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GILBEY'S
VODKA
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SUTTER HOME

1069
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MILLER • LITE
CLAN
MACGREGOR
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Next to Kentucky
Oaks Mall on
Hinkleville Rd.
Store Ph: 443-0320
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31/1111
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SCOTCH
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*GENUINE DRAFT

YOUR DIME
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EVERY DA

COOK'S

E.

SUTTER
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COORS
• LIGHT
• EXTRA GOLD
24 12-02 CANS

WHITE ZINFANDEL
CABERNET SAUVIGNON

f.4

EVERY DAY

LowPRI

99

MAKER'S MARK
E.
JUAN V
\taker s

VERY

EXTRA DRY
SPUMANTE
BRUT
750 ML
YOUR CHOICE
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e••

\

99

EVERY DAY

EVERY DAY
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On Thursday, Nov. 22,
our stores will be closed. Pill TA
From Friday, Nov. 23
through Sunday, Dec. 23,
stores will observe
extended holiday hours
Mon-Sat 8-11, Sun 9-8.

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE
DEPARTMENT HOURS MAY VARY
Alcoholic beverages available only
at Phor-Mor stores with licensed
departments. Prices subiect to state
and local taxes. We reserve the right
to limit quantities and to correct
pricing errors. Rebate dates may
vary, void where prohibited. Check
store tor details.

4499
'
TOLICHNO

Hwy. 641 N.
753-4141

Tired of paying an
outrageous price for
health insurance?

IRISH CREAM
ML

Seven
Seas

GALLO

99
EVERY DAY
4114

75C

Monday l't_ItiL.yla Wednesday
American Italian
Oriental

Food
Bar
SO nft

Abraham Lincoln,
Gettysburg Address,
1863

750 ML YOUR CHOICE
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indeed rosy for the son of Mayor
Richard J. Daley.
The current - Mayor Daley, 47,
won a two-year term in a 1989 special election to fill the remainder of
the late Harold Washington's term.
A Chicago Sun-Times poll published Nov. 1 found 58 percent of
Chicagoans rated Daley's job performance as excellent or good. The
poll had a margin of error of plus
or minus 6 percentage points.
Republican Gov. James R.
Thompson predicted last week that
Daley would be re-elected.
And political analyst Don Rose,
who ran Byrne's winning 1979
campaign, said she lacks the support to win this time.
"I think there is a very general
sense that Daley is unbeatable in
1991," Rose said.
Byrne was eliminated in the
1983 mayoral primary, when with
Daley she split the white vote and,
Washington, the third primary candidate, went on to become the
city's first black mayor. Byrne lost
to Washington in the 1987 primary.
She also lost a primary bid in
1988 for clerk of the Cook County
Circuit Court.

CHICAGO (AP) — Three strikes
doesn't mean you're out to former
Mayor Jane Byrne, who on Monday became the first announced
candidate for mayor next year.
Byrne, who served as mayor
from 1979 to 1983 but lost her last
three political races, likely will
challenge first-term Mayor Richard
M. Daley in the city's Democratic
primary next Feb. 5. Daley hasn't
announced his intentions but is
expected to seek re-election. Many
observers regard him as unbeatable.
Byrne, 56, told a news conference that Daley "hides from
responsibility" while rising crime,
a poorly run public health system
and high taxes tarnish Chicago's
reputation as an attractive place to
live and do business.
"Instead of a leader in City Hall,
we have a person who hides from
responsibility, blames others, such
as the federal government, and
speaks to us in nothing more than
30-second sound bites in a carefully controlled and screened setting
— as if everything is rosy," she
said.
But experts say the future in running this city of 3 million people is

4W
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Li Peng meets with U. Si. delegation

.

'Aritor

BEIJING (AP) — Premier Li
Peng met Tuesday with the first
U.S. congressional delegation to
visit China since the military's violent suppression of the prodemocracy movement in June
1989.
The U.S. Embassy refused to
release any information about the
delegation except to confirmed it

was led by Rep. Michael Oxley, ROhio.
The official Xinhua News Agency said during his meeting with the
five-member delegation, Li called
for improved relations with the
United States.
The lawmakers and Li discussed
the Persian Gulf crisis, developments involving North and South

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF
-Truth exists Only Iles are in-

NORTH
98 7 3

vented "
— Georges Braque.

II-14-A

11 A7
•K 105

4A K 7 4
"I make the game if trumps behave. if East has only three clubs or
it I find the diamond ace onside,"
proclaimed South. "With that much
bad luck, there was no way to make
it."
South spoke the truth about making the game with reasonable luck,
but did he speak the whole t-ruth?
Dummy's heart ace won, and a
trump to South's ace brought the
first bit of bad news — South's
strong trump holding had sprung a
leak. But there were still chances.
The trump king was cashed, followed by dummy's high clubs and a
club ruff. The heart king came next,
and South led a low diamond to
dummy's 10, hoping to endplay
East. East exited safely with his
fourth club. South ruffed, but he still
had to lose two more diamonds and
a trump for one down.
The game is there if South gives
himself one added chance. He wins
the first heart with his king, plays
two top trumps and follows with
two high clubs and a club ruff. Next
he crosses to dummy's heart ace
and leads dummy's fourth club. If
East discards, South ruffs and
makes his diamond play, cinching
an endplay. When East plays a club.
South discards and East is stuck. He
must lead away from his diamond
ace or offer a ruff and discard, and
South has his 10th winner.

WEST
•Q 5 2
Q J 10 4
*J 97
4Q 9 2

EAST
--IP 9 8 5 3 2
•A Q 3 2
4 J 10 6 5
SOUTH
•A K J 10 6 4

11' K6
•8 6 4
48 3
Vulnerable. Both
Dealer- North
The bidding:
North East
South
West
14
Pass'. i4
Pass
24
Pass
4•
All pass
Opening lead: Heart queen
BID WITH THE ACES
11-14-B

South holds

-985 3 2
•A Q 32
4J 10 6 5

North South
1
ANSWER;One no-trump. An unusual situation. Not strong enough to
bid two-over-one and too strong to
pass. Respond one no-trump and
hope that partner doesn't rebid
spades.
Send bridge questions to The Aces. PO Box
12363 Dallas, Texas 75225. with self-addressed.
stamped envelope for reply
Copyrtght 1990 United-Feature Syndicate

INJURED?
CALL

DONAATTOR
LDNEYA.
JONES
AT LAW

Korea, and the future of Hong
Kong, Xinhua said.
The visit was the lead item on
the state-run evening television
news, pointing to the importance
placed on it by Chinese officials
Washington's relations with
Beijing have warmed recently, in
large part due to China's cooperation with the United States and
others in the coalition opposing
Iraq's Saddam Hussein, who seized
Kuwait on Aug. 2.
U.S.-Chinese ties were badly
strained by the 1989 crackdown, in
which the army opened fire on
student-led demonstrators urging
democratic reforms. Hundreds and
possibly thousands of people were
killed.
The United States and other
Western countries halted high-level
visits to China in protest. The ban
has not been lifted, but it applies
only to the executive branch and
not to members of Congress.
President Bush made an exception to the ban when he sent
national security adviser Brent
Scowcroft to China for talks, and
Secretary of State James A. Baker
III has met with Foreign Minister
Qian Qichen outside of China.
U.S. Embassy spokesman Sheridan Bell confirmed Xinhua's report
that the congressional delegation
was in China as guests of the Far
East Studies Institute of the Chinese People's Institute of Foreign
Affairs. He refused to provide
other details.
American businessmen, investors
and local officials have begun
returning to China, but in numbers
far below the pre-crackdown level.
Li told the congressional delegation that China continues to seek
better relations with the United
States but urged non-interference in
one another's affairs, Xinhua said.
"We Chinese should not observe
the U.S. From the viewpoint of our
own ideas and norms, while the
Americans should not observe China's affairs according to their
views and values," Li said.
Xinhua also reported that a parliamentary delegation from Canada
was visiting Beijing.

Chow time

DA1
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go aw
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Army PFC Roger Miller of Gatesville, Texas, center, and Pvt. Jeffrey Chambers of Madisonville, Ky.,
right, serve breakfast to members of Bravo Battery of the 3rd Battalion, 18th Field Artillery on Tuesday.
Although no American army has ever eaten better, troops i.. Operation Desert Shield have raised griping
about the chow to new heights. The unit is from Fort Sill, Okla.
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Israeli officials offer to receive U.N. envoy
JERUSALEM (AP) — In an
effort to avoid further U.N. Security Council criticism, Israeli officials have offered to receive a U.N.
envoy to discuss the treatment of
Palestinians under Israeli
occupation.
The offer was billed as a compromise, and the government made
it clear that its offer did not change
Israel's rejection of a Security
Council resolution condemning the
Oct. 8 Temple Mount killings and
demanding an investigation.
Sari Nusseibeh, a pro-PLO
Palestinian leader in Jerusalem,
rejected the Israeli proposal as a
"fruitless enterprise."
"What the Palestinians need is
tangible, effective international
involvement," Nusseibeh said. The

Americans reportedly hiding
in Kuwait call television station-

CLEVELAND (AP) — A man
who said he was among a group of
Practice Concentrating In Personal Injury & Worker's Comp.
Americans hiding in Kuwait urged
NO CHARGE FOR 1ST VISIT
U.S. military action against Iraq
during a telephone call to a televiMurray, Ky. - 753-0053
sion station.
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT, KENTUCKY LAW DOES NOT CERTIFY
"We feel that our protectors
SPECIALTIES OF LEGAL PRACTICE.
have hidden us away well enough
and safe enough so th.st if they start
bombing, we feel very good, 95
.percent sure, we can come through
the war and get back home," the
caller said.
An in-depth automotive air conditioning and
WJW-TV received the unsoliheating service and repair performed by Kevin
cited call Monday and confirmed it
Lamb, service technician.
came from Kuwait, producer Tom
Total Car Care From Tune-Ups To Major OverhaulsReed said. Newsman John O'Day
spoke with men from Ohio and
Maryland. The station did not identify them.
The Ohio caller said 'the group
619 S. 4th Street
502-753-6831

A NEW SERVICE FOR YOU

Cunningham Auto Repair

has gone from, place to place to
avoid detection.
About 2,000 Westerners are
believed to be in hiding in Kuwait
in addition to the more than 400
being held by Iraq as so-called
human shields, according to U.S.
State Department figures.
The caller said the consensus
among the group is that military
force should be applied as soon as
possible.
"If they use the military option I
really feel that in three or four days
I could be out of Kuwait and ... on
a plane back to see my family," he
said.
The caller said the group hangs
on every bit of news from the
United States.
"We go from a very high high to
very low lows," he said. "To give
an example, last week when we
heard the president was willing to
wait until February to see if sanctions could work ... we went from a
group of happy guys to two of us
crying."

Palestine Liberation Organization
has called for a U.N. force to protect the 1.7 million Arabs in the
occupied lands.
An Israeli government .official
said the compromise proposal was
worked out in negotiations with the
United States, which reportedly
refused an earlier Israeli plea to
veto any further U.N. criticism.
The official, who spoke on condition of anonymity, said Israel had
reached "an understanding" with
Washington, but he did not make
clear if his government had a guarantee that the United States would
veto further criticism.
"I cannot guarantee this or
another move in the name of the
United States," Foreign Minister
David Levy said. "But after intensive contacts with the most senior
levels in the United States ... one
can report a good progress."
"We have returned to the basic
understanding that is necessary in
the relations between the two countries. I am pleased," he said.
Israel radio said the United
States had agree to work to remove
the Temple Mount killings from
the U N. agenda if Israel received a
U.N. envoy.
American officials have said
they want world attention shifted
from Israel and back to the Persian
Gulf crisis, and they have pressured Israel to accept an investigation into the Temple Mount killings. Israeli police shot to death 20
Palestinians in rioting at the holy
site.
U.N. spokeswoman Nadia
Younes said in New York that
Secretary-General Javier Perez de
Cuellar "is now considering sending an emissary."
However, she added: "We do
not accept condition
s" on the
.
terms of the visit.
The U.S. ambassador to the
United Nations, Thomas R. Pickering, said of the Israeli proposal:
"I'm not sure that that is necessarily going to be possible, but we
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want to take a careful look at this,
and we'll be in touch with people
about it."
Levy outlined the proposal Monday at a closed-door session of Parliament's defense and foreign
affairs committee.
He reportedly ordered no official
statements be made on the compromise proposal.
But the government official who
explained the agreement said
Israel's idea was to urge Perez de
Cuellar to dispatch his aide, lean
Claude Aime, "in continuation of
his mission of June 1990."
Aime was last in Israel toslook
into the killings of seven Palestinians by an Israeli in the Tel Aviv
suburb of Rishon Lezion on May
20 and subsequent riots in the
occupied territories in which 15
Palestinians died in army gunfire.
His report was never made public
here.
The Israeli official said the new
mission would "be detached and
have no connection" with Security
Council calls for an investigation
of the Temple Mount but would be
aimed at reducing tensions with the
United Nations.
Israel has argued that accepting a
Security Council investigation of
the Temple Mount would threaten
the nation's claim to East Jerusalem. The Jewish state captured
the Arab eastern sector of the city
from Jordan in the 1967 Middle
East war and later annexed it. The
annexation is not recognized by
most nations.
After Israel's rejection of two
Security Council votes and refusal
to cooperate . with a U.N. probe,
Perez de Cuellar declared that
Israel had failed to protect
Palestinians.
He suggested a meeting by the
164 nations that signed the 1949
Geneva Conventions, which outline
rules on treatment of civilians in
war, to study ways to safeguard
Palestinians in captured territory.

"We hold these
Truths to be selfevident, that all
Men are created
equal, that they
are endowed by
their Creator
with certain
unalienable
Rights, that
among these are
Life, Liberty,
and the Pursuit
ofHappiness—
That to secure
these Rights,
Governments are
instituted
among Men,
deriving their
just Powers from
the Consent of
the Governed,
that whenever
any Form of
Government
becomes
destructive of
these Ends, it is
the Right of the
People to alter or
to abolish it, and
to institute new
Government...."
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Researchers reveal dangers of cholesterol buildup
DALLAS (AP) — The body's dup. The process is further accelerown defenses against disease can
ated by other disease-fighting
go awry and attack proteins that chemicals that are called into
carry cholesterol through the body, action by the misdirected
triggering the dangerous buildup of antibodies.
artery-clogging deposits that causes
Hollander has studied the proheart attacks, researchers reported
cess in both people and research
this week.
animals. In the animals, his eviDr. William Hollander of Boston dence suggests that the autoimUniversity said his latest research
mune mistake is at play in the
supports the idea, which he pion- deposit of fatty streaks on blood
eered two decades ago, that hard- vessel walls. This is considered to
ening of the arteries is an autoim- be the earliest stage of atherosclermune disease, the body's mis- osis and in people occurs during
guided destruction of itself.
childhood.
"I would say that our findings
In his latest research, conducted
indicate that immune factors play a in people, Hollander found that the
key role in the formation of the antibodies are targeted solely
fibrous lesions that are the funda- against an abnormal form of apolimental cause of heart attacks and
poprotein B, one of the body's
strokes," Hollander said.
major cholesterol-carrying proteins.
Hollander's theory has become a Just why some people make a muthot topic of research in recent ant form of this protein, and
years as doctors try to identify the
whether or not it is passed on
forces that cause the blood vessels through the genes, are still not
to fill up with fatty deposits like known.
rust-encrusted pipes. This process,
However, the finding could help
which doctors call atherosclerosis, explain why some people with
results in a heart attack or stroke if seemingly healthy levels of cholesa clot accidentally squeezes off the terol in their blood get heart disflow of blood entirely.
ease, while others escape trouble
Several other research teams despite high levels. Hollander said
around the world also are finding an autoimmune attack on the
signs that antibodies and other pro- abnormal apolipoprotein B could
teins of the body's immune system
play a role in triggering or speeding up this disease.
"I consider that he (Hollander)
is being vindicated for studies he
began many years ago," said Dr. By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
Robert Wissler of the University of
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have a hiatal
Chicago. "This all now seems to hernia
and acid stomach and, unfortufit together into a rather important nately, my favorite foods are lettuce,
accelerating factor in relation to raw cabbage, tomatoes and fresh
fruits. They all produce gas, and I feel
atherosclerosis."
Hollander presented his latest bad after eating them. In spite of this,
evidence at the annual scientific I continue to eat them and suffer the
consequences. Could the vegetables
meeting of the American Heart and
fruits aggravate the hernia and
Association. About 26,000 doctors make me feel this way?
and other health professionals are
DEAR READER: Yes. Not all peoin Dallas to hear more than 3,000 ple with hiatal hernia are troubled by
raw fruits and vegetables, but some
scientific presentations.
Blood cells ordinarily produce are.
Hiatal hernia is caused by a weakantibodies to fight foreign invaders,
ness of the muscular ring in the diasuch as bacteria and viruses. But phragm through which the esophagus
Hollander's research suggests that passes on its way to the stomach.
in atherosclerosis, the body pro- Without the ring's valve effect,gasduces antibodies that seek out one tric acid is free to enter the esophacausing heartburn, chest pain,
variety of lipoprotein, the mole- gus,
bloating, gas and sour stomach. This
cules that transport cholesterol condition is called "reflux," and it octhrough the body.
curs in most(but not all) patients with
As a result, cholesterol is hiatal hernia.
trapped in the blood vessel walls,
contributing to the damaging buil-

be a factor in their heart problems.
The research also raises the possibility of finding new ways to
treat and perhaps prevent atherosclerosis. Hollander said drugs that
suppress the immune system or
fight inflammation may both be
useful if an erroneous immune
response is a major cause of artery
disease.
Wissler added that researchers
may someday also be able to routinely perform blood tests to check
people for the damaging
antibodies.
"Once we have- good methods

for detecting in the clinical laboratory the presence of autoimmunity
in the artery and the blood, it will
uncover another major risk factor,"
Wissler said. "I think sustained
circulation of immune complexes is
a major risk factor for
atherosclerosis."
Hollander said that antibodies
latch onto mutant apoliprotein B to
form so-called immune complexes.
The presence of these combinations
in turn signals other proteins,
called complement, to churn out
inflammatory chemicals that further damage the arteries.

Conservative urging Republicans
to 'stand against' President Bush
WASHINGTON (AP) — A leading conservative is urging Reagan
Republicans to "decide if they will
stand against" President Bush as
Theodore Roosevelt's followers
stood against William Howard Taft
in the "Bull Moose" campaign of
1912.
Bush has betrayed former President Reagan's principles just as
Taft strayed from Roosevelt's, says
Heritage Foundation Vice President
Burton Yale Pines.

"As in 1912, the responsible
response to a party leader who betrays the party cannot be silence; it
must be open criticism, possibly
opposition and maybe even rebellion," Pines writes in a forthcoming article in the foundation's
magazine, Policy Review.
Foundation President Edwin
Fuelner Jr., in calling attention to
the article, wrote, "If history truly
does repeat itself, then George
Bush could become a general without an army in the fall of 1992."

often relieve symptoms of reflux.
• Ask your doctor to prescribe
medicine, such as Tagamet or Zantac,
which reduces gastric acid. With
these drugs, you may be able to enjoy
your meals.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Hiatal Hernia." Other readers who would like a copy should send
$1.25 with their names and addresses
to P.O. Box 91369, Cleveland, OH
44101-3369. Be sure to mention the
title.
0 1990 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE A.SSN
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President and Mrs. Bush's 1991 federal income taxes under the
current law and the new tax law passed by Congress:

11040

Department of the Treasury Internal
Revenue Service

U.S. Individual Income Tax
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Salary
Capital gains
Other income
Adjusted gross income
Itemized deductions
New exclusion
Total itieyed deductions
Personal exemptions
New phaseout
Total personal exemptions
Total taxable income
Federal income tax

LAN Nom

Old law

New law

$200,000
36,068

$200,000
36,068

250,152
486,220

Z511,152
486,220
93,853
—11,587 1

93,853

82,266
4,300
-4,300
0

4,3002
388,067

403,954
117,310

109,863

Net change In federal income
tax:
Increase In Medicare payroll
tax:
Total estimated Impact of
new tax

+ 7,447
f 1,025
+ 8,472

plan:

1 — New law phases Out
persona/ exemption for individuals
with adjusted gross
income, or income before
deductions, over $100,000 and
couples with income of
$150,000 It also reduces Itemized
deductions by $300 for every $10,000
in adjusted
gross income above $100,000
2— Benefit of personal
exemptions also test under current
law. but the phaseout s
hgured in the tax computation.
NOTE Estimates are based on
Information reported on the
Bushes' 1989 tax returns.
personal exemptions and
Medicare tax assume indexing for
inflat.on

Historical society buys Texas Theater
DALLAS (AP). — A Dallas historical society has closed a
$175,000 deal to buy the 1931-vintage Texas Theatre, where presidential assassin Lee Harvey
Oswald was captured.
"It is basically safe from being
boarded up ...," Texas Theatre Historical Society spokesman Dennis
Hamilton said at a news
conference.
Pamela Mount, vice president of
the society, said recently that three
last-minute contributors — recording artist Don Henley, film director

Oliver Stone and another individual
— helped seal the deal to purchase
the building from United Artists.
She would not say how much they
contributed.
Mount said the Italian
Renaissance-style theater, closed in
December 1989, will be renovated
and converted into a performing
arts center for film festivals, live
performances and concerts.
Dallas police arrested Oswald
there on Nov. 22, 1963, after the
assassination of President John F.
Kennedy.
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Wallace to retire
from politics after
second term ends
MONTGOMERY, Ala. (AP) —
State Treasurer George Wallace Jr.,
heir to Alabama's most prominent
political dynasty, announced this
week he will retire from politics
when his second term as treasurer
ends in four years.
"I've seen how it affects my
children and I've seen how it
affects Angela, my wife.... Everyone who is in political life, their
families suffer," Wallace said in a
telephone interview.
Wallace, 39, is the only son of
four-term Gov. George C. Wallace
and the late Gov. Lurleen Wallace,
and he is the only one of their four
children to seek public office.
There had been speculation that he
would be a gubernatorial candidate
in 1994.
Wallace said he had not discussed his decision with his
71-year-old father and did not
know how he would react.
"It's a decision I reached inside
myself," Wallace said.
After trying his hand at singing
cdtintry music and working as a
college alumni director, Wallace
made his first run for public office
in 1986, winning election to the
treasurer's office. He coasted unopposed to a second term as treasurer
this month.
Wallace has two sons, Corey, 6,
and Robby, 5, from a previous
marriage and a 6-year-old stepdaughter, Nicole, from his current
marriage.
"There are things in life more
important than politics. I think
maybe I've learned that the hard
way when you see how it affects
people closest to you," Wallace
said.
Wallace's father indicated after
his third term as governor that he
was probably through with politics.
But after four years out of the spotlight, he returned and won a fourth
term in 1982.
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Eating safely with hiatal hernia
No one knows why some patients
with reflux develop symptoms after
eating raw vegetables or fruits, others after eating spices, a few after
eating chocolate and many after
drinking alcohol or caffeine-containing beverages. These reactions are
highly individualized, and most patients quickly learn which foods to
avoid — or suffer the consequences.
The foods don't aggravate the hernia,
as you suggest, rather, they increase
acid secretion and cause reflux.
You may be helped, if you choose
not to restrict your diet, by the following suggestions:
• Chew your food very thoroughly.
• Attempt to vary your diet and
consume non-irritating foods simultaneously with the fresh fruits and vegetables. For instance, don't eat a salad
by itself; eat it along with "safer"
foods.
• Take antacids, such as Maalox or
Gelusil, for your acid stomach.
When used frequently, these acid
neutralizers soothe the esophagus and
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Two more districts cancel classes due to earthquake scare
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
Two more Kentucky school districts will close Dec. 3-4 because
officials expect plummeting atten-

dance as people along the New
Madrid Fault brace themselves on
the days of a controversial earthquake projection.

School boards in Muhlenberg
and Ohio counties voted Monday to
call off classes, joining McLean,
Union and Hopkins counties. Other

area boards are expected to decide
whether to close schools later this
week.
The Muhlenberg County system

••••••

Quantities
Limited

Jinglelights Mini-Lights

polled parents and found the majority of the respondents planned to

keep their children home those two
days. The Muhlenberg board voted
5-0 to cancel classes.
Board member Mickey McPherson said he made the motion to
cancel based on attendance projections, not the earthquake
prediction.
Parents in Missouri, Kentucky
and other states in the fault region
are reacting to a debated earthquake projection by New Mexico
climatologist Iben Browning. He
has said there is a 50-50 chance of
a quake in the New Madrid Fault
within 48 hours of Dec. 3.
A panel of earthquake experts
has concluded Browning's prediction has no scientific validity.
Browning said the quake would
measure 6.5 to 7.5 on the Richter
scale, a magnitude that could cause
extensive damage to western Kentucky and several other central
states.
The fault extends Elam Marked
Tree in northeastern Arkansas
through New Madrid, Mo., to
Cairo, Ill.
"All of our board members
based their decision on the fact that
attendance will be poor," said
Muhlenberg County's superintendent, Ben Topmiller Jr.
Public schools are funded based
on average daily attendance, and
two days of low attendance would
mean less money for next year.
Topmiller said the system's
survey showed a projected absentee
rate of 55 percent, or 3,200 stu-

dents, each day.
— That would have cost us
S85,000," Topmiller said.
In Ohio County, the school system would lose funding for a teaching position each of the two days if
schools were open and attendance
was low, said Superintendent Butch
Canty.
"We're simply getting a lot of
parents saying they're not going to
send their kids to school," Canty
said.
"I've also had certified and classified personnel saying they're not
going to come to school."
Canty said he doesn't think an
earthquake is more apt to occur
Dec. 3 or 4 than any other day.
"I think the 3rd and 4th are hype
days," he said. "I feel it's as safe
sending my kids to school then as
on Dec. 5."
But Canty said the school system's job is education, and "we
can't educate them if the students
aren't in school."
Muhlenberg County plans to
make up the days over Christmas
vacation and in the spring. Ohio
County has not yet scheduled the
make-up days.
Virtually every Missouri district
from Cape Girardeau, Mo., south to
the Arkansas line has scheduled at
least two days off because of
expected high absenteeism.
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4'Fluorescent
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Efficient lighting for your home
or garage—and priced so you
can stock up and save' Cool
white light is easier to see by
40 watt, 20,000 hour lights
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100 Light Musical
Light Set

A

Plays 21 tunes Lights flash on and off to every
note For indoor use. Mulbcolored or clear string
UL listed. (892-2114, 2122)
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Masking Tape
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ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Advice comes from an unexpected
quarter about a career concern today.
Innovative plans bring you success
now. Guard against a hasty use of
credit tonight.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
PI,
Cotiples will enjoy Ysomething different in the way-,.of entertainment
now. A surprise gavel invitation
comes. Money could be source of
dissension tonight.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Ingenuity brings you gains on the
job now. Some will receive a special
assignment. P.M. restlessness makes
concentration difficult tonight. Watch
temperament.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
You may decide to take the children shopping today. Couples are
busy making future plans. An
impromptu outing is fun. Late tonight
you tend to moodiness.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22i
You may make a spur-of-themoment change at home today.
Balance work with play now. Company could upset your routine in
some way and you could become
irritated with a friend.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept.22)
A tendency to rush things can
interfere with work progress today/
An unplanned pleasure outing is a lot
of fun. You may find something you
like in a mail-order catalogue.
LIBRA
(Sept.23 to Oct.22)
Zet
Something unusual captures your
fancy while shopping today. You'll be
hearing from a relative now. An
argument about money is possible
after dark.
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Call Frances Drake
Your Personal Horoscope
1 900 226 0360
Si a minute

WE GUARANTEE TO HAVE A LOWER GAS PRICE
•

FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS

Why pay rent and more per gallon for
gas when you can own your tank and
buy from us at a GUARANTEED LOWER PRICE,
00000000000000000000000000U

Lake

Coastto Coast

SCORPIO
(Oct. 2:3 to Nov. 21)
You'll enjoy a rush of creative ideas
today. A visit to a bookstore or library
is likely now. Guard against coming
on too Strong tonight and avoid
impulsive spending.
SAGITTARRJS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
You are perhaps in a more introspective mood than usual today.
Shopping in out-of-the way locations
is favored now. Someone could get
under your skin tonight.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
A friend confides in you today.
Group functions are accented now.
You may call someone up you haven't
spoken to in a wh3e. You're more in
the mood for work than socializing
tonight.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. IS)
Time by yourself leads to important new ideas. Advice you receive
about a career matter is good.
.Refrain, however, from combining
business and pleasure tonight.
PISCES
*AP
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
/OK
You may be socializing with business colleagues today. Surprise news
comes from a friend afar. Your peace
of mind may be slightly disturbed by
a dotnestic concern tonight.
YOU BORN TODAY are at home in
large enterprises and are quite ambitious. You're usually a good money
maker and you have executive
talents. You gravitate toward marriage but have a strong need for
personal freedom. In artistic areas,
you have the ability to commercialize
your talents successfully.

Region Propane Gas
Hwy. 80 East, Hardin, KY
(1) 354-8011
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Smokers Have Excuse They
Need to Break Smoking Habit

What education means to me
I think that if you have a good education you can be just about anything you want to be. I also think people need to have a good education so
they can use what they have learned in everyday life. I also think we need
a good education to prepare us for the 21st century.
I think that if you have a good education you can be just about anything you want to be. I believe this because if a person tries very hard to
achieve a goal they can do it. So if you try hard in school and college you
can get the job you want.
I believe people need a good education so they can use what they have
learned in everyday life. You need to know how to read so you will be
able to read directions to bake a cake, read medicine labels, and many
other things in everyday life. You need to know how to read to understand. You also need to know how to balance a check book and how to
write. The things you learn in school are very helpful to you in everyday
life.
I also believe we need a good education to prepare us for the 21st century. I believe this because things will be more complicated in the 21st
century. The 21st century will probably also have many new jobs.
Education is important to me because if you have a good education you
can be just about anything you want to be. You can use your education in
your everyday life and we need a good education to prepare for the..2Ist
century. You need a good education to have a good job and a good life.
Christina Burket
Seventh Grade
Calloway Middle School
"Educating Everyone
Takes Everyone"
includes students
teaching students.
Audrey Brown and
Pat NIcMullins' Sixth
Grade Reading Class
at Murray Middle
School has taken on a
new project this year.
Their assignment has
been to select books
from the Public
Library that they feel
would interest first
graders. Then one day
a week, they travel to
Robertson Elementary
to read their books.
Pictured above is

Heidi Wolf reading to
Holly Bloodworth's
first grade class.

What education means to me

National
Educational
support
Personnel
Day
Wednesday,
November 14
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This is what education means to
me.
It means that I get up every morning at 7 a.m. and I am just one of
America's million of inhabitants. But
at 8:25 a.m. I become a 12 year old
school child.
At 8:25, I have to be ready to face a
grueling day of Math, Science, English, Typing (computers), and History.
Oh, yeah Band and Art.
Yet somehow, I survive. And I'm
going to be doing these things, and
others such as foreign language and
chemistry, until I graduate in 1996.
But then theirs college. And college is
a choice I definetly plan to do, unlike
some of my friends.
Why? Because education means
something else to me. It means insurance for my future.
In today's fast paced society, being
without an education is like having a
gray cloud with rain hanging over
your head. You go to apply for a job
and are turned down. Why? In most
cases, inadequate schooling.
I attend Murray Middle School
here in Murray. And in terms of state
funding, I feel my school is one of the
lucky ones. We have an acceptable
amount of money for things such as
repairs, television, V.C.R.'s, computers, ext. But there are too many
schools not quite as lucky as mine.
Schools such as the Murray School
System and Calloway School System
are lucky in that they are located in a
thriving community such as Murray.
But schools in poorer, less industrial
communities do not have funding for
such luxuries as mentioned above.
I think that if groups such as
Congress are truly concerned abou the
future of this country they would quit
spending millions of dollars on
chancy things, such as their "pet
projects" and bombers, and begin
spending it on more sensible things,
such as America's future, it's children.
In the country of freedom and
equality, not everyone is getting a fair
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By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR READERS: Tomorrow ers have told me it's the most
will mark the 14th Annual Great effective, and in the long run,
American Smokeout, a one-day the easiest way. Cutting down is
campaign to encourage smokers less traumatic, but the temptato quitsmoking for 24 hours,just tion to smoke is oftep too powerto prove they can do it.
ful to resist while smoking just
Last year, more than 19.5 one, two or three cigarettes a
million smokers tried to quit for day.
the day. This represents more
Those who are heavily adthan 39 percent of the nation's dicted may require help to break
50 million smokers. Breast can- the habit. Call your local chapcer used to be the biggest killer ter ofthe American Cancer Socifor women.But the No.1 cause of ety for information.
cancer death among women and
So if you're hooked on cigamen today is lung cancer. An rettes and have been telling
estimated 142,000 will die oflung yourself,"One of these days I'm
cancer in 1990.
going to quit," why not start
And now,a word about smok- tomorrow?
ing-related diseases - emphyIt won't be easy, but it will be
sema, chronic bronchitis and the bea Thanksgiving present
heart disease: This year an esti- you can give yourself-and those
mated 390,000 will die from one who love you.
of these. This total exceeds the
LOVE, ABBY
number of U.S. battle deaths in
World War II; it is nine times as
P.S. A favor, please? If you
many people who die in automo- quit tomorrow,even for 24 hours,
bile accidents every year!
I want to hear from you. Then
A congressional study has re- 'write again and let me know how
ported that health costsfrom the long you were able to stay
adverse effects of smoking have "clean." Good luck. Keep me
reached a new high of $100 bil- posted. I care.
lion a year in increased medical
bills and lost productivity. The
* 5*
loss in death and disability cannot be measured.(And how does
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I
one measure the amount of received a good chuckle from the
heartache, remorse and guilt letter in your column about the two
suffered as a result of a prevent- less-than-perfectjunco birds who fell
able, self-induced tragedy?)
in love. We have been married for 23
What about "secondhand" years. I am not sure if the results of
smoke? Is it damaging to non- our childhood traumas had anything
smokers to be in the presence of to do with our meeting and falling,in
those who are smoking? Yes! love, but he's blind in one eye arid I
Furthermore,studies reveal that wear an artificial right leg.
the children ofsmokers are more
DEE MALCHOW IN SEATTLE
prone to lung problems and allergies than are children of non***
smokers.
For years I have begged my
young readers, "If you smoke,
Everything you'll need to know about
quit now. If you don't smoke, planning a wedding can be found
in Abby's
don't start!" Yet an estimated booklet,"How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
3,000 to 5,000 kids light up for To order, send a long, business-size, sell%
the first time every day. Why? addressed envelope, plus check or money
order for 43.95(4-050 in Canada/ to: Dear
Peer pressure, no doubt.
Abby, Wedding
P.O. Box 447.
Quitting "cold turkey" is the Mount Morris, Booklet,
Ill. 61054. (Postage is
hardest way to quit,hut my read- included.)

chance. Not everyone is getting an
equal education, and we can't sit
around and let it consume our country. We've got to do something, and
fast.
Other countries such as Japan have
taken the hint and are getting ahead.
Can we?
Speaking from the view point of a
seventh grader, I'm convinced there is
a solution, and that solution is us,
America's children.
Alyson McNutt
Murray Middle School

1-800-3594775
5 GREAT YOUR CHOICE
DIAMOND 1
BARGAINS

(.944

1/4 CARAT $4n9
1/4 CARAT' $409
WATERFALL
LIGHTNING BOLT 11

ft;44.1
ANNIVERSARY$199

1/4 CARAT*
CLUSTER

BAND

$499
1

"The Diamond Price Leader"

WIDE BAND$499
CLUSTER
1

JEWELERS

*.TOTAL WEIGHT OF DIAMONDS

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
ray

PRICES ARE

To Better Serve You
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N.
Olympic Plaza
753-2380

"The right combination of protection, value,
response and service. That's our philosophy
and it has been since 1924."

CALL

DALE WILLIS
at our
Murray Office

753-8810

C) LOWER
THAN
‘teto
EV
ER
!
Wrap It Up Early!
Turtlenecks

Fashion

5.88

Sweaters

Fashion
Shirts

Many styles.

To 19.99
Many styles.

Reg.10.99
(All colors. S.M.L.

Lingerie

Better
Fashion

SINCE 1924

Mayfield
247-4852

Murray
753-8810

DRESS & CASUAL

Assorted styles.

Fashion

Shoes
Dickies
7.0
0
&
Jeans
7.00* 9.00
3.
99
9.0
0
29.88 Reg.
15.0
&
0
Reg.
6.99
To 21.99

Reg. To 49.99

Niteshirls & Gowns. Reg. To 24.00

Outerwear Colo
rful
Fleece
Jackets Ski Jackets

(All Colors.)

Wool
Pant
Coats

Denim
Jackets

39.99 59.99
22.49 Reg.
19.
99
To 85.99
Reg.39.99
Reg. To 85.99

Wool Coats
The Exceptional Name :n Insurance

Knit Tops

00
10.00 10.00 10.
Reg. 19.99
Reg. To 19.99 Reg.

Bright colors.
Full Length

Pawl
Benton
527-8621

CALL FOR OUR FREE
HOLIDAY CALENDAR OF EVENTS

BIGGER & BETTER

OPEN EVERY DAY

Paducah
443-74'20

•Ho14. Parade: 1st and Broadway, It) a.m., November 17th
•Downtown Holiday Open House: December 2
•THE NUTCRACKER: Paducah Community College, December 4
•Paducah Symphony Orchestra Christmas Concert: December 8 61,9
•Whitehaven Chnstmas Candlelight Tours: December 13, 14 Si 15
•PINOCCHIO: Market House Theatre
December 7, 8,9, 13, 14, 15 and 16
•IT HAD TO BE YOU: Brelco on Broadway
November 23, 24 & 30, December 1,7 Csi, 8

SELECTIONS ARE

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

PI6

PADUCAH'S 1990
HOLIDAY HAPPENINGS'

Many styles.

Full Length

Leather
Coats

e 1.1

Central Shopping Center - Murray

ti

Panties

69.99 199.99
Reg.To 129.99
Reg.399.99

1

1.00
Reg. To 3.00

Reg. 109.99

Gloves

1.99 To
7_,
99
Reg.3.99 -

Mon.-Sat. 10-8, Sun. 1-5

10.99
753-7991
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Pius Mark Gift
Wrap, 40 sq. ft.
A

iik lr

DI VI

Cleo
White
Wripping Tissue
so shit, 144 sq. ft.

•• i10

Plus Mark Self Stick
Star Boas, 25 ct.,
Asst. colors

Order Photo Greeting Cards from
any color negative, slide or print.
Complete with envelopes. Six
festive designs to choose from.
Ask for details. Expires 12/11/90.

Eureka Gat
NOM Tags
ANL dsdps

G.E.
Miniature Style
String-A-Long
Up Set
100 ct., Clear or Asa colors

PHOTO CENTER

DOUBLE COUPONS EVERY DAY!
JACLYN

' LADY STETSON
COLOGNE SPRAY
2 oz.

mars

We double manufacturers' coupons
valued up to and including 50,every
day. See store for details.

CALFMINIA
COLOGNE SPRAY
oz

VANKRBILT
EAU DE
TOILETTE SPRAY
1.7 oz

Fresh or Musk

HANOfFOIL
RACK1 ct.,
ROASTER
Large Oval

MAO
CUNG WRAP

90-ct Tall Kitchen or

ROMISIMAID
ICE CUBE
TRAY SET
2 pk.

or Rectangular

OLD SPICE
COLOGNE
4 25

oz., Orig.,

250 ft

50-ct. Trash Bags

58
EVERY DAY

EVERY DAY
ORVILLE
RBENBACHE'S
MICROWAVE
POPPING
CORN
10.5 oz Natural or

McCORMICK
BLACK PEPPER
SALT

EAGLE

Butter Flavor

ACME EMPRESS
FRAMELESS FRAMES

For the

Phavillor
location
nearest
you..•
• Look under in
"Pharmacy"
the Yellow Pages
• • Look under in
"Phar-Mor"
Pages,
the White

1.13
1.30
1.36
1.30
1.54

1011- x 14" .

238

8" x

Lightly Salted

Receive

certificates when you
purchase Phar-Mor's Video
Value Certificate book
plus, receive $2.00 in-store
refunds on your purchase
of "Teenage Mutant Ninia
Turtles, The Movie", Walt
Disney's "Peter Pan" or

GINO Wm Ur,. Cmerna Corp All
Ressmod
Northeloont Investments Umnea
Ilessm4
Clempamitia Exciusiymy ocarina
ipUrrinsing.
Roo llossrvio

"Pretty Woman."

p

4.06

DEPEND
UNDERGARMENTS
30-ct. Extra
Absorbency or
36-ct. Reg.

Of

• Call Directory
Assistance.

t

VS

NASAL
DECONGESTANT
ANTIHISTAMINE
TABLETS

12 oz., Reg or

VIDEO VAWE
CERTIFICATE
BOOK
50 video rental

TURIIE
POWER
VIDEO
Save up to 17.00

off your
purchase of "Teenage
Mutant Ninla Turtles, The
Movie" with mail-in and
Phar-Mor in-store refunds.
Purchases required. See
store for details.
2/
1
2" x 3/
1
2"
3/
1
4
'
x 41
/
4"
3/
1
2" x 5"
4" x 6"

EAGLE SNACKS
MIXED NUTS

30E flrA

19

DAY
111 EVERY

DIABETES AND DIET

Many experts, including the American Diabetes Assoc..
recommend that all people, especially diabetics, follow
a specific daily diet of:
• 50-80% complex carbohydrates
• 12-20% protein, and no more than
•30% fat
See your physician for a complete diet recommendation.

Ans°

g
GOOD HEALTH
NASAL
DECONGESTANT
ANTINISTAMRE
TABLETS

A tip from Susan Long,
R.Ph., at the Hampton, VA
store, on . . .

edge
jej_NA141

SUNDOWN
VITAMIN
E-400
100 ct

11EVERY9
0A

imi room
Sash mos a fe-

GLUCOMETER 3
DIABETES CARE
SYSTEM

Get $35 back on a nir.,

.

COMPetith* mete flea stem for mallterrefund tome end 6101116
r
ktr
,
‘,Ctiftro .e

We Only Buy When We Get A Special Deal. We Buy In Huge Quantities And
We Pass The Savings On To You.

11

4
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Humanely Speaking
By Humane Society of Calloway County
When Your Pet Is Sick
In spite of the good care you
give your pet and the immunizations your veterinarian has given, it
may occasionally require medication. I always hope the vet will say,
"Well, one shot will take care of

this," OT "He will only need one
pill, and I'll give it here in the
office." But that is seldom the case.
I usually wind up with a little
packet of pills or a bottle of liquid
which is to be administered by me,
at home, four times a day.

Dogs can usually be fooled into
taking it along with their food,
unless they are too sick to eat, but
cats — well that is another prospect altogether! So the trick is to
restrain the cat, and avoid injury to
it, and yourself. I have tried bath
towels, pillow cases, and laudry
bags, all with pretty good resultr
You just have to make sure that all
four paws are secured inside with
the cat's head sticking out. Then

you seat the cat on a table which is
propped against a wall or in a corner, for stability.
A pill should be coated with butter or oil. Then, with your hand
behind the cat's head, place your
index finger in the left corner of
his mouth, your 11111 umb in the right
corner. Raise his head and press
the corners of his mouth and force
it open. Your middle finger can
press his lower teeth down and vou

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 1990

can, if you are quick -enough, place
the pill far back on his tongue.
Remove your hand, close the cat's
mouth, and stroke the throat to
induce swallowing. He won't like
it, but he will forgive you later.
Liquid medication is administered the same way, but you must
remember to use a plastic medicine
dropper. You must be careful that
the liquid goes down his throat, not
into his esophagus. Squeeze the
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dropper slowly, applying the liquid
to the base of his tongue at the
back of his throat. Do not hold the
cats mouth shut as you do for pills,
but you should stroke his throat to
stimulate swallowing. Don't allow
him to lower his head or he will
spill the liquid.
This is, I admit, sometimes a
harrowing experience, but often a
necessary one, and your pet's
recovery makes it all worthwhile.

Thurman's

FLOOR
SAMPLE
&
DISCONT
INUED
SALE
The Largest Selection of Furniture In
Our

fl

41 Year History

SALE
Sofa & Loveseat, Wood Trim,
Navy Green & Blue Country
Plaid With Arm Pillows, By Crestline
Reg. $1,699.95
Now 0

$619995

1 Lazy Boy Sofa, Genuine
Leather & Vinyl Material,
Navy Blue, Attached Back
Reg. $1,799.95

Now

Sofa & Loveseat By Hickory Hill,
Blue & Beige Floral, Contrasting Pillows,
Dressmaker Skirt (Floor Sample)
Reg. $1,899.95
Now $799
"
3 Pc. Cherry Bedroom, Triple
Dresser, Pediment Mirror, Poster
Bed With Foot, Chest On Chest
Reg. $1,399.95
Cherry HI-Boy Curio, Queen Ann,
Legs, Glass Shelves With Light
Reg. $899.95

Now

Now

$799"
$499"

4 Pc. Bedroom, Shaker Design, Pencil
Post Bed, Triple Dresser With Mirror,
Large Chest, !Nine Stand, Solid Maple
Reg. $2,180.00
Now $899
"
Solid Oak Dining Room By Cochrane,
Double Pedestal Table, 4 Heavy
Pressed Back Chairs
Reg. $1,860.00
Now $8
Sideboard With Beveled Mirror,
Lighted Glass Door Base,
2 Drawers, Cherry
Reg. $1,300.00

Now

w

$599"

All Keller Solid Oak

Dining Rooms
Table, Chairs, Chinas

30%

Off

We have just returned
from the High Point Furniture Market. We have
discovered we have a lot
of discontinued merchandise and floor samples. We must make room
for new merchandise
which will be arriving
shortly. Listed are just a
few examples of the outstanding buys you will
find.

Queen Size Sleep Sofa,
innerspring Mattress, Blue &
Beige Plaid Cover & Pillows
Reg. $799.95

Now

Sleep Sofa, Queen Size
innerspring Mattress, Blue & Mauve
Scored Velvet Cover
Reg. $899.95
Now $399
"
Loveseat By Mar Clay, Country Style,
Brick, Beige & Blue Mini Plaid Cover
Floor Sample
Reg. $799.95
Now
2 Black Lacquer Curio Cabinets,
Glass Door & Shelves,
Oval Top With Light
Reg. $799.95

$249"

Now $399
"

Queen Ann Sofa By Hickory Hill
Camel Back, Burgundy, Blue & Teale
Floral Stripe Cover
Reg. $999.95
Now $49995
Sectional Sofa By Jamison
With Queen Bed inside
Innerspring Mattress
Reg. $1,499.95

Now $74995

1 Chippendale Chair & Ottoman
Navy Blue Vinyl, Nall Head Trim
Reg. $599.95

Now $24995

Lazy Boy & Lane

Baldwin Pianos
& Organs
Queen Ann Style Cherry
Spinet Classic Series
Reg. $2,995.00
Oak Console Traditional Style
Reg. $3,195.00
Acrosonic Cherry Console
French Design
Reg. $4,295.00

2,195°°
Now $2,2950°
239950c
Now $

Recliners
Over 150 Chairs In Stock
Many Colors & Styles
All Greatly Reduced

Now

Lee's Carpet

Pecan Console Traditional Style
Now
Reg. $3,495.00

Many Rolls In Stock
Good Color Selection - All Qualities

Walnut Acrosonic Console
Top Of The Line
Reg. $3,995.00

$995

Baldwin Organ, 13 Pedals
With All The Goodies
Reg. $2,295.00

Starting at

SALE

$2,395"

$2,995"
59500
Now '1

Now

per sq. yd.

Starting At

299"

Layaway For Christmas!

All Bedroom & Occasional
Furniture Such As End Tables,
Entertainment Center'
Bookcases, Curios

Greatly Reduced

FREE Estimates

ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE

Thurman's
101 N. 3rd

FURNITURE

FREE DELIVERY

208 Main

-

•
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AI

AO,

Washington State
All Varieties

Fresh Crisp

Celery

Prices Good
Thru Nov. 21st FOOD STORE
Closed
Thanksgiving
Day
Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9:00-7:00, Fri. 9:00-8:00, Sun. 12:00-6:00
We Accept Food Stamps
12th St. at Storey Ave.

39

Apples

Washington State

"I)

Prairie Farms

Pepsi Cola

Apples

2 Liter Products

3Lb. Bag
Fluffy or Nature's Grain
Brown & Serve

$109
Pepsi Cola

Prairie Farms

Sour Cream or Dip

$149
Florida

Rolls

Oranges

12 Pk. Can Products

Soz.

2/99'

4 Lb. Bag

$299
49
4
$149

"0-

Cream Cheese

75c

8 oz

Corn Oil Margarine Qtrs.
59c
Buttermilk Biscuits
7.1/2 oz. 22c
Prairie Farms Butter Qtrs
$169

J. Higgs Potato Chips

69c

oz

Soft Margarine

$1" Texas Buttermilk Biscuits
100Ct. $1" Crescent Rolls

Napkins

300 c1

Paper Plates
Sparkle Paper Towels

16 oz. 59e

Red or White Grapes

12 oz 59c

Cranberries

8 oz $109

2 ply 65° Spread Qtrs.

160z 33c

99C
lb
12 oz $1 19

Yellow Onions

5 lb. Bag $129

Sweet Potatoes

lb 39c

"r

Reelfoot Select Trim

Ground
Beef

•

Turkeys
10-14 Lb. Average
Self-Basting

Turkey Breast

1'3?
lb.

Grade A Cornish Hens
Canned Hams
Jimmy Dean Pork Sausage

Whole
Hams
$259

Family Pack

Lb.

59

$339
22 oz.

$739
3$b.
16 oz $1
"

1/2's $2.69 lb.

16 oz

Cranberry
Sauce

16.1119

Jennie-0 Turkey Wieners

12 oz

65c

Country Brand Pickle Loaf

16 oz $119

Reelfoot Bologna

16 oz

$139

Country Brand Luncheon Loaf

s
Chicken
Broth

MIX

16 oz

Mandrin Oranges

11 oz 49c

Applesauce

16 oz

43c

Chunky Beef Soup

16 oz

75c

Tomato Soup

Bouillon Cubes
Soup Mix

Jennie-0 Turkey Roast
Beef Patties
Banquet Fried Chicken
Sea Treasure Fish Sticks

2 lb

$289

2 lb

$299

28 oz

$249

2 lb

$209

Hospitality
100% Natural

Pumpkin

6 oz

16 oz. Can

69
'

3.114.. 79c
2p&.

59'

19 oz $1 09
10-3/4 oz

Clam Chowder

16 oz $1 19

Stuffing
Mix

14'/20..

Fruit Cocktail

16 oz 65c

69c

Country Brand Thick Sliced Bologna

35

Sugarless Sliced Peaches
Fruit Mix

12 02

129

16 oz.

69c

Country Brand Hot Dogs

Lb.

16 oz

Kaskey

Fruit Valley Jellied

Country
Ham
199

Lb.

$309

Thorn Apple Valley Cooked Ham
Houser Valley Bacon

Clifty Farms
Whole or Sliced

29e

15 oz 79c

Chicken or Beef Rice Mix
Macaroni & Cheese
Instant Rice
Wide Noodles
Dry Northern Beans

8 oz

59c

Vegetable Oil

7-1/4 oz

25c

48 oz $1 69

28 oz.

$169

Powdered Sugar
Whipped Topping

10 oz.

59c

Raisins

16 oz.

39c

Ready Crust

2 lb

99c

8 oz Box

99c

15 oz.

99c

6 oz

75c

rams
Real Whip
Oven Rise

Libby.

Flour

Pineapple
20 oz

Mrs Smith's

Pie
Shells

Whipped
Topping
8 oz

69
'
79
4

63
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America -past offers some of the best dishes
By Lilas Wiltshire
Smithsonian News Service
Open a cookbook from year past,
stained and worn by a loving
grandmother's hands, and memories of pungent aromas from a
steamy, busy kitchen rush to mind.
Open that same cookbook — or
any cookbook throughout history
— and there, between the lines, are
some of the best ingredients of our
American traditions.
"By looking through cookbooks,
you can enjoy food that you may
not ever cook," says Ellen Wells,
chief of the special collections
branch of the Smithsonian Institution Libraries, which contains
many rare cookbooks. "Or you can
re-create meals from the past."
With nearly 1,000 new cookbooks published each year, the possibilities for menu planning would
seem endless. Among the current
eye-catching and entertaining cookbooks are such titles as "Glasnost
Gourmet" and "Cooking with the
Right Side of the Brain,' as well as
such recipes as "5-Color Tofu."
Club and fund-raising cookbooks
are printed at the rate of more than
10,000 new titles each year, supporting such groups as junior
leagues, churches and Mothers
Against Drunk Driving.
But cookbooks had a meager
beginning. The New England colonists brought to America their
favorite recipes in treasured books,
in handwritten manuscripts and in
their memories. "Within two
years," Wells says, "they had
learned from the Native Americans
a lot of what was edible in the New
World and how to cook it" This
mix of cultures has been a mainstay of American cooking ever
since.
The first cookbook printed in
Colonial America was simply a
reprint of "The Compleat Housewife," a popular cook book published in 1742 in England. Thirty
years later, "The Frugal Housewife," illustrated by Paul Revere,
appeared in Boston. That cookbook
contained recipes for "fricaseed ox
palates," "pigs pettitoes" and
"umble pie" — a dish made with
umbles, the heart and other parts of
an animal set aside for less favored
diners.
It was Amelia Simmons'
"American Cookery," though, published after the Revolution "for the
improvement of...females in
America," that was the first with
cooking instruction for the popular
American foods, which included
corn, cranberries and clams. Recipe
names, such as "Washington Pie"
and "Inde9endence Cake,"
reflected both regional and national
pride.
In the flush of patriotism for the
new republic, Eliza Leslie wanted
to catalog the greatest variety of
American cooking. Her "New
Receipts for Cooking (1854)" used
recipes from most of the 31 states
— from hoe cakes to filet gumbo
— and included dishes from
French, Spanish, German and Italian cultures. She also credited
African American cooks for their
roles in Southern cuisine and their
"high reputation in the art."
Early American cookbooks, in
general, were serious and colorless,
printed on coarse paper with binding prone to come apart. A few
contained a smattering of plain line
engravings for introductions or diagrams. Simple, brief paragraphs set
out recipes that revealed little more
than what foods to use.
But, according to Wells, as pioneers moved West and waves of
immigrants arrived, cookbooks
became even more valued possessions. Not only the recipes were
cherished, but also the "how-to"
sections of the books, which
included instructions for mending a
cracked wall, "keeping the rats at
bay" or countering the taste of butter "when the cows are in the turnips" — advice that in other times
would more likey have been passed
from mother to daughter.
As time went by, foundries cast
stoves, schools began to teach
home economics and gas, electricity and refrigeration arrived on the
scene. Dining became a recognized
measure of refinement. "It is now,"
wrote Emma Babcock in her 1881
cookbook, "(that a woman is) trying to make her table do something
more than feed the hungry."
"Recipes began reflecting
improvements in yeasts, flours and
other ingredients," says Audrey
Davis, a curator in the Division of
Medical Sciences at the Smithsomian's National Museum of American History. "With the new chemical analysis, both medical and
cooking 'receipts,' which share a
common ancestry, were profoundly
affected.
"Previously, precision wasn't a
part of life in any form," Davis
points out. "The cook didn't know
much about measures, or have a
variety of utensils. Then, in the late
1800s, there was no area of cook-

ing — or cookbooks — not
affected by changing technology
and society. Leisure time affected
specialties; thermostats affected
breads and desserts — anything
that was going to rise; printing processes affected the books themselves; and transportation had an
impact on the availability of
foods."
Catharine Beecher's book was
already explaining food preparation
in 1846, but when it came to time
and temperature, she gave only a
hint: "When you put the wood into
the oven, put the cake in buttered
pans."
"Cook until done," in a not-tooquick oven,' "butter the size of a
walnut," "a small teacup full" gradually gave way to "the mother of
level measurements" — Fanny
Merritt Farmer. Farmer's 1896
cookbook, according to Wells, is
the most popular cookbook ever
published. It epitomized the new
approach to cooking and the popularity of cooking schools.
About this time, cookbooks
began listing ingredients at the top
of their recipes, as they do today,
and newspapers carried recipes as a
reuglar feature Recipes were often

copied down and carried to the
kitchen, leaving behind the cookbook, .afe from stains and
splatters..
Small product cookbooks
mushroomed late in the century.
These colorful and illustrated
books touted new-fangled utensils
and cookware in all shapes and
sizes — even ingredients such as
baking soda. During World War
Uncle Sam was featured on one
book to encourage the making of
"war breads" with rice, rye or potato flours — any flour other than
the much needed wheat. Dozens of
these cookbooks are in the Washaw
Collection of Business Americana
located at the Smithsonian's
National Museum of American
History.
Wells is an avid collector of
these books. A couple of her favorite titles from the 1920s are "Fifty
Way of4Serving Shredded Wheat"
and "Polly Put the Kettle On: We'll
All Make Jell-o," illustrated by
graphic artist Maxfield Parrish.
Though mainly a part of
women's history, early American
cookery had some notable involvement by men. The first book by an
African American published by a

commerical publisher was "The
House Servant's Directory (1827)"
by Robert Roberts, who was
employed as a maitr d' in the home
of a prominent Boston family.
Artist George Catlin documented
American Indian cookery. Statesman Ben Franklin compiled
recipes, and, it has been said, sentiments of frugality found their way
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

12 Inlet
13 Servant
14 Bancroft or

Meara
15 Groundhog
17 Electrified
particle
19 Calcium
symbol
20 Footlike part
21 Turf
22 Limb
23 Narrow

from a 17th-century cookbook to
"Poor Richard's Almanac." Today,
no one can argue with the cooking
of James Beard or Craig Claiborne.
"Choosing landmark cookbooks
in the 20th century is probably a
generational thing," Wells says.
For her mother, she explains, it was
"Ida Bailey Allen's Cook Book";
for her, "Joy of Cooking". But for
the next generation? With such variety available, it's hard to predict
which book will be the bible for
learning how long to boil an egg.
Moreover, we all make cookbooks, Wells says. Anyone who
clips a recipe out of a magazine or
copies down instructions for Uncle
Bert's favorite "crooked cookies"
or Aunt Mary's Old World "jaternice" sausage and tucks it between
the pages of a cookbook is making
a modern scrapbook version of the
old manuscript books.
What are some other influences
on cookbooks and recipes today?
Wells points to blenders, can openers, frozen foods — and television,
which has given us everything
from TV dinners to the "Frugal
Gourmet" "But most of all," she
says, "the microwave. In fact, the
microwave may be the gap that
cannot be bridged in repeating old
recipes."
As much as ingredients, techniques for cooking affect the outcome of a recipe. But as far as
repeating old family favorites, that
may not always be possible. As the
Smithsonian's Audrey Davis says.
"The original taste is almost always
colored by memory."
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November Special
Ea. Installed
$25
*Guaranteed tor the life to your home
*4 Attractive Colors-Adds beauty to home

TEMP — VENT* AUTOMATIC FOUNDATION

SER ALL

Termite & Pest Control

WAR DREADS
t

b

DR D.JAYNE c SoN
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This 1918 cookbook contained recipes for "war breads'
that called for flours made of grains other than wheat.

753-64Murray,
33 Ky.
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VENTILATOR
PROTECTS AUTOMATICALLY—OVER 1 MILLION IN_USE.

Viestiollosi is tAs win defense against mass mature and foundation decay
• Saves fuel. money, and time—Mother Nature controls your vents
44111:4sess old-tasliionod manual vent
• Helps in tenni% control
• Hoips prevent frozen Water and sower pipes
• No NoctricIty —automatically opens el 70F—closes at 40•F
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Water Pipes Insulated • Foundation Insulation •Moisture Barrier • Termite & Pest Control
Licensed • Bonded • Insured • 28 Years in Business

FINAL
MARKDOWNS
ALL REMAINING 90'S MUST GO!
BIG SAVINGS PLUS LOW INTREST!
FINAL
UST
MARKDOWN

Smithsonian News Service Photo courtesy of the
Warshaw Collection of Business Americana.
National Museum of American History

This cookbook,from around 1880, advertised new readymade utensils for cooking, including pots, pans, scoops,
bowls and molds.

This Week's Spacial.; \
Large Bar-B-Q
Sandwich & Fries
Special Good
thru Nov 17

'259

Friday Night Buffet
Bar-B-0 Ribs, Beef, Fried Chicken,
Farm Raised Catfish Fillets
Plus all the fIxIn's
$ 95
and dessert bar.

Comanche
Dakota
1)I50 Full Size
1)150 Full Size
DI50 Club Cab
Dakota Club Cab
Dakota Sport 4x4
Daytona ES
Lebaron GT
Lebaron GT
Lebaron Premium
Dynasty. LE

$9017
White
$11888
Blue
$13627
Red
$13627
Charcoal
Red/Silver $17825
White
$16217
Red
$16846
Red
$15265
White
$17105
Red
$17105
Blue
$18333
White
$18419

Voyager SE
Caravan LE

Maroon
Blue

Cherokee Laredo
\
New Yorker 5th Ave.
Premier ES

/00
lomob

110 I..

$18839
Charcoal $22546
Blue/Gray $23587
White
$18640

0

0.1110.10

Expires IImmo

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food

TJ's
Q & Burgers
ilk Chestnut StBar B-Murray
753-0045

HWY. 641 NORTH • MURRAY

753-6448

10.9% APR
PAYMENT

$1680
$2775
$3245

$159.72
$198.32
$225.91

$3245
$4473
$3240
$3427
$2977
$3365
$3365
$3735

$225.91
$290.47
$282.31
$291.92
$267.34
$298.90
$298.90
$317.55

$3731
$2020

$319.51
$329.29

$2117

$363.72

$5055
$5223

$380.44
$399.41

$6350

$267.38

ADVANTAGE.

110 060.

1100000000

0~0

$17158

$7337
$9113
$10382
10382
$13352
12977
$13419
$12288
13740
13740
'14598
$14688
115138
$16722
17491
18364
$12290

SAVE

Cain's

4b.

Eagle
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•
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020

moue.
I, Timmy Thorn, am no
longer responsible for any
debts other than my own

VCR Service
lir

Ward-Elkins

753-1713
VISA/MASTERCARD
GUARANTEED CAgH AD
VANCES Gold Credit Card
NO bank deposit NO credit
check 1.900-3290010
$25 tee

SNAPfttl

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGR AM

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE
Call:
753-1916

1-800-432-9346

Kenyan,CAIIINF7 FOR rialiaa RESPACES
INSTRUCTION

Say Hello To
A Good Buy!
$400 worth of
Schwinn LeTour
12-speed for $250.
bought new last
Spring and rarely
ridden. Have
mountain bike so
selling this road
bike.
Call 753-4316 for
information.

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILER

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE
No age limit
to apply.
Our most popular
plan pays up to
100% of Medicare
Approved charges
(many policies pay
only 20%). We even
pay on office calls
and other out of hospital expenses. For
tree information
Call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"tree local
claim service"

Pr"cf.7

PULL OR PART TIMOR TRAINING
DOT CIDITVICAT10111

ALLIANCE
a

..1•••11., f

1.5

LEBANON, T111

1-800-334-1203

THE FAR SIDE

COUNTRY Jeans has
Guess, Lee, Jordache, Levis, Chic Jeans. Mens, Juniors and Masses sizes. Jordache denim shirts and
jackets Jr's, Misses sizes
Men denim carhan lined
jackets Rack jeans and
bps marked down 30 day
layaway Need jeans? Call
759-1062 after 4pm Regular hours- Fri. 4pm-6prn,
Sat 10-4pm 5 miles 94E.

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1990 Astro 8 Passenger
Van $336 mo'
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax Title & License
36 Mo Closed End Lease

questions asked
060
Help
Wanted
CERTIFIED Nursing Assis
tent needed for all shifts
Salary negotiable. Full time
benefits Apply in person,
Mon-Fn at Haws Memorial,
Holiday Lane, Fulton, Ky.

FULL-TIME position for
tanning salon personnel.
Apply in person at Golden
Image Tanning Salon,
1104 Story 'Ave. 5-7pm
Mon-Fri. No phone calls
please.
FULL time RN or LPN
needed to staff in home
private duty pediatric case,
in Paris, Tn. For more information call 901-664-5709 .

I 6UE55 ITS GOING
TO BE A NICE DAY
AFTER ALL..

HERE 5NOOPY.THE5C800L

BUS 15 C0MING..i.04Y
DON'T YOU TAKE MY CAP

A BIG DEAL

AND UMBRELLA
NOME FOR ME?

OF IT!

1/16ualt2.atlan techniques
someLunes help

ACCOUNTS manager/
delivery person, full time.
Apply in person ColorTyme 408 N 12th, Murray

POSTAL JOBS $1141 to
$14 90/hr For exam and
application information call
219-769-6649 ext KY109
8am-8pm 7 days

APPLE IIE Computer 64K
expanded 80 column card
including ram from 64K to
I32K, graphics plus serial
card with 64K buffer, 300
bode internal DC Hayes
modem, mocking board
speech synthesizer, RF
output to TV monitor, 2 disc
drives, joy stick, Panasonic
1091 printer, many programs and games $975
753-5940

LIVE-IN housekeeper to
care for house and 3 children 901-782-3442

APPLE COBBLER...
WITH VANILLA
ICE CREAM...
A LrTTLE HEAVY
ON THE CINNAMON

LOOK Al THESE FOOt? SPOTS ON
N1,r' TIE. THIS IS A GRAV4 STAIN
ci

BUT I WAS
ON MY WAY
TO ASK THE
GENERAL
FOR A
RAISE

OH,THEN
WIG&LE AWAY!

and services Metropolitan
Life, one of the largest financial institutions, seeks
aggressive person to fill
position in local area. Salary up to $40,000+ Excellent fringe benefits to include retirement, medical/
dental for entire family,
401K and disability plan,
3-year training program.
College degree preferred.
Sales background necessary Resume please to:
John Baker, P.O. Box 7039,
Paducah, KY 42002. EOE
Metropolitan Life Ins. Co.
New York, NY

GED? Hope for the future'?
You may quality if:'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma; 'You are
between the ages of 16 &
21. We are an E.O.E. This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- J.T.P.A.
Call J.T.P.A. Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
8a.m.-11.30a.m.

The Murray Independent School District is
currently accepting
applications for the
following position:
Music,
General
5-8
grades
high
middle and
school chorus director, second semesterpersons
Interested
should submit a letter
of application by 12
p.m. on Tuesday,
November 20, 1990
to:
Murray Board of
Education
814 Poplar Street
Murray, Ky 42071

Pccr
Lou i=04.
Tuts i4ou5e
Natos is A
SCREENED 204CH

IF

THE TOUGH PART IS )
1
COMING UP WITH
THE it:43AS

POSTAL Jobs - Start
$11 41/hour For exam and
application information
Call(219) 769-6649 ext. Ky
109, 8a.m — 8p m seven
days
PRIVATE investigator or
detective wanted Call
1-901-782-3670

KITCHENAID compactor,
bathroom vanity, patio
kdrapes, straw rug, 50 AusRN/LPN fuU Urns charge tralian Haley's Comet
nurse posItIoe Options: Mon- Stamps 753-7681.
Fn weekends off or 12hrs. on MILLIONAIRES MILSat and Sun with bonus pay LIONAIRES PANG.
with Mon-Fri off. Mills BURN'S CANDY IS BACK
Manor 500 Beck Lane May- IN MURRAY. Charlie's
field, Ky.
Safe-T Pharmacy

RN needed for 7am-7pm
shift Sat and Sun Excellent
benefits. Salary negotiable
Apply in person Mon-Fri at
Haws Memorial, Holiday
Lane, Fulton, Ky

LPN needed for 3-11 shift.
Excellent full time benefits.
Salary negotiable. Apply in
person Mon-Fri at Haws TOBACCO strippers Call
Memorial, Holiday Lane, 492-8516
Fulton, Ky
UP to $15 hour processing
mail weekly check guaranMETROPOLITAN Life and
teed. Free details, write,
Affiliated Companies - EXSD, 12610 Central, Suite
ECUTIVE SALES POSITION. Financial products 255-DKY Chino, CA 91710

NURSES aide part-time
PRN. Work as needed.
Hours will vary. Pleasant
atmosphere, good working
conditions Apply in person
Fern Terrace Lodge 1505
Stadium View Dr. EOE.

0
111

SEXY WALKING
WONkEw
SHOULD BE
HAS NO PLACE
IN THE OFFICE, JUDGE? BY
MISS BUXLEY. THEiR ABILITY,
HOT THEIR
Wi&E,LE

Articles
For Sale

HEALTH Star Ind looking
for 30 people wanted who MS. CARRIERS PAYING
are seriously interested in FOR EXPERIENCE 1
losing weight and earning year-24¢ mile, 2 years-25is
up to 21.89/hr. from home. mile, 3 years plus-26e mile1-800-231-5209
419-691-3717.
APPEAR in TV crxrimer- MULTIVISION Cable TV
cials. Earn extra money. All has several openings for
ages All types needed. No part-time customer service
experience. Call now! representatives. Qualified
candidates should have
1-800-232-8310 Ext. 37.
previous office and compuASSEMBLE OUR DE- ter experience, good phone
VICES Learn this trade, we skills, enjoy working with
send instructions, parts, people and be willing to
and check for assembly. work a flexible schedule.
Call (404) 426-0672 Ext Send resume to: Greg LeMaster MultiVision Cable
DB520
TV PO Box 741 Benton, Ky.
42025 EEO/M/F
BUT YOU DON'T\
13 IMMEDIATE OPENNAVE TO MAKE
INGS. NEED a job? A

Fleaboys

240

Help
Wanted

*HOLIDAY INCOME' Earn
$200-$500 weekly mailing
Christmas cards, gift items
etc. For more information
'ATTENTION Bad Credit send a stamped envelope
Distributors, GenDo you have money prob- to T&J
Delivery,
eral
Miami, FL
lems? Get relief Call
33156
615 664 3029
HOSPITAL JOBS start
$6.80/hr, your area. No experience necessary. For incall
formation
1-900-990-9399 Ext. 644.
LOST- male dog, half Bas 6arn-8pm 7 days $1295
setthound, halt Beagle fee.
Lost near 732 and Bean
Rd Wearing brown leather KENNEL help needed
collar with incorrect phone Hours 6-8am. Mail resume
number 753-2757, leave to: 404 S 12th St Murray,
message or 436-5382. No Ky. 42071

EARN $400 WEEKLY Stuffing envelopes at home P/T
Free details write: ENTERPRISE 2180 Pleasant Hill
P.Suite 350-H Duluth, Ga
30136

By GARY LARSON

ISO
Help
Wanted

THE Food Service Depart
ment of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital has a full
time position open for a
Cafeteria/Catering Supervisor The position is responsible for assisting the
Food Service Director in
ensuring that the cafeteria
customers receive high
quality, nutritious meals
and supervising all cafe catering functions Quakfied
applicants must be a high
school graduate or equivalent with an education in
nutrition desired. One year
experience in an insttuDonal food SINV100 organization is required and demonstrated supervisory Capability
For more
information contact the
Personnel Deportment of
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, 803 Poplar Street,
Murray, KY 42071, or
phone 762-1108. E 0 E

WANTED - LPN or RN for
part-time position in pediatric office. Send references and resume to . Murray Pediatrics PO Box 849
Murray, Ky. 42071.

KARAT ladies cluster
$500, valued at $700
492-8257
NICE name brand clothes;
including coats, shoes,
purses, jewelry. Country
pillows, dressed bears,
Craft House accessories_
Drapes, bedspread, like
new 35' RV cover, like new
kerosene heater. Too much
to mention. 1706 Holiday or
call 753-8004.
NIKON F3HP, 35-105 lensflash. List for $2,085, asking $1200 After 3 30pm,
753-7419.
OLD tobacco barn logs
Walnut trees for sale
489-2575

WANTED: someone for
rattic at country 'church.
Preferably MSU student
Call 753-4684
WENDY'S is now hiring for
day positions. Cashiers,
grill cooks, maintenance,
closers, salad bar prep and
sandwich makers. Apply at
Wendy's 1111' Chestnut
daily 2-4pm.

090
Situation

Wanted
ATTENTION Mother
Need someone to watch you
children so you can shop for
the holidays? Eastwood Kiddie College will be open on
Saturdays 9-4pm. No registration required. For more information call Sheila Melvin
753-1812 or 753-6673.
LOOKING for 2-3 children,
baby-5yr old, to watch during day. 437-4068
SPARE cheap room. Need
a small room for sleeping.
Do yard work, etc. Out of
limits or in town. Give references. Phone 753-5595
WILL do babysitting, anytime. 489-2976
100
Business
Opportunity

40'stove, works good $50
Refrigerator, working condition $50. 753-8642
APARTMENT size range
and refrigerator. 753-4684.
AVOCADO electric stove,
good condition, $100.
759-1293 after 5pm
KENMORE washer/dryer
good condition $300.
753-9491
160
Home
Fundstioall
ASHLEY fireplace insert.
Heats 2400sq.ft. like new,
used 1 season. 436-5371.
COUCH and chair, plush
cushions, glass top coffee
and 2 end tables. Like new.
436-2705 before 3pen
FORMAL couch and
matching chair, muted gold
with green trim. Call after
6 30pm, 759-1673
NEAL'S new and used furniture, appliances and cars.
Just opened at 103 B St.
Benton, Ky. 527-0403.
SOFA, like new, $100
753-2864 after 5pm

SOFA, loveseat and chair,
CHRISTMAS Trees • At- 2 years old, great condition
tention clubs, organiza- $1800 new, sacrifice $500,
tions, Christmas fund rais- easy chair, brand new,
ers. I'll furnish the trees, jewel tones, flamestitch deyou do the selling We'll - sign My decorating error
share the profit. Call Acree $549 new, now $175
247-7831
753-4312.
ESTABLISHED VENDING ROUTE No Competition - Investment Secured By
Equipment and Merchandise
Call SAN -O -SEAT
1-800-852-5898 24 His,
START AT THE TOP Own
your own business that has
built-in demand and repeat
business Own your own
business that provides financing assistance, thorough initial and continuing
training, on-site operations
and sales support and expansion assistance Own
your own business that is
recession proof and services the business community Own your own
short-run commercial printing center. Call toll-free
1-800-422-3278.

170
Vacuum
Cleaners
ELECTROLUX SUPER
SALE Upright, $279.95, Canister $359.95. Prices good
Nov. 12th thru Nov. 18th.
Also Electrolux water purification systems. 3424 Wayne
Sullivan Dr. Paducah, Ky.
(next to Flea Market City)
502-443-6469. OPEN SUNDAY 1-5pm
Farm
Equipment
4000 FORD tractor, plow,
disc, B Allis Chambers tractor, Ashley wood stove
492-8622.
200
Sports
Equipment

Party Mart
Paducah's Most
Interesting
Store
is looking for
Sub-Dealers for
their gourmet
foods and gift
items. Call Irv

at Party Mart
442-0011
1,10

Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
CASH for mobile home ax
les and tires We will remove 527-2061
NEW Business JM Recycling Formerly Dill Electric
on Old Concord Road Buying copper, brass, aluminum, stainless 753-6804
WE buy junk batteries Top
prices paid Marshall Co
Battery 527-7122

Rogers Gun Shop Save
money, call for quote Guns
repaired Boresghted,$10
15 years same location
753-1001
210

270
Mobil.
Homes For Sale

billscelantious

DOLL houses and furni- 1981 12x60 MOBILE
ture Over 30 houses to home New 18000btu A./C,
choose from Two Barbie $5500 1981 Ford Custom
houses left 247-5936
van, $2100 Call 753-8622
PROOF sets and silver dol- WELL kept 1985 14x70
lars make tine presents for 3br, l'/: bath, at Coach
every nori -asionl If we don't Estates. C.E. heat, wall unit
have the date you need, air, stove, refrigerator,
well get it at no extra cost to washer/dryer hookup, miniyou. Check our U S and blinds, new carpet installed
foreign coins, proof sets in 1987,$12,600. 759-1552
and silver dollars at the Ox before 8pm
Yoke Antique Store
(Hazel), Treasure House
280
(Murray), the Mercantile
Mobile
(Aurora), Olde Tobacco
Homes For Rent
Towne (Mayfield), and the
Book Rack on E. Wood
2BR, 14x60 newer mobile
Street in Paris. We buy
home on private lot Walk to
coins and offer professional
Jonathon Creek $265/mo
354-6248 after 5pm
appraisals of estates
2BR mobile home in Pi753-4161
rates Cove Recreational
Development near Aurora.
2;0
Recreational facilities
Business
available to renters or ownServices
ers. For information call
PRIVATE Investigator with 753-2613.
22 years city and state in2BR, no pets 753-9866
vestigation experience
'Accident 'Criminal 'Civil 2 MOBILE homes 1-213(
•Personal or Corporate electric heat, 1-3br, gas
'Missing Persons. Your heat 527-3568
needs, our specialty Call
Confidential Investigations, 2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
or unfurnished. Some new
(502)753-2641
furniture, natural gasSHARP copiers Author- electric, air conditioned
ized dealer for sales, ser- Shady Oaks 753-5209
vice, supplies, parts and
rental units Local company. Call 1-800-248-4319,
270
Mobile
Homes For Sale

4 CAR shop with office
753-9386, 753-4509

12x60 2br, 1 bath, turn
ished or unfurnished Has
been remodeled 753-0659
anytime

FOR rent - office space - 3
rooms, bath, and large storage room 759-1242

1987 CLAYTON mobile
home, 21x, 2 bath, microwave, coffee maker, can
opener, AM/FM cassette
stereo. 759-1488 or
753-5472
1987 FESTIVAL 14x72 1
owner, mint condition. 2br 1
bath, w/d hookup, built-in
china cabinet and microwave Take over monthly
payment $175/mo Call after 6pm at 753-9826
VERY nice 2br, 1 bath. Gas
heat, two lots, minutes from
lake and boat ramp, appliances, bargain at $8500.
436-2195

OFFICE space for rent
600-1200sq ft Will remodel to suit tenant Central gas heat and air 1 block
oft court square 104 N 4th
753-3153
RETAIL space 1000sq tt.
Ideal location for children's
shop Country Square 121
By-Pass 753-0035.
120

2BEDROOM duplex, 3
miles east of Murray on
private road. No pets. $200.
per month. 753-8848 before 8pm

CAREER OPPORTUNITY
We have a position available in our
company for a professional person. The
successful candidate should have a BS in
Business Administration or Accounting,
knowledge cf computers and 3 to 5 years
work experience. We offer an excellent
compensation package including fringe
benefits and the opportunity for advancement.
Send resume to:
PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT
PASCHALL TRUCK LINES, Inc.
Route 4
Murray, KY 42071
13-7tc

SOCIAL WORKER/
DISCHARGE PLANNER
Murray-Calloway County Hospital has an
opening fora Social Worker/Discharge Planner. The Social Worker will provide social
work services and discharge planning for
the Hospital, as well as providing social
work services to Hospice and Mental Health
Care patients. Qualified applicants must
possess a Bachelor's Degree in Social Work
from an accredited university and must be

licensed to practice in the state ofKentucky.
Master's Degree preferred with previous
hospial/healthimental health related experience. Interested individuals should
send resume with letter of interest to:

NURSING HOME COSTS:
WHO PAYS?
• Medicare pays less than 2%
• Medicare supplement policies pay even
less

FIREWOOD 759-1039

• An estimated one in four Americans over
65 will spend time in a nursing home.

A FIREWOOD for sale.
437-4667
FIREWOOD Seasoned or
green Also slab wood
Charles Barnett 753-5476
FIREWOOD, discounts for
seniors 492-8227
220
Musical
GRAMMAS toy Ham
mood organ Apartment
size Excellent condition.
$300 750-4078
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Jerry Thomas, Director of Personnel
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
803 Poplar Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
(502)762-U05
E.O.E.

A 1A firewood. Seasoned
oak $25 delivered. $20
pickup 492-8254

FIREWOOD for sale
436-2744.

2BR bi
carport

Apartments
For Real

"YOU" pay for most nursing home cost.
Firewood

2BR a
wood
753-39

• In our area, costs average over $18,000
per year.
• Medicaid, the government program for
the "poor" only provides help after you
literally impoverish yourself.

Mu,
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EM
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SU
If you are concerned, give us a call for a
free copy of "The Consumer Guide To
Long Term Care Insurance."

McConnell
Insurance Agency
HopkInevIll•

Fo
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(5
(
u
Ern

Fed. Savings Building

753-4199

80

1
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 1990

CLASSIFIEDS
320

2BR brick, storage, patio,
carport No pets $275/mo
Call 753-6931

AKC Poodle puppies, apri- 2br 1 bath, 2 car attached
cot, shots and wormed. Pa- garage on acre lot Central
radise Kennels 753-4106 H/A, new roof 753-3139

2BR duplex, nice neighborhood, newly decorated. References, deposit required
No pets. $275/mo
436-2816 anytime.

AKC puppies, various
breeds
$75 up
615-746-5355
AKC Registered Golden
Retreiver puppies
753-4658.

3 ROOM apartment furnished Paid utilities Downtown area $225/mo
436-2755

AKC Yorkie puppies After
5pm, 247-0159.

1 and 2BR apartments near
downtown Murray
753-4109

DON'T weer Make your holiday appointments now.
Peg's Dog Grooming
753-2915

APARTMENT for rent 1 or
2 bedrooms. Fully furnished, heat and water included Call 759-1743 after
5Pm

SEAL Point Siamese kittens, 8 weeks old, $25. Will
deliver. 615-232-6928.

2BR duplex, Norttiwood,
central H/A, appliances
Coleman RE 753-9898
EMBASSY Apts -2br College Farm Rd Apartment,
extra large 2br 753-3530

Garage
Sale

EXTRA nice 2br apartment
with carport Owner occupied. 1821 Ridgewood
753-7457

1412 Dudley
Dr.
Thursday
& Friday
8:00 a.m.-?

FURNISHED 2br basement apartment on lake
$200/mo , $100 deposit
No pets 436-2402
LARGE 2br duplex with
carport in Northwood
$350/mo 759-4406

Clothes, furniture,
baby things &
misc.

NEW 2br duplex 1811
Ridgewood Dr Large
rooms, lots of closets Cen- MOVING Sale -,furniture,
tral gas H/A. $375/mo. etc.
492-8257.
Lease and deposit. No
YARD
Sale. Baby clothes,
pets 753-0814
glassware, household
NEWLY decorated 2br du- items. Behind Duncan's
plex apartment on Story Market Hwy 94E Saturday
Ave. Appliances furnished. only. 8-"
Central H/A, deposit and
lease required. 753-7185.
.130
Real
Estate
2BR apartment near University Good condition, appliances furnished Avail- KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range o
able now Coleman RE
Real Estate services with a
753-9898
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices.
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
711L

310

Hours
For Rsat
3BR, 2 bath lakefront Lakeway Shores $350 plus deposit Coleman RE
753-9698

38R, rh bath, brick in Panorama Shores Central
heat/air 2 car garage,
many extras Priced to sell
436-5513 or 753-3033

6X/4W

IMMACULATE 3br 1Y:
bath home situated on 2
wooded lots with attractive
split rail fencing. Home has
2-2 car garages and an
office Perfect for the family
that needs a hobby room,
workshop or extra storage
$70's. Contact Kopperud
Realty 753-1222 (
- MLS
2600)

LAKE home 3br, completely remodeled between
Aurora and Murray.
$24,900 $1000 down
442-5647
VERY unique, country
home in Woodgate Subd
17, stories, 3br, 2 bath,
den/dining room combination, kitchen and utility
room. 6 walk-in closets,
breezeway, double garage
$90's. 753-4449.
Walk to MSU 31x1rm 11/2
bath, brick, 1 car garage,
central heat & cool (gas)
Mid $40's Bob Perrine, RE
759-1881.
470

Motorcycles
1987 BANSHEE 4-wheeler
$1400 492-8836 after
5pm
180

Auto
Services

Lots
For Side

4BR 2 bath 605 N. 16th Building site in city on quie
$550 plus deposit. Avail- street. $13,500. Bob Perable Nov 30 Coleman RE rine RE 759-1881.
753-9898.
LOT in Lynn Grove
4BR, 2 bath, in country. 474-0116 after 6prn
1550/mo. Call 437-4446.

NEW and used tees Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-5500

NICE 2br brick with garage.
Coleman RE 753-9898.

1977 CAPRICE Classic

WELL insulated 2br, bath,
wallNrall carpeting, near
Murray. No pets. Deposit
References required. $250
753-7551.
360

Pets
& Sipple*
AKC Miniature Doberman
puppies, extremely small
Fieady to go for Christmas
and
$250
up.
1-901-587-9442.

Forms
For Side
55 ACRES between Mur
ray and lake, pasture, tim
ber, water, $32,500
Terms, 759-1922, owner.
62 ACRE farm located on
the Old Murray Pans Rd
Property Includes 4br
home, tobacco barn with
tobacco base Property
mostly fenced and includes
2 ponds and 52 lendable
acres $80's Contact Kopperud Realty 753-1222
(MLS 2669)

Used
Cars
with 305 engine, needs
transmission. Will sell car
for price of motor
436-5265.
1977 FORD LTD II, good
condition 436-5228 after
2pm
1977 GRAND PRIX runs
good $400 753-7755

1978 DATSUN B210. Low
miles, complete maintenance records. Good condition, $750. 753-8846.
1979 CADILLAC Biaritz. 2
owner, extra clean.
436-2427.
1979 MERCEDES 450SE
$8900 442-5647

a

•H•2111
.
111

1981 CHEVY Citation,

t

Semites
Offeefid

1988 MERCURY Topaz
LD P/S, pb/pw, p/dl,
25,000 miles, $7200.
753-3632 or 753-4424

1987 PLYMOUTH duster
Auto. air, AM/FM, high mileage, good condition
$2400 489-2189

A-1 STUMP Removal and
Spraying Lawns, trees,
and shrubs, unwanted ants
and. insects Cal A-1 for
professional service Glen
Joiner 753-0906

1987 PONTIAC Sunbird, 1988 YUC.70, 4000 miles
22,000 miles, $5000. $1900 753-0321.
753-0531.
1988 HYUNDAI Excel GL.
5 speed, air, AtiVFM cassette, 35 900 miles Excellent gas mileage $4000.
1986 Fiero Auto, AM/FM
cassette, sunroof, $5000.
753-8642

CARS • TRUCKS
VANS

IF you want to be near the
lake, have a large wooded
lot arid a home that is in
spotless A-1 condition,
then let us show you this 6
room, 1.4 bath bi-level with
range, refrigerator, washer
and dryer included Only
$34,900 Better hurryl Call
Kopperud
Realty
753-1222.

Financ,ng On The S..?

TOYOTAS COST LES%
IN MURRAY
CARS
10 Toyota Tercel
'9487
I Toyota Ccrolta
1417
10 Toyota Camry '12487
19 ilercury TN GS 1917
19 Toyota Cart 10987
19 Dodge Ctaytea 1,987
19 Actin
11,987
19 Cressida
'16487
18 Toyota Cry LE 10,987
18 Choy Crio '9487
18 Toyota Carry
1987
18 Toyota Caok ...... 7,987
18 Pont Bcnne, LE 1,987
11 Olds Cutlass Calais 47.987
17 Cutlass sq. Brou. _7917
17 Nissan Sentra
'4,717
17 Oids CaWs
'5987
17 Honda Aoccal
7,487
17 Ward/ 6 Ccupe '6,987
17 Honda Accad M.... 1417
17 laid/ RV
1487
17 Cain LE Yip 1,987
16 Tercel 46 Ilign $5,481
16 Honda Accad DI 7,987
16 Toyota 4/
1,987
15 Toyota Cressida 7,987
15 Ford Tempo
'2987
15 Toyota Cola
'4,617
15 Toyota Cam LE /487
15 Buick Elec. Pt Ave 1,987
14 Chev. Capict
"3,287
14 Ads 9.geme 1,987
'84Tqicti Cacil3
1,987
14 Toyota Calry
"3,487
13 WESal Senta
1,481

This is what you've been asking for--A 3 bedroom,2

bath brick ranch home with attached garage, in
excellent condition, good neighborhood. Just reduced to $49,900.

Kopperud Realty
Main St.

753-1222

1981 GRAND Prix U.
Black, red interior, bucket
seats and console, white
lettered tires, 74,000 miles.
$1400 or will finance
492-8884
1981 MAZDA
753-7573

loaded

1982 BUICK Regal Limited
Beige, loaded, runs good,
$2300. 759-1867.
1983 OLDS Cutlass wagon; good condition. Call
after 4pm 395-7986.

1984 TRANS Am loaded,
$4500 753-3704 1601
Loch Lomond
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, a leader in
providing qualify healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee, announces
the following job openings

REGISTERED NURSES
NURSING SUPERVISOR: Two part-time positions
INTENSIVE CARE UNIT: Two full-time positions
SURGERY: Part-time position
OBSTETRICS: Two full-time positions
EMERGENCY ROOM: Two full-time positions
MEDICALJSURGICAL: Five fuN-time positions
PRN POOL: Opportunities available
Sign-On Bonus for eNpenenced RNs. Weekend
opIron available in some areas

1985 MAZDA RX7, GSL
loaded 753-7027
1985 MERCURY Cougar
XR7 turbo $4995
442-5647
1985 MERCURY Grand
Marquis, loaded 54xxx
miles Excellent condition
$5250 437-4934
1986 BLUE Olds Cutlass
Calais Excellent condition

44x xx miles, cruise, tilt, air
stereo cassette, $5000
753-3406 7am-3pm, after
3pm 753-8753 or
753-7670

SURGICAL TECHNOLOGIST
SURGICAL TECHNOLOGIST: Part-time position
For details contact:
Lyn Ryan, R.N
Nurse Recruiter
(502)762-1319
Equal Opportunity
EnlPklYer

MURRAY
CALLOYAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

ttt

803 Poplar Street • Murray, Kentucky 42071

1986 BUICK Limited Nice,
new tees, tinted windows
Call 753-0025 before
8.30am or after 5 30pm
1086 DELTA 88 Royale
Dark blue, 42,000 miles,
$6800 753 3682 or
759-4884
1990 PONTIAC Grand
Prix 6,000 miles, loaded,
red, 4dr.executive car
435-4579

YES
Everything
We Sell Is Under
Five Thousand Dollars
Price & Payment Displayed
On Each Vehicle

CARS
'88 Chevy Cerkr..----$4967
18 Pontir
$4667
'88 Dodge Area
$4987
'87 Chevy Eurospor1 $4987
137 Ford Taurus V6 $4967
'87 Chevy Coltbrity
$49137
'87 Chevy Cavalier Wgn $4967
'86 Pty. Horizon ....... $3487
'85 Olds Deft 88
$49137
'85 Olds 98 Regency ....$4987
'84 Dodge Aries Wgn $2987
'80 Cad. Eldorado
$2487
Th Chev. Suburban
$3987

TRUCKS
'87 Chevy 9-10
$4967
'86 Ford Ranger Y6 $4987
'85- Chevy Blazer
$4987
'84 Ford Van.
.$3987
'81 Ford Van..
.$3987
'71 Chevy Suburban $3967
'77 Choy Slepside Vart$2487
riave 'tau Been Turned

Elsewhere'
Credit Problems V OK
No Credit V OK
Divorce V OK
w• sail dependable,
allordable cars is peopi•
who want to establish eir
reestablish their credit
Low Monthly Parma*
Other Locations:
Mayfield Paducah
We accept Visa & WC
See Salesman KeIvn York
Sammy Bradshaw. S.: es UT,'

1113 Sycamore
Murray
759-4999

That's right! If you are
not happy with the operation of your used
car
or truck you
bought from us. return
it to us within 3 days or
200 miles (whichever
comes first) and we'll
repair it or well refund
your money.

WS as simple as that!
YE
vr-

We'll Repair It
Or
We'll Refund
Your Money,

Yaw
1981 CONVERSION Van
Woodgrain interior, 4 captain chairs and couch. Tilt,
cruise. mag wheels, Michelin tires, real sharp. Excellent running condition,
83xxx, $4500. Can be seen
at Nancy's Sewing southside of court square. Days
753-4174, evenings
759-1354

S.V.'2 0: ha:

TRUCKS
10 Tula Egab '10,987
19 Ford Avast; XLT...13,487
19 Toyota Ex-Cab '10487
'1,487
19 Tort' FIJ
18 Grr Voy 10,911
1381
11 Yazd/ EON
Rimer
Toyota
1
18
'11,4V
18 Pirnouth Yam( _10487
18 Toyota 4X4
1987
18 Cheri Sink 1,481
'87 Dadge Caraym 5987
17 lard/ 40
'7,917
17 Toyota 1 Tai
1,987
17 rod Aercstr XL 1,987
16 Cher. Sitter* 1.987
15Toy4
1,987
15 Jeep C47
'417
Cterf kdy
1,187
12 Tort)64
IX
Aubrey M.;
Bill Calvert
Tom Thurman
Chris Bearden. Bus Mgr
Chad Cochran, Sales Lig,

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY

ABLE Construction Co
Building Contractors. Residential and commercial renovation, trim/framing carpentry, roofing, painting.
436-5598
ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance, etc Free estimates
489-2303

530

1983 FORD work van PS/
PB, air, new tees, runs
good 753-2422
1987 PLYMOUTH Voyager, $6600 753-2926
ii53
500
0

1971 2 TON Chevy C-50
grain tuck vAti hoist, 350
engine. 2 speed rear end.
$950 753-4252
1972 CHEVROLET C-60
grain bed with hoist Tabers
Body Shop
76 CHEVY 1 -ton 454,

good condition. 759-4414.
1985 CHEVROLET S-10.
4-speed, good condition,
$2800 436-2407
1971 CHEVY pickup, good
wood truck. 350 motor,
auto Leave message,
753-7925

1986 FORD Ranger XLT
Super Cab 4x4, auto, air,
sharp. $7200 753 2642.
1986 RED Mazda LX long
bed 753-3293 after 6pm

Services
Offered

fierier
Oared

HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing Free es
timates 759-1683

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including,
60h aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower corn
petitive cost Free esti
mates without obligation
Day or nite, 753-5484

WILL do light hauling, mow
lawns and other lawn work
436-2528

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fri 753-0530

Free
Column

IF you need a male stripper
for a party call 753 8041
Ask for Steve
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

BUSINESS/Residential
cleaning. Also window
washing 435-4146 or
753-4897

APPLIANCE SERVICE.
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30 years experience. Bobby Hopper,
436-5848.
BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Junior Thorn, operator. 30 years experience.
Septic system, drive-ways,
hauling, foundations, etc.
759-4664
BLOCK brick, concrete,
drive ways, foundation,
bases, patios, chimneys,
repair work. Charles Barnett, 753-5476.
I38M Painting - Interior/
exterior. Quality work at a
reasonable price. Gutter repair, stucco/plaster repair,
wallpapering. Free estimate. 753-3628.
KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
grain formica, all colors
Free estimates. Wults Recovery, Murray 436-5560

Carpet &
Vinyl
Installation
•Carpet 'Vinyl
'Tile 'Plywood
•Floor Work
•Restretch

Contact
Dwayne Brandon
753-9429
BUILDER - New homes.
framing, additions, garages, barns, patios, decks,
greenhouses, remodeling,
site preparation, hourly/
contract Tripp Williams,
753-0563.

COMPLETE home repair,
carpentry, electric, plumbing, appliance and refrigeration repair. 753-0318.
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service. Complete service on all central
cooling, all makes and
models. Call Gary at
759-4754.
DAVIDSON Roofing Co. All
types of roofing. 30 years
experience. All work guaranteed in writing. Free estimates. Specializing in
shingle work. 753-5812.
DO any type odd jobs tree
work, trim shrubbery, cut
and clean fence rows, seal
blacktop driveways, light
hauling, and other types of
work. Free estimates. Call
Robert Prescott 753-2054
EASY Go gas golf cart repair 436-2116
LICENSED for electric
gas, refrigeration. Installa
bon and repair. Free estimates 753-7203
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for tree estimate for your
needs
BANK gravel, creek gravel,
dirt, sand, and white rock
After 4pm, 759-1039
G and A Construction Quality work at affordable
prices Porch and deck
spec Room additions
Door and window installation. Finish carpentry work
Free estimates. Cali
753-1126 or 436-2617 after
4pm. •

5pals
I bon
1983 32ft AQUA cruiser
houseboat, new motor,
$7900 436-2116

GUTTERING By Sears
Sews residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifics
bons Call Sews 753-2310
for free estimate
G W CONSTRUCTION,
Gerald Walters roofing,
painting, vinyl siding, al
kinds of remodeling Phone
489-2267

'Drop by I see ow showroom
40g SUNBURY MURRAY illianina Fanny Brae
7I.V5010
40imai...s.nafr

IVA!,

STEWART'S Hauling trash and garbage pickup.
Serving all of Calloway
County 436-5236

el

•
••

Home with good commercial possibilities. Neat three
bedroom brick/vinyl with covered patio. Carport
with storage building. Two acre lot with two mobile
home hook-ups Reduced to $30,000 MLS-2523

Roberts Realty
414 12th St.

753-1651

Full Time/Part Time

* Need one full time person. Must be
dependable, honest, neat & willing to
meet people. Tow motor experience helpful, some sales ability or willing to learn.
Must be able to work mdst weekends
(Sat.)
* Part Time ... Need one person to work'
almost every Sat. & one or two weekdays.
Retired or semi. Please apply. Same
qualifications as above. Start at $5 Per hr.
Full time position has paid holidays &
vacation.
Need a permanent position then reply to:
C

W

P.O. Box 232

RETIRING AFTER SO YEARS OF

OPEN
SALE

lit

t•Mirei-

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

SPICELAND ELECTRIC
Complete wiring, rewiring
and service work. Steve
and Jason Spiceland electricians 492-8385, day or
night.

Approximately 8 weeks old Yellow
Tiger, affectionate
759-4410

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

PLUMBING - 24hr
emergency service Free
estimates, reasonable
rates, city sewers, septic
systems, backhoe service
etc. Your business appreciated! 753-4200

SEWING machine repair
All makes and models.
Home and industnal Call
Kenneth Barnhill 753-2674
Hwy 121 Stella, Ky.

FREE kitten

Custom Woodworking

MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492-8561

ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand, dirt, driveway rock. 753-4545,
753-6763.

560

CUSTOM IITCmEll CalliNETS
CUSTOM 5001:5081115
All Types Of:

LIMORE ELECTRIC Commercial and residential, fast
courteous and efficient L->er
vice 759-1835

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding
painting, plumbing, concrete. Free estimates. Call
474-2307

WILL do plumbing All guar
anteed 435-4169

•

LEAF raking and removal in
ANY remodeling, building, city or county Reasonable
painting & roofing Free es- rates Joe's Lawn Care
timates References 345-2312
435-4632
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
For all your carpet and upAPPLIANCE REPAIRS
holstery cleaning For a
Factory trained by 3 mayor tree estimate call
manufacturers. Most parts 75 3- 5827 Satisfied
in stock, on my truck. All references
work and parts warranted.
Ask for Andy at The Ap- A LICENSED electrical
pliance Works, 753-2455. contractor JAMES C GAL

GENERAL Roper: plumb
ing, roofing, tree work
436-2642.
1982 COACHMAN 25ft 5th
wheel Heat, air, electric lift
753-7880

530

Services
Offered

Paris, Tn. 38242
FARMING

ARM AUCTIO/)

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 17th, 1990
10:00 A.M.- REGARDLESS OF WEATHER

AT THE REX ROBINSON FARM

CARPET and vinyl repairs
and installation Professional service. Glen Bebbers 759-1247, leave
message.

WE Guarantee!

price negotiable. Call
762-2756

YOU'VE -GOT IT

530

Used
Cars

Fouls

AKC Cocker Spaniel pup- 2BR, carport, 1 block from
campus 753-3293 after
pies $75 1-328-8715
6pm

"if

590

Used
Crs

Horse

2BR apartment in Northwood $260 per month
753-3964

ni

Miih rray Ledger & Times

.140

Pet'
& Supplies

Apartments
For Rent

PAGE 11C

NEAR PURYEAR, TENNESSEE'
Midway Between Paris, TN And Murray, KY
From Hwy. 641 At Doe's Trucking Co. Take
The Fronk Howard Rd. East 2.5 Miles To Sale Site!! .

Irsk
..._..,.
........,

*
AUCTION HIGHLIGHTS * * * *
TRACTORS: INC 856 Diesel, 3192 Hours, CIA. 18.4-38R1 Rubber. Dual PTO. TA,

*

*

*

SN 20261 "Very Nice" • WIC 1256, 4158 Hours. 18.4-38R1 Duals. 2 Remotes, Dual
Shaft, TA, SN 13291 "Real Nice" • IHC 504 Diesel. Power Steering. Live PTO,
Power Spread Wheels • INC B-414 Diesel Utility.
Ford 4610 Black Decal Series II, 374 Hours, 16.9-30R1 Rubber. syncro
Transmission, Canopy, SN BB90207 -Very Nice" • Ford 1720 Black Decal, 167
Hours, 12.4-24R1 Rubber, Power Steering, Live PTO, 12 Speed Transmission,
Forward And Reverse Shuttle, SN 26632 "Like New" • Ford TW-20, CIA, 3127
Hours. 18.4-38R1 Duals, SN C642731 "Nice- • MF 285, 752 Hours, 18.4-34R1
Rubber. 2 Remotes, SN 9A345038. -.Nice" • Ford 7600, 3159 Hours, 18.4-34R1
Rubber, Load Monitor, SN CU97915 "Real Nice" • AC D-10 HI Clearance Gas,
Wide Front, 1 Row Cuitivator, 36" Rubber, SN 2371 "Real Nice- • 1939 John
Deere B Antique "Real Nice" • Case 1830 Gas uni Skid Steer Looder. Canopy, 1016.5 Rubber. SN 984919 "Nice" • Case 480LL Series w Loader, 3 Pt., SN 905029 •
MF 165 Diesel Tractor-Loader-Backhoe. SN 201659 • John Deere 2550, CIA, 1996
Hours. 16.9-30R1 Rubber, 2 Remotes, SN 482000 "Very Nice' • John Deere 2555,
1011 Hours, 18.4-30R1 Rubber. 3 Remotes, Canopy, SN 62737 "Very Nice- • John
Deere 4850, 3200 Hours. 20.8R1 Duals, 2 Remotes, Weights, SN 1385 "Real Nice"
• John Deere 4650 Power Shift. 3360 Hours. 20 8R1 Duals, 2 Remotes, SN 1458
Real Nice".
COMBINE AND HEADS: eic 715 Diesel 2032 Hours. CIA Corn Soybean
Special, 23.1-26 Rubber, Chopper. SN U024350 Real Nice" • IHC 810 series 13'
Platform SN 0023818 • INC 844 Series 4 Row Wide Corn Head, SN 0023473
TRUCKS AND TRAILERS: 1964 International 2 Tony/Grain Bed And Hoist • 1953
Ford 2 Ton w'Grain Bed And Hoist, "Original-44.000 Miles".
1977 Hobbs 38' Hopper Bottom Grain Trailer • Gooseneck 2 Axle 20 Flat Trailer
"Like New" • 2 Axle 16' Utility Bumper Hitch Trailer "Like New"
FIELD EQUIPMENT* INC 475 Series 20' Disc w7" Spacing • 1HC 370 Series 12
Disc • Brillion 14' Cuteintuiehor • 1000 Galion Steinke,' Water Tank *3 Horse
Pump. Mounted On INC 4 Wheel Running Gear • INC 510 Series 18 Hole Double
Disc Drill w Small Seed Attachment • AC 333 Series 4 Row No Tin Planter • AC 6
Row No Till Planter • Little Giant Hay And Corn Elevator w Drag Apron 'Like
New • Papec 870 Grinder mixer • Dunham °Lack Attach utility Loader w Hyd.
Controls • New Ides 309 Series 1 Row Pull Type Corn Picker • Set Of Saddle
Tanks • INC 420 Series 3 Bottom 3 Pt 16" Plow • IHC 550 Series 5 Bottom 16"
Semi Plow • Two - 4 Wheel Farm Wagon • New Idea 206 Series Manure SpreaderINC 11 Tine 3 Pt Chisel Plow • Mahn 3 Pt. Sprayer • 3 Pt Tractor Blade • 16
Portable Grain Auger • Tractor PTO Post Hole Digger • IHC 153 Series 6 Row
Cultivator • 2 Row Spring shank Cultivator.
Bush Hog 15 Hyd. Fold Cutter "Like New" • Bush Hog S/A-60 Ditch Bank Cutter
"Like New- • New Holland 315 Square Baler "Extra Nice- • New Holland 851
Round Baler "Nice" • INC 241 Big Roll Round Biller • John Deere 148 Loader
"Like New • John Deere 950 Series 15' Cunimuicher • John Deere 1008 Rear
Mount Rotary Cutter • John Deere 48 Loader • IMF 246 Ouick Attach Loader • Ford
4 Bottom Spring Trip Plow • Ford 10' Wheel Disc • 3 PI PTO Tractor Seeder
Spreader • 8' 3 Pt. Roar Mount Hyd. Adj. Blade
LIVESTOCK EQUIPMENT: 2 Axle 6x16 Bumper Hitch Stock Trailer • Portable
Grooming Chute w Head Gate • Halters • Grooming Utensils - Clippers •
Stationary Hoof Trimming Chute • Cali Pullers • De Homers • Large Fans • Two English Saddles • Feed Troughs • Round Bale Rings • Stainless Wind Vane
Mineral Feeders • Ten Sections Or Corral News • 16' - 14'- 12' Gates • All Kinds
Of Show Cattle Accessories.
THIS
L BE AN OPEN SALE TO LOCAL AND AREA FARMERS. AUCTION REPS WILL BE ON
TNE GROUNDS THURSDAY INC FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1511l AND 16TH FOR CHECK IN.

COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE'!
UP TO DATE BANK LETTERS A MUST!!
COW PREPARED TO RND THIS SALE MUCH LARGER THAN ADVERTISED

JAMES R. CASH
-

J
RC

AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY 42030
5021623-8466 or [5021623-6388
FAX 507 623-8885
TN Fwm *806 TEl loc. '930

CONTACT AUCTION COMPANY FOR DETAILED BROCHURE

f

J
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Mon. Nov. 12th thru Sat. Nov. 17th

PEPPERS Chrysler-Plymouth-Dodge-Jeep Eagle
will have ALL ;991 INVENTORY priced to sell!!

I

over FACTORY INVOICE

00

you KEEP THE REBATE
1991
Dodge Dynasty
3.3 L ter V-6
Automatic
Air Conditioning
Power Windows
*Power Locks
Tilt/Cruise
Foot Mats
Power Mirrors
50!50 Split Bench Seat

List
Peppers Price
Factory Rebate
Your
Prtce

1714O
15,152.65
1,000.00

'141,11526
'

1991
Jeep Wrangler
List
Peppers Price
Factory Rebate
Your
Price

rr-,-453:Go
11,041.65
g00.00

'10,541"

2.5 Liter
Fuel Injection
5 Speed w/Overdrive
Power Steering
Full Carpeting
Rear Seat
Full Size Spare

1991
Chrysler 5th Ave.
#100109

37L

List "2'1198700
Peppers Price 19,536.30
Factory Rebate
750.00
7

Re7 _
:?ive-s. Seat
se
Ai- Ba;,,-

Your
Price

'18378630

IF
YOU
PAID
MORE
THAN
$100
OVER
INVOICE

1991
Sundance
America
2.2 Liter EFI
5 Speed
Air Conditioning
AM/FM Stereo

Cloth Bucket Seats
Fold Down Rear Seat
Tinted Glass
Drivers Air Bag

'8 996'

1991
Plymouth
Colt
List
Peppers Price
Factory Rebate

YOU
PAID
TOO
flUCH!!

As Low As

S7;zra4700
7,092.00
400.00

#100158

1.5 Liter
Multipoint Injection
Bucket Seats
AM/FM Radio
Power Brakes
Rack & Pinion 4 Speed Transmission

Your
Price

,2 mow)
••••N
few
#100021

V-8318
Automatic
Air Conditioning
Tilt/Cruise
6x9 Mirrors
Cloth Bench Seat
Chrome Step Bumper
Full Size Spare
Argent Wheels

1991
Dodge
D-150

List .S1-47485700
Peppers Price 12,894.65
500.00
Factory Rebate
P
Y iucre

65
'1 29394

Bring •THE Best Sale OR Trade Price You
Found, Your Payment Book OR Title ands..

E PREPARED TO BUY YOUR NEW CAR osqflOCK
Dodge 16,

'Whatever it takes,
we want to be your car/truck

company

n
L
.,r our^5
Ou

r

VA/

PEPPERS

2400 East Wood Street

Paris, TN

642-5661

— YOUR LEASE SPECIALIST —

1-800-748-8816

Legal Murnbc Jumbo All pnces are plus tax. tale. license and doc lee atter rebate Dealer hold back and rx any tackory to dealer
incenove retamed by dealer $100 over invoice applied to dealer stock ow),

Jeep
Eagle

Rick Searcy
Jr. Willoughby
Jeb Medley
Robert Danny Hart
Finance Lease Mgr. Noel N. Hatman

— HOURS —
Mon.-Fri. 9-6
Sat. 9-5;
Or

until the last customer
is sold!

